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SUMMARY 
In order t0 improve the mechanical properties of fibre composites, 
and to pred i ct the ir tens iIe behaviour, itis important to fuIIy 
understand the st ress t ransf er mechanism in the compos i te. This study 
aims at a better understanding of the stress transfer between 
fibrillated polypropylene fibres and the cement matrix. 
To thisaim, phenomena which occurunder tens iIeI oad i ng were 
observed under microscopes usingaminiature tens iIerig. The 
observations showed that fibrillated polypropylene fi bres have avery 
complicated structure consisting of the net structure. fine hairs 
branch i ng out f rom themain fibres and voids or fI aws inthefi bres. 
Interesting phenomena were also seen in the composite under tensile 
I oad i ng thatiS, non-uniform deformation, sl ipor separation inthe 
fi bres, and faiI ure of the fi bre edges. The ef fects of these phenomena 
on the stress transfer are discussed. 
The tens iIe behav i our of the compos i te was i nvest i gated in terms of 
such f actors as matr ix strength. fibre type, fibre volume fraction, and 
fi bre open wi dth. Experimental data regarding the shape of the 
stress-strain curves. completion of themuItipIe cracking and 
re i nf orc i ng ef f ects wi th mi s-a Ii gned fi bres are di scussed in particu Iar 
detail from the viewpoint of stress transfer mechanism. 
Based on the resu I ts of th is exper i menta I work, a new theoret i ca I 
model was developed, in which stress transfer at the fibre slip face is 
taken into account as we II as that at the fi bre-matr ixi nterf ace. This 
mode I is able to predict the stress increase in the multi pie cracking 
r eg i on of the st ress-st ra in cu rves, and it is considered that the model 
exp Iai ns the expe ri menta I results more accurately than the conventional 
mode I. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
1.1 History of construction materials 
Many different materials are now being used for construction work. 
Among them, materials such as rock, wood. br i cks. steei, and concrete 
have been most successfully used forI ong per i ods. Particularly, 
concrete and steeIareveryusefuI mate ria Is inthe modern world, 
because they are relatively cheap and have satisfactory mechanical 
properties. Recent development of the various structures owes much to 
these materials. 
Cementitious materials such as concrete and mortar have aI ong 
hi story. If cement is def i ned as an i norgan ic cement iti ous mater iaI, 
one of the oldest types of cement might be gypsum cement which was 
used as mortar for the joints of the stones in pyramids in Egypt about 
5000 years ago. According to recent archaeological fi nd i ngs, it was 
also reported that a kind of cement made by kiln-drying limestones had 
(I) already been used in China about 5000 years ago 
In the Greek per i od, sI aked lime was being used as cement, and 
this has been confirmed by findings of mortar or water jugs made of 
this material. In the ancient Roman period in about B. C. 200,1 i me 
2 
kilns were used to produce slaked lime which was mixed with volcanic 
ash for cement. Mortar or concrete produced by mixing the cement with 
aggregates was used as a construction mate riaI. Since then, any 
notabIe progression in cement products had not been seen unt iIthe 
l8th century. 
InthemiddIeofthe 18 th century, John Smeaton car ri ed out a 
scientific research on the relationship between the properties of 
sI aked Ii me and the raw mater iaIs. He f ound that impure limestones 
containing clay were more suitable for the production of the 
W 
watertight mortar. This was the start of tha recent deve I opment of 
cement products. 
James Parker obtained a patent for the manufacturing process of 
(2) 
cement in 1796 and named it "Roman cement" . 
After this, the research 
work on hydraulic cement was accelerated. In 1824, a patent was taken 
CZ) 
out for the manufacturing 0f Portland cement by Joseph Aspd in. The 
cement then was lower in quality and different from the current types 
in many ways. However, the Port I and cement began to be adopted f or 
important construction work after 1840. Also, various improvements in 
cement have been achieved since then. 
A concrete bridge was made by using the Roman cement in France in 
(2) 1816 Since then different types of concrete structures have been 
made throughout Europe. The disadvantage of concrete was, however, the 
Iow strength and thebrittIe fracture mode under tens iIe stress. 
Therefore, reinforced concrete was developed as a method to overcome 
the weak strength in tens i on of pIain concrete. Itissaidthat 
reinforced concrete originates from the flowerpot made by Joseph 
Mon i er. of which cement paste was reinforced by steel net. He aI so 
3 
desi gned a reinforced concrete arch that was 16 m in length in 1875. 
Since then, reinforced concrete has become extremely developed not 
only in theory, but also in practice. 
Af urther advance was made by a French engi neer, Freyssinet who 
obtained a patent for prestressed concrete in 1928. Although the 
or igi na I idea had existed since 1886, the development of high strength 
concrete and high strength steel enabled the idea to be put into 
practice. Reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete, and steeIare 
nowadays fundamental structure styIesinthe construction industry. 
There is of course a possibility that new construction materials will 
be developed, butitis un Ii ke Iy to be easy for new mater iaIs to 
compete with reinforced concrete with regard to economic factors and 
engineering performance. 
We can now obtain high strength steel and also high strength 
concrete which have compressive strengths greater than 100 Mpa. From 
the background 0f technical development, itis expected that even 
stronger concrete members may be used commonly in the near future, 
even though the concept of reinforced concrete would not change. 
An alternative way to reinforce the weak tensile strength of 
cement or concrete isbymi xi ng fi bres i nto the mater iaI. The 
advantage of fibre reinforced cement is the high resistance to impact 
and the improved ductility. 
The availability of fibre reinforcement has been well known since 
ancient per i ods, and it can be seen in many examples. In anc i ent 
Egypt, sun-dried bricks reinforced with straws were used. Asi mi I ar 
example can also be found in the plaster mixed with linen in the 
4 
Renaissance period of Italy. 
(4 
Among the composites of cementitious matrix mixed with natural 
fi bres, asbestos cement is one of the most successful materials. After 
1900, asbestos cement has played an important role in the construction 
f ield. 
Asbestos is a generic term for silicate crystalline fibres 
produced in natural conditions. From their mineral originality, they 
are categorized into several groups. i. e. Serpentine group 
(chrysotile), Amphibole group (crocidolite, amos i te, etc. ) and so on. 
The I ength of asbestos fibres iSin the range of 0.8 to 19 mm, and 
the ir strength is very hi gh. ForexampIe, the tens iIe strength of 
chrysotile is greater than 3000 MPa, buta practical range of the 
bundle strength of the f ibres is considered to be 660-750 MPa 
Asbestos is not only cheap. but also the mechanical propert i es are 
quite superior to other fibres, i. e. the high rigidity and good bond 
with the cement matrix. When asbestos fibres are mixed into the cement 
matr i x. they can enhance the tens iIe strength of the matr i x. 
Therefore, they have been utilized as a reinforcement of cement sheets 
since the early period of cement sheet manufacturing. 
However, after the middle of the 1960s, damage to heal th due to 
exposure to asbestos has been generally recognized. According to 
epidemiological study on the professional exposure to asbestos, it was 
confirmed that asbestos fibres might cause asbestosis, bronchial 
cancer and mesothelioma of the chest, 
In 1986, The International Labour Organization (I LO) adopted a 
treaty on the safety of asbestos use. in which prohibition of the most 
5 
dangerous asbestos fi bres i. e. crocidolite was prescribed in 
pr i nc ipIe. TabIe1.1 shows theIimi tat i on on uses of asbestos and 
asbestos products in various countries. 
Although it is still debatable that asbestos fibres combined with 
the cement matrix are harmful to the health, it seems to be a general 
trend that social pressure is going to prohibit the uses of asbestos 
fibres on a wide scale. Therefore, because of this a lot of interest 
has been paid to developing a substitute material for asbestos. 
Table 1.1 The limitation on use of asbestos or their products 
Nation 
I 
Limitation 
U. K. 
Australia 
Be Igi um 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
West Germany 
I srae I 
Netherlands 
New zealand 
Norway 
Spain 
Sweden 
South Africa 
Japan 
crocidolite*, amosite*, uses as adiabators 
crocidolite, amosite, spraying method" 
all products(material)**. 
product in which asbestos is not fixed** 
all products* 
crocidolite". spraying method" 
spraying method 
spraying method , thermoplastic-mixture 
asbestos products of which specific gravity is less 
I g/cm. the other limitation* 
spraying method 
crocidolite** 
crocidolite, amosite 
all asbestos* 
crocidolite** 
crocidolite, the other asbestos** 
spraying method 
spraying method* 
there are some exceptions 
it can be used under permission 
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Cement sheets reinforced by fibrillated polypropylene fibres are 
one ofthe most prom is i ng mate ria Is developed asan alternative 
mate riaIto asbestos cement. When crystalline polymers such as 
polypropylene and nyIonarehi gh Iy stretched, they can begi ven 
improved mechanical properties. Since polypropylene fi bres are also 
stab Ie in high alkaline atmosphere, they are a du rab Ie and pref er red 
fibre for the reinforcement of cement. 
The surface of organic fibres is originally so smooth that a good 
bond with the matrix can not be expected. Moreover, the low elastic 
modu I us and thehigh Po i sson' sratioraise doubts about the ir 
practical use. 
At the University of Surrey, the use of polypropylene fibres for 
reinforcement of a cement matrix has been investigated since the early 
1970' s. Hannant succeeded in utilizing continuous fi br iII ated fi bre 
(4) 
networks of polypropylene to reinforce cement sheets the products 
be i ng common Iy ca II ed " NETCEM". The cont i nuous fi br e netwo rks cou Id 
prov i de a good bond wi th the cement matrix and provided a way for 
practical use. Inf act. I ta Ii an industry has recently started to 
produce the polypropylene fibre cement sheets commercially. The first 
products for corrugated roofing sheets were on the European market in 
1987. 
Other organic fibres are also being studied for the reinforcement 
0f cement composites, and some are starting to come into practical 
use. For example. attempts have been made to use aromatic polyamide 
fibres or polyvinyl-alcohol fibres as reinforcements. 
7 
On the other hand, in the later half of the 1960's Majumdar ( 5) of 
the Building Research Establishment succeeded in the development of an 
aI ka Ii resistance gIassfi bre in collaboration work with Pi Ikington 
Ltd. Since then, it has become possible to reinforce a cement matrix 
withgI ass fi bres w1 thout reducing the mechanical properties of the 
91 ass. ORC (glass fibre reinforced cement) has actively been used in 
the U. K. , although the use is limited to secondary members such as 
cladding materials or permanent form work. 
The patent Ii cence to produce the aI ka Ii res i stant gI ass fi bres 
was given to some other companies in the U. S. A. and in Japan. In these 
countries, many applications of ORC in the construction field can be 
seen. However, theaI ka Ii resistance of the glass fibres is unlikely 
t0be perfect. The reliability and durability ofaI ka Ii resistant 
glass fibres for long periods does not always seem to be high. 
Porter (5) reported an attempt of mixing short steel fi bres into 
concrete in 1910. A number of studies on short steel fibres have been 
carried out since then, and many patents have also been obtained in 
relation to the fibre shape, the manuf actur ing, and the utilization. 
Spec iaIIy, af ter 1960, the stud i es on pract i ca I utilization of steel 
fibres have been popular. In the USA, the research and development of 
steeIfi bres was vigorously conducted in 1970's. Many practical 
applications, for example. pavement work on runway slabs in airports, 
were also carried out during the period. The uses of short steel fibre 
have mainIy been in combination with concrete. but the mechanical 
properties of steel fibre concrete have not reached a high enough 
level to compete with ordinary reinforced concrete. 
The utilization of steel fibre concrete has been limited to 
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secondary structures, or pavements rather than pri ma ry structural 
members. Of course, thereare var i ous improvements on spa IIi ng 
resistance, duct iIi ty af ter cracking. and resistance to cyc Iic 
I oad i ng. 
Current interest is in the utilization of new fibres such as 
carbon fibres or polyamide fibres. Their cost is st iII very high and 
no easy prospect for the practical use of these fibres exists at 
present. The properties are. however, superior enough to attract 
people in search 0fa good system, particularly for severe 
environmental conditions. Waller(--r) had already carried out a study of 
continuous carbon fi bre reinforced cement before 1975 and reported 
that the modulus of rupture achieved in three point bending tests was 
295 MPa at a fibre content of 12.5 vol%. 
Since short carbon fibres made from pitch are relatively cheaper 
than continuous carbon fi bres made by an ord i nary PAN method. some 
studies of the utilization of short carbon fibres have been 
conducted However, short carbon fi bres are st iII expensive 
compared with the performance from a practical point of view. Although 
there are af ew examp I es of short carbon fi bres actua IIy appi i ed to 
cladding material ( Q) , carbon fibres are not considered 
to be at the 
stage of practical use. 
Itis not categorized as afi bre compos i te, butthe potential 
possibilities of FRP rod (fibre reinforced plastic bar) for use as a 
reinforcement of concrete members have been recently studied""""), 
especially as a substitute for ordinary steel reinforcements in severe 
environmental conditions. These new reinforcements may be used in the 
future for structures exposed to sea water etc. From a similar point 
9 
of vi ew, it was reported that polyethylene fibre cement sheets were 
used for permanent formwork t0 protect the buIk concrete structure 
(12) 
from a severe environment This shows the possibility of new uses 
for fibre reinforced cement sheets. 
As mentioned above, when we look back at the history of composite 
mater ia Is in the construction field, there have been two currents in 
the history0fthe mate riaI development. For pr i mary construction 
members, the development f rom concrete to reinforced concrete or 
prestressed concrete was one of the currents. The other one was the 
progress in fi bre compos i tes f rom natur a1fi br es to art ificia1fi br es. 
These fi bre composites have been we II ut iIi zed ina wi de range of 
secondary members in the construction f ield. Also, new products of 
fibre composites are being studied for future applications. 
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1.2 Fibrillated polypropylene fibre cement and the bond properties 
Although polypropylene fibre had originally a weak bond with the 
cement mat rix, the continuous fibrillated networks could prov i de a 
good bond with the cement mat rix. Development of fibrillated 
polypropylene fibre cement has not only brought a substitute for 
asbestos fibre cement, but also an expectation of other applications. 
The advantages of polypropylene f ibre cement sheets are the abi I ity 
forIarge energy absorption and fi ne crack distribution, Ifthese 
proper ti es are contro 11 ab] e in the des i gn and manuf actur i ng process es, 
the possibility of other applications will spread. 
The recent public interest in the durability of reinforced 
concrete suggests the necessity of some protection for important 
concrete structures. The fi bre cement sheet may be used to protect 
concrete structures from severe environments. If it is only to protect 
thebuIk concrete f rom such a circumstance, a dense. hi gh strength 
concrete sheet without reinforcements may be available for the 
purpose. However, the possibility of transient overloads will exist in 
any case, for instance, mis-handling or careless overloading during 
construction, and the internal stresses caused by the restriction of 
shrinkage strain or thermal strain of concrete. 
Inthis case. the cond iti on of the composites af ter matr ix 
cracking wiIIbe important factors. Unless the crack wi dth 0fthe 
matrix is very fine. the purpose of protection will not be achieved. 
Permeability or diffusion of chloride ions and corrosion of steel 
in concrete are complex and may not be directly related to the crack 
width. However. if the crack width and distribution are theoretically 
predicted and taken into account inthedesignofthethin cement 
sheets, or if the crack width is very fine, then the protect i on can 
ensure a reasonable effect. As a resu I t, the protection method is 
considered to be a reasonable, durable, and cheaper method. 
The properties relating to crack width mainly depend on the stress 
transfer capability between the matrix and the fibres, and also on the 
stress IeveI of the fi bres at the crack. Therefore, for fibres with 
the same bond property, the main factor controlling crack width is the 
fibre volume fraction of the composite. but for fibres with different 
bond properties. the higher stress transfer ability (the higher bond) 
can give a narrower crack width. 
Narrower crackwidthisaIso important forthe uses 0f roof i ng 
materials or cladding materials. Polypropylene fibre cement sheets are 
normally used at lower stress levels than the matrix cracking stress, 
so that the strength and the deformation after matrix-cracking is 
considered to be an insurance region. The crack width may not appear 
to be an important problem, but it could be a rather critical problem 
when the possibility 0f unexpected overload is considered. If wi de 
cracks occur inthe composite, the cracks may depreciate the 
commercial value of the composite by allowing water to penetrate the 
sheet. 
On the other hand. a high matrix strength may be adopted to allow 
the compos i te to be used - at ahi ghe r se rv 
ice load without 
any change of the thickness. If the bond strength between the fi bres 
and the matr ixis the same as that of the composite with a lower 
strength matr i x. and if the fi bre vo I ume f ract i ons are the same, the 
crack width wi II be wider because the fibres have to carry a much 
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higher stress at the cracks. In this case. to reduce the bond stress. 
a greater amount 0fthefi bre voIume fraction can be used, or an 
improvement of the bond property has to be made. 
A better understanding of the stress transfer mechanism infi bre 
composites can provide us with better predictions of composite 
behaviour and better improvements to the composite properties. 
Considerable theoretical understanding 0ffi bre composites has been 
achieved in the past two decades. However, most of the theoretical 
work has been developed or igi na IIy in the field of fibre reinforced 
pI ast i cs forthe space industry, which have hi gh strength, hi gh 
rigidity and light weight. In the case of the composite using cement 
matrices. different I imitationSsuch as low tensile strength. low bond 
strength with many fi bres, the hi gh aI ka Ii ne I eve I of cement paste 
etc. must be considered. 
For fibre composites, it is generally known that the bond between 
thefi bres and the matrix is an important factor in contro IIi ng the 
composite behaviour. The shortfi bres in cement composites normally 
have difficulty in transferring enough stress because of lack of fibre 
length or I ack of bond strength. Therefore, the bond properties tend 
to determine the composite performance. The I ack of bond strength 
increases duct iIi ty inthe composite by allowing the fi bres to be 
pulled out at failure, but the strength of the fi bre is not utilized 
up to its I imit. This does not suit the purpose of strengthening the 
composite by including fibres. 
In contraST. cement composites reinforced by continuous fibres 
can have enough development length to transfer the stress between the 
fibres and the matrix, even if the bond strength is not very great. As 
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a resu I t, mu It iPIe cracking occurs inthe matr ix and theuIti mate 
strength of the composi te is determined only by the f ibre strength. 
when the fi bre vo I ume fraction ishiq he rthanthecriti ca I vo I ume 
fraction*. However. the crack spac i ng and the crack wi dth depend on 
the bond properties. A poor stress transfer makes the crack spacing 
wider and expands the crack width as well. 
Improvements of the bond properties have been attempted in order 
to expand the application field, but have not been ach i eved to the 
extent expected. One 0fthe reasons may bethatthereaI bond 
mechanism of the polypropylene fibre cement is not fully understood. 
The critical volume f ract ion is defined to be the minimum value 
satisfying equation 2-2 (Section 2.2.1) 
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1.3 The alms of this study 
As described inthe above sect i on, the bond mechanism is an 
essential function forfi bre composites. Inthisst udy, it was 
therefore intended to obtain a better understanding of the stress 
transfer mechanism between the fibrillated polypropylene fi bres and 
the cement matrix. 
For this aim. various observations on the fibres and the matrices 
were car ri ed out. The objectiva0ftha observation work was t0 
understand the deta iI ed mi crost r ucture of the fibrillated fibre and 
the matr i x, particularly thei nterf ace between them. ItisaI so of 
particular interest to find what occurs at the interface on a 
microscopic level under tensile loading. The whole fracture process of 
the composite was observed by using a scanning electron microscope and 
an opt i ca I microscope. Although it is aI most impossible to directly 
distinguish the mechanisms f rom the observations, various phenomena 
such as local failure of the fibre or debonding at the interface would 
give useful information to assist in understanding the mechanisms of 
bond i ng. 
To assess the mechanical properties 0fthe composite, it was 
decided to carry out direct tensile tests on the composites. Di rect 
tensile tests were considered to be a much simpler way to establish 
the re I at i onsh ip between the bond i ng mechan isms and the be hav i our of 
the composite rather than flexural t es t S. In the experimental work, a 
higher strength matrix was used in comparison with the ordinary 
strength matrix and the effects were investigated from the interest of 
the bond property. 
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The theoretical assessment of the data was carried out first based 
(13) 
on ACK theory which was developed by Aveston etaI. The 
theoretical model is based on the assumption that the stress transfer 
between the fibre and the matrix is frictional, along with some other 
assumptions. In gene raI, the ACK theory showed reasonable agreement 
with the test results. but there were some cases where a reasonable 
agreement was not obtained, especial ly in cases using high strength 
matrices. The bas ic assumptions in the ACK theory may have to be 
reconsidered. The theoretical work of this study is developed f rom 
these foundations. 
From the results of the experimental work and the observation 
wo r k, the stress transfer mechanism is described and a new theoretical 
model is proposed. 
It is hoped that the work presented in this thesis will contribute 
to a better understanding of the stress transfer mechanism of 
polypropylene fibre cement and also to further improvements of the 
composite. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Literature survey of the behaviour of fibre cement composites and 
the bond properties between fibres and matrices 
2.1 Tensile behaviour of fibre cement composites 
Fibrillated polypropylene fi bre networks forthe reinforcement of 
cement sheets have been developed for many years and continual 
improvements in the properties of the reinforced cement sheets have 
resulted. However, the bond mechan i sm between the fi bres and the matr ix 
isnot yet fuIIy understood, so that our know I edge of the effective 
improvement methods seems to be reIativeIyIimi ted. The aim of this 
study was therefore t0 understand the bond mechanisms. Inordert0 
discuss the bond mechanisms subsequently, the tens iIe behav i our of the 
composites wiIIbe fundamental. In this Section. the general tens iIe 
behaviour of polypropylene fibre cement will be briefly introduced from 
the past literature. although the experimental results using the latest 
commercial fibres will be given in detail in Chapters 4-7. 
Figure 2-1 shows the typical tensile stress strain curve of 
polypropylene fi bre cement Load increases elastically unt iIthe 
matr ixis broken. Then many cracks are formed intheregionA-B 
(Figure 2-1). which is termed the mult iple cracking region. The curve is 
almost flat in this region, but in the experiments a slope is sometimes 
recorded. After point B, the load begins to increase again and reaches 
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the failure po i nt. This region0fthecurve is not influenced by the 
properties of the matrix, but dominated by the fibre properties. 
Cracking strength 0fthe composite is of course governed by the 
(2) 
matrix breaking strength. It is known however, that the addition of 
fibres can enhance the matrix failure strain even in the case of small 
volume fractions of polypropylene fibres, 
In past studies (3) (4) , relatively low water cement ratios (30-35%) 
have been used for the cement matrix. The average cracking strength was 
between 7 and 13 MPa. although it depends on the age at test. 
On the other hand, the composite failure strength is determined by 
the ultimate strength of the fibres and the fibre volume fraction, i. e. 
V-r a -ru. For example, if fibres of 400 MPa ultimate strength are used, 
the ultimate strength of the composite will be 24 MPa for a fibre volume 
fraction of 6%. The va I ues are comparab Iewi th those of asbestos cement 
sheets (16-22 MPa). 
In gene raI, the theoretical value of V-r 01 -ru gives a good agreement 
with the experimental failure strength of the polypropylene fibre 
composites, butthereisa case thattheactuaI composite shows a 
slightly higher failure strength than the value of 0 Uiu" 
Tab] e 2.1 shows the characteristic properties of the polypropyiene 
fibres used in previous studies. 
(2) (15) (5) The values of elastic modulus 
and ultimate strength of the recent commercial products of polypropylene 
fibres have increased ( 13-15 GPa in elastic modulus, 400-550 MPa in 
ultimate strength). Also, the wettability of the fibres which may affect 
the contact area between the fibres and the matrix has been improved. 
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Table 2.1 Typical properties of polypropylene fibres 
Initial Secondary 
Fibre elastic elastic 
modulus* modulus" 
(GPa) (GPa) 
BARI 12 8.1 -9.2 3.7-4.5 
BAR113 8.7 6.4 
S8 12.0 8.2 
S4 2.2 1.4 
S6 7.0 3.7 
Ultimate Ultimate 
strength strain ref. 
(Mpa) M 
172- 220 3.8-4.7 Kee r 
Hughes 
(2) 
I/ 
189 6.3 Hannant et al. (c)) 
306 3.5 /1 
The values measured at 0.1% strain. 
The values measured at 3% strain. 
2.2 Theoretical models of stress transfer between fibres and 
matr ix 
2.2.1 Frictional stress transfer model 
In order to descr i be the tens iIe behav i our of fi bre compos i tes, a 
theoretical idealization is required of the stress transfer between 
fi bres and matr i x. Many assumptions have so far been made inthis 
respect, although the most important point i. e. whether they can 
represent the stress transfer mechanism of the reaI composites or not 
has not been entirely resolved. 
For the composites withthe comb i nat i on of a brittle matrix and 
ductile fibres, the assumptions of the stress transfer will affect the 
predicted behaviour in particular af ter matr ix cracking, such as the 
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strain at multiple cracking completion and the shape of the stress 
strain curve. 
The theoretical model most commonly used to present the tensile 
behaviour ofbrittIe matr ixfi bre composites isthefr ict ional stress 
transfer model which has been unified in the work of Aveston, Ke IIy. 
(7)-(10) Cooper, Mercer and Sillwood This is commonly known as ACK 
theory. This theory can be app Ii ed widely to bri tt Ie matr ixfi bre 
composites. The predicted tens iIe behaviour by ACK theory gi ves 
generally good agreement with the experimental results of those 
composites, desp i te the theory be i ng founded on verysimpIifi ed 
assumpt i ons wh i ch are not exact Iyt rue. The benefit of this theoretical 
approach is that it is simple and clear to describe the tensile 
behaviour. 
However, the polypropylene fibre networks in this study have a very 
complicated shape atboth macroscopic and microscopic IeveIas 
described ina later sect ion. Therefore. the assumpt i ons of ACK theory 
may be over simplified for these polypropylene fibres. 
The applicability of the theory will be discussed subsequently in 
relation to the stress transfer mechanisms. 
AI so, si nce the ACK theory isf undamenta I to deve I op f urther the 
theoretical mode I the theory will be reviewed in some detail. The ACK 
theory is founded on the following assumptions. 
(a) The fibre are continuous throughout the matrix and aligned in 
direction to the applied stress. 
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(b) The stress transfer between fibres and matr ixis purely due to 
fri ct i ona I stresses distributed equally over the transfer I ength. 
Therefore, the distribution ofthe transferred stress f rom the 
fibre to the matrix is linear. The fibres and the matrix can move 
relatively each other, 
(c) Failure strength of the matrix has a unique value. 
(d) Matrix and fibre behave elastically. 
The above assumptions are not exactly true for the polypropylene 
fibre cement in this study. Strictly speaking, they are over simplified, 
although simplified assumptions may be inevitable for theoretical 
approaches to obtain simple and clear predictions. 
As long as the stress transfer in the theoretical model is not far 
from the real phenomena, the theory will give reasonable predictions. If 
necessary, minor corrections for better descriptions of the phenomena 
may be made. In this respect, the assumption (b) is the most fundamental 
one, although thereaI phenomena of the stress transfer are of course 
not as simple as it is assumed. 
Although, the stress transfer mechanism 0f polypropylene fi bre 
cement wi II be discussed inthis thes i s, thereaI bond mechanism is 
likely to be more complicated. Even in the simplest system, a mixed bond 
mechanism may exist. For example, an elastic bond may be sustained while 
the work i ng stress at the interface isI ess than the shear debonding 
strength, and af ter debond i ng of the interface the frictional bond may 
play an important role in the stress transfer in the debonded area. The 
theoretical approach for this case will be discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
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The stress transfer mechanism depends on the combination of fibres 
and matrix. Therefore, theoretical models should be chosen according to 
the bond characteristics of the real composites. The assumption (a) is 
reasonab Ie for the cont i nuous I ong fi bre compos i tes. However, since the 
polypropylene fi bres inthis study have a fibrillated network pattern 
(see Chapter 4), the fibres are unlikely to be as ideal as this 
assumption. 
Although the fibrillation gives the fibre good mechanical bond, the 
fi bres branch 0ut and join everywhere so that they are not strictIy 
aIi gned inthedi rect i on of the app Ii ed stress. Also theindividuaI 
cross sect i on of thefi bres changes through the inatr ix and th is in i ght 
affect significantly the stress transfer mechanism. 
In the model analysis. the assumption (c) may be taken for granted. 
This assumption. however, is not true for multiphase materials such as 
concrete and mortar. in wh i ch the unequal geometry of the i nc I us i ons 
tends to give a range for the mechanical properties. 
The assumpt ion (d) wou Id be reasonable for some particular fi bres 
wi th hi gh rigidity such as glass fibres. carbon fibres. or steel fibres 
if used below the yield point. However many organic fibres behave, in 
general, inelastically even at low stresses and therefore this 
assumption is inadequate for these fi bres. However. in practice the 
appropriate values can be chosen for the behaviour after matrix 
cracking, because a relatively high stress exists in the fibres. AIso 
it is possible to modify ACK theory for organic fibre composites by 
( C5) 
using a bi-linear approximation of the fibre deformation 
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Fi gu r e, 2-2 shows the theoretical stress strain curve predicted by 
the ACK theory (f uIIIi ne) . The elastic reg i on bef ore matr ix crack i ng 
can be expressed by the mixture rule which is we II known as a common 
rule of composites, The elastic modulus is given by: 
Ec = ErnVrn + E-r V-r ( 2-1 ) 
where E elastic modulus 
V volume fraction 
the subscript c refers to composite, m to matrix and f to fibres. 
Since the strains inthe fibres and the matrix are the same value 
unt iIthe matr ix reaches i ts cracking strength, the stresses inthe 
polypropylene fibres are normally low in this region because of the low 
eI ast ic modu I us of thefi bres. When thefi rst crack occurs inthe 
composite, aIII oad wiII be carri ed onIy by thefi bres at the crack. 
Therefore, if the fibres can withstand the additional load: 
9 -ru V-r ýý Eo E: ,, u (2-2) 
where (Ttu is the fibre strength, 
S mu is strain at matrix cracking 
then the composite can continue to carry load. Otherwise, the composite 
wou IdfaiIwithasingIec rack. The mini mum fi bre vo1ume fraction 
satisfying equation 2-2 is termed the critical fibre volume fraction. 
After the first matrix cracking, the additional stress sustained by 
the fibres will be thrown on to the matrix over a transfer length x'. 
Inthe ACK theory, the fri ct i ona I bond stress is assumed t0bea 
constant limiting value, so that the additional stress in the fibres 
V 
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Figure 2-2 Theoretical stress strain Curves 
(after Av eston et al. 00)) 
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will vary linearly as shown in Figure 2-3 (a). 
Therefore. the matrix cracking will eventually continue at a 
constant stress E. ernu until the matrix is broken down into a series of 
blocks of length between x' and 2x'. 
The stress distributions in the composite during the matrix cracks 
forming at spacing 2x' and x, are shown in Figure 2-3 (b) and Figure 
2-3 (c), respectively. The additional load on the fibre varies between 
0* MUVM / V-r at the crack and zero at distance x' f rom the crack. This 
means that the fi bre stra in becomes same value as the matr ix stra in at 
the distance X, f rom thecrackf ace. The average strains of the 
composite in these cond iti ons can be ca I cu I ated as the average st ra i ns 
of the fibre throughout the crack spacing. 
For the actual average crack spacing, Aveston et al. 
(10) have quoted 
(1.364 0.002 ) x' from work by Gale. On the other hand. Kimber and 
Keer (1 have der i ved the average crack spacing more mathematically, 
wh i ch has been shown to yieId the va I ue of 1.337x' . 
Therefore, for the 
foII owi ng crack spac i ng, the average stra i ns in the fibre are given by 
(see Figure 2-3) 
crack spacing xI+3 ol /4 
2 x' (1+a /2 )e, 
1.364x' (1+0.6 59a) FE rnu 
The transfer Iengthx, is calculated f rom thebaIance of the 
add iti onal I oad and the fri ct i onal shear stress transferred. The total 
amount of the frictional stress working on the fibre in the region of x' 
from the crack will balance the additional force in the fibre at the 
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crack. Hence, 
P-r Nv x' =u ý', ' V, 
i. rnu Vrn /P -r N7= ErnVrn F, rnu A-r /P-r V-t -r 
(2-3) 
where P-r perimeter of the fibre 
N number of the fibres, V-r/A-r 
T the frictional shear stress 
X. the transfer length 
VrI the matrix volume fraction 
0' rnu the matrix failure strength 
S rnu the matrix failure strain 
After the matrix is broken down into the blocks of spacing between 
X and 2x' . no more cracks occur in the matrix because the developed 
Ien9thI ess than 2x' is not enough to transfer the stress requ i red f or 
new cracking. Therefore, the further add iti onal load wi II be car ri ed 
only by the fibres. The composite modulus will be E-rV-r after multiple 
crack i ng comp I et i on. The composite fails when the fibre stress exceeds 
the ultimate strength, this is 
U0u:: V-r 0, -ru (2-4) 
" ou the ultimate strength of the composite 
" -ru the ultimate strength of the fibre 
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2.2.2 Bonded elastic stress transfer model 
Aveston. et aI. (7) (10) have also considered the ful ly bonded cases 
where a perfect elastic bond between fi bres and mat rixis ma i nta i ned 
af ter matr ix crack i ng. In order to assess the elastic continuity being 
maintained at the fibre-matrix interface after the first crack 
occurrence in the matr i x, the si tuat i on of the compos i te was i dea Ii zed 
as shown in Figure 2-4. 
Then, the add iti ona I stress thrown on thefi bres af ter 
cracking is given by, 
A Cr . -ý Or ./ V-r - E-r e (2-5) 
where O-e, : the applied stress 
They assumed that the tensile strain in the fibre and the matrix are 
equal for the large values of y and that the transferred stress would be 
proportional to the difference between the y components of elastic 
displacement infi bre and matr i x. Then thefoII owi ng differential 
equation was derived. 
d2 AU /dy2 =H( (-f -rIE-r -dVrn/dy ) (2-6) 
where H is a constant. 
The above equat ion cou Id be so I ved by tak i ng account of the cross 
sectional geometry and the boundary conditions. As the final so I ut ion. 
the shear stress working at the interface can be given by, 
'r i=eXP (_ (1) 
1 ý'2 
Y) /2 (2-7) 
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Figure 2-4 Matrix Cracking with elastic continuity 
between fibres and matrix as assumed 
in the shear lag analysis 
(after Aveston et al. (10)) 
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where 2G, -nEo/E-rEr. V,,, 
)1,12 /r Un[R/rl) 1, *2 
where Ti: the shear stress 
O'o the additional stress in the fibre 
after first matrix cracking 
r the radius of the fibre 
R the radial distance from the center of the fibre 
y distance from the crack surface 
GI*A shear modulus of the matrix 
It is notable that the shear stress at the interface depends on the 
vaIueofU0 and decreases rapidIywithy as shown in the equation 
(2-7) The value of -C aI so assumed to be independent of fibre size 
(rad i us) r. If the force balance is considered, the equation (2-7) will 
be expressed as a force F by integrating. 
F= V-r A 0' oII- exp (- (D 
1,, "2 
* I) ] (2-8) 
Hence, the strain di 
Fi gu re 2-5. As obviously 
A 0' ois just the stress 
thrown back to the matr ix 
the value of V-rAUo i. e. 
single crack will occur. 
stribution in the fi bre becomes that shown in 
shown in equation 2-8 and in Figure 2-5, if 
due to the breaking of the matrix, the force 
on both sides of the crack will be less than 
the matrix will never break again and only a 
In other words, a sma II increase inAao wiII be requ i red to 
produce further cracks in the matrix. As a result, in the elastic bonded 
case, a smooth rise occurs in the multiple cracking region of the stress 
strain curve without the additional assumption of a variable matrix 
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strength, whereas such an assumpt i on must be made to account f or ari se 
in the frictional bonded case. 
The stress strain curve in the bonded case is given as a functionof 
the mean additional strain A F- and the additional fibre stress A a. 
1 -ý (1-U rnu Vrn /AUo V-r /2)1 "2 
FE 2 0' o/E-r [ -------------------------------------- 
In (1- 0- n Vrn /A 0- . vy 
( 2-9 ) 
The equation (2-9) isi ndependent of the dens i ty of cracks, simiI ar 
to the frictional bonded case. A6 also tends tobe Ago/E-r when a, 
becomes I arge. If any debonding does not occu r. cracks couIdform 
cont i nuous Iy and the crack spac i ng wiII decrease without Iimitin the 
elastic bonded case. Since increasing value of A Uo, however, increases 
the value of T, debonding must occur in practice when -C reaches a 
limiting value. 
Aveston et a]. (10) have compared the range of the theoretical 
debonding stress for different fibre composites from the following 
equat ion wh i ch is der i ved from the assumpt ion that the add it i ona I stress 
thrown onto the fi bre shou Id be I ess than the debonding strength. 
Writing debonding strength as 'r u=nU mu, the condition for debonding 
not to occur is given by: 
E-r Vm 
(2-10) 
Eo 4n 
2 V_r 21n (R/r) 
If the va I ue of V-r is calculated for different E-r/Eo by assum i ng 
n=I, the inequality wi IIgive relat ively highvaIuasfor the fi bre 
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reinforced cement composites, i. e. 
Steel fibre 
carbon fibre 
glass fibre 
V-r = 0.38 
V-r = 0.3 6 
V-r = 0.5 0 
These values are considered to be practically outside the range for 
constructional purposes. This means that debonding muStoccurinthe 
composites within the practical range of fibre volume fractions. 
Moreover, for polypropylene fibre cement, even if the highest value of 
theeI ast ic modu I us is used. the inequality (2-10) couIdnot be 
satisfied for any values of Vt in the cond iti on of n=I. That i s. the 
elastic bonded case will not support polypropylene fibre cement 
composites unless the value of n is much greater than I in the 
composites. 
2.2.3 Partial debonded model 
In the elastic bonded case, it has been shown that debonding occurs 
for most practical fi bre composites, un I ess thevaIue of the bond 
strength in shear at the interface is much greater than the matrix 
failure strength. 
It is also possible to extend the elastic bonded case to the 
si tuat i on in wh i ch the fi bres debonded f rom the matr ix over a certa in 
ength and kept an eI ast ic bond with the matr ixin the other PI aces 
(Aveston, et. al. (E) 1973, Laws. e t. a 1. (12) 1973). 
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Laws et al. (12) considered the case in which a constant frictional 
stress -r i exists in a length of y which represents the debonded length 
as shown in Figure 2-6. In th is mode ItheI oad and the shear st ress 
working in the fibre are given by: 
Ir X= 
: 3 
p 
(P-r - 
Px =( P-r -p 'r Iy) 
si nh (ß x) 
cosh ý( 1/2 - 
si nh (ß x) 
cosh ý( 1/2 - 
1) 
(2-12) 
where Tx: the shear stress 
P-r the working load at the end of the fibre 
P>C the load at x 
y the debonded length 
coefficient based on the geometry and on the 
elastic constants of the components. 
1/2 the length of fibre embedded in the matrix 
P the perimeter of the reinforcing element 
For the stress strain curve, the average strain of the composite at 
the load P-r is expressed as the average fibre strain over the uncracked 
length. When the crack spacing is 1, the average strain is given by, 
1 Er 
P-r PTIy 
tanh1 /2- y) +y( P-r -P Ic i y/2) 
(2-13) 
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where the debonded I ength Y is deter mi ned by the deve I oped max i mum shear 
stress. They can be expressed as a function of Ti, 'rx. 
From these equations, itisobviousthatthe derivation ofthe 
stress strain curves is quite complicated because of the dependence on 
values of the interfacial bond strength and the frictional shear stress. 
although the calculated stress strain curves show the increasing slope 
inthemuItipIe cracking region as well asthe elastic bonded case. 
Moreover, it is considered that the measurement of the interfacial bond 
strength and the frictional shear stress is practically very difficult, 
and thatthosevaIuesareaIsodiffi cu It to reassess f rom the stress 
strain curves. 
2.3 Applicability of the theoretical model 
As it was shown in Sect i on 2.2, different equations have been 
derived corresponding to various assumptions of stress transfer between 
the fi bres and the matr i x. There are no significant differences between 
the predicted stress strain curves as shown in Figure 2-2 except in the 
sIopein the mu It ipIe cracking r eg ion. However. some deta iIs such as 
crack spac i ng or di str i but i on of the shear stresses are different. In 
the discussion oftheeI ast ic bonded case. it was indicated that 
debonding must occurinfi bre cement compos i tes wi th norma I range of 
fibre volume fractions, unless the shear strength ( -C ') is much greater 
than the matrix failure strength ( 0- rnu) . Of course, with regard 
to the 
stress transfer, theremightbeother factors which have not been 
considered in the theoretical models. 
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If debonding actually happens in the real composites at the matrix 
break i ng stress, the ACK theory is simpler to apply rather than using 
the other comp Ii cated equat ions. Futhermore, when the crack spac i ng or 
the bond properties are assessed, a problem may occur, because the bond 
strengths in shear or the fri ct i ona I bond stresses after debonding are 
in practice diffi cu It to measure. This prob I em couIdappIy to al I 
theoretical models. butin the case of the ACK theory the frictional 
shear stress can be assessed from the crack spacing which is obta i ned 
f rom tens iIe tests of the composi tes. In the other mode I s. values of 
bond strength have to be measured separately. 
In the meant i me, for fibrillated polypropylene fibre cement, there 
are still some problems in regard to the assumptions of the models. Some 
of the assumptions arenot actua IIyt rue. For instance, ineIastic 
behaviour and the complex nature of the fibrillated polypropylene fibres 
(alignment. continuity, non-uniform cross sectional area of the fibres) 
have not been supported by the theoretical models. 
Kee r (5) developed a method to give a modification to the ACK theory 
for inelasticity of the fibre Hughes (13) confirmed the importance of 
non-uniform fibre thickness and surface asperities in the stress 
transfer mechanism (see Sect ion 2.5.3). The problems due to the fibres 
aligned at an angle to the I oad di rect i on have aI so been di scussed by 
(8) Aveston et aI. who presented a modification of the or iginal ACK 
theory for this case (see Section 2.5.2). However, the problems due to 
the alignment and the continuity of fibrillated polypropylene fibres 
Ae 
or igi nate f roM A nature of the network structure, and the cond iti on 
produced by this might be different from the condition in which 
straight fibres are aligned at an angle to the applied load. 
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Among these theoretical models, the simple ACK theory app Ii es 
reasonably forthe polypropyl ene fi bre cement, but some differences 
between the predicted resu I ts by the ACK theory and the exper i menta I 
results have still been recognized. 
(I)In experimental resu I ts, a rising stress sometimes appears in the 
muItipIe cracking regionofthe stress strain curves. Itis most 
obvious in the case of the specimens cured in water or natural 
weathering for a long period. The predicted curves by the ACK theory 
shou Id be fI at inthisregionunIessthe matr ix strength or the 
cross sect i ona I area of the spec i mens is var i abl e. The fuIIyeI ast ic 
bonded case gives smoothly rising curves. 
(2) Matrix cracking often occurs after multiple cracking completion as 
determined by ACK theory (i. e. inthe E-r V-r reg i on) . Acoustic 
emission measurements conducted by Hughes (2) confirmed this 
phenomenon. The elastic bonded model or the partial bonded model can 
predict matrix cracking in this region. 
(3) The post crack slope of the stress strain curves tends to be I owe r 
thanthe value calculated f rom V-rE-r, even iftheI owest measured 
value of the fibre modulus is used for E-r. One of the reasons may be 
due to the fibre alignment. 
Unt iI the bas ic bond mechan ism of the po I yp ropy I ene fi bre cement is 
f ul ly understood. it maybe difficult for any theoret i ca I approach to 
predict accurately the behaviour or the real composite. 
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2.4 Pull out tests and the evaluation of bond properties 
Pu II out tests have been carr i ed out in the past as the method to 
assess the bond properties between fi bres and matrices inm an y 
composites. The i nformat ion obtai ned from the pull out test, however, 
does not aI ways represent the cond it ion in the actual composites. The 
ma in cr itici sm or igi na t es f rom the f act that the compress i ve str es sin 
the matrix in some pull out tests does not reproduce the tensile stress 
in the matrix in most rea I compos i tes. AI so. the singie fibre puil-out 
test can not evaluate the fibre-fibre interaction which is considered to 
be important for the strength properties of the real composites. 
However, the pu II -out test can beused to compare reIativeIythe 
bond properties of the different combinations of fibres and matrices. In 
this case, if different stress transfer mechanisms exist among them, it 
may make the analysis difficult. Therefore, the pull-out test should be 
carefully planned and the results have to be carefully used unless the 
stress transfer mechanism of the composites under study is clearly 
understood. 
There are many different types of pul I-out tests 
(14)-(22) 
as shown 
in Figure 2-7. For example, the most popular one is the method in which 
a single f ibre is drawn f rom the matr i x. In another type, the several 
fibres embedded in the matrix are pulled out across an artificial crack 
to produce a much closer condition of the real composite (Fig. 2.7 (g)). 
Most pull-out tests for cement matrix composites have been conducted 
withsteeIfi bres. gI ass fi bres, etc. ,butI imi ted tests have been 
carried out with organic fibres such as polypropylene fibres. Some of 
the interesting results will be summarized briefly in the relatioln to 
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(a) (b) 
after Tattersal I et al. (14) after deVekey et al. (15) 
(d) 
e 
ýA 
(18) after Stroven et al. 
(e) 
after Hughes et al. (19) 
(C) 
after Pinchin et al. (17) 
(f) 
after Bartos (20) 
(g) (h) (i) 
after Bartos(20) after Naaman et al. (21) after Bartos (20) 
Figure 2-7 Pullout tests of bond Strength for fibre composite 
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the aim of this thesis. 
Walton and Majumdar (1975) (23) have reported the results of pull out 
test with a single polypropylene fibre of 150 xlO-'5meter embedded in a 
cement mat rix. f rom whichboth ends of thefi bre protruded. They 
obtained two types 0f pu I10ut curves f rom the irtests as shown in 
i qu re 2-8. 
One issi mi I ar to the stress strain curve of polypropylene fibre 
i tse I f, where I oad ri ses smooth Iywi th def ormat i on up to the max i mum 
va I ue. The other onehas a yield point in the mi dd Ie of the path to 
reach the maximum point in the curve, after which the load rises again 
with a lower slope than the initial slope. This yield point corresponds 
to the load at which the end of the fibre begins to be withdrawn through 
the matrix. They have also calculated an average bond strength of 0.34- 
0.6 MPa for the yield point, and 0.7 - 1.39 MPa f or the max i mum po i nt. 
However, it has been pointed out that the calculated values may be only 
a lower bound for the shear strength because many fibres had been broken 
before complete pull out in the test. 
Hughes (2) has measured the pull-out curves of polypropylene films as 
shown in Figure 2-9. Since it was difficult to determine accurately the 
Spec ific surface area of the polypropylene fiI ms, he used theterm 
'shear flow' (load/unit length of embedded film) in order to present the 
pu II -out curves. which was used ear Ii er forgI ass fi bre bund I es by 
Bartos et a]. 
(24) 
The results show the increase of the shear flow after the first 
(23) 
slippage similar to the results of Walton and Majumdar , although the 
yielding phenomenon could not be seen in the pull out curves. 
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Figure 2-8 Schematic representation of 
polypropylene pull-out traces 
(after Walton et al. (2ý1)) 
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Figure 2-9 Average Shear Flow Data for films BAR 112 
and BAR 113 (average of 15 strips each) 
(after Hughes (2)) 
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Th is phenomenon can not be seen gene raIIy in i nor gan icfi bres when they 
are withdrawn from a cement matrix. Although the reason is not clear, 
Laws suggested that the increase of the frictional bond stress between 
the fibre and the matrix may be due to an increase of dynamic frictional 
resistance presumably caused by the balling up of slivers stripped from 
(25) the fibr, es 
There is no evidence for this interpretation, but further study on 
th is wi II be wort hwh iIe. because damage to the fi bres has often been 
observed after pull-out tests and it must be affecting the stress 
transfer mechanism between the fibres and the matrix. Organic fibres may 
be distinguished from inorganic fibres in this respect. 
2.5 Poisson contraction and Fibre-matrix misfit 
2.5.1 Poisson contraction 
The effect of Po i sson contraction can not be neg I ected when the 
fri ct i ona I stress transfer between fi bres and matr ixis considered. 
Theoretical doubts (2c) have been raised about the possibility of 
multiple cracking of cement composites which are reinforced by the 
fibres with a higher Poisson contraction than that of the matrix. 
Jýy When a composite reinforced A aligned 
fibres is loaded. tractions are 
caused on the interface between the fibres and the matrix by the 
difference in the ir Po i sson' s rat i os. The interface traction will be 
influenced by the geometry inthe composite, for instance, whether a 
si ng Iefi bre or an ar ray of fi bres is considered, and which type of 
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array is considered. 
Consider the case before cracking that a single continuous fibre is 
stretched ina matr ix as shown in Figure 2-10( 27 ). The Poisson's ratio 
of the fi bre and the matr ix are V -r ,VM, respectively. Both components 
are isotropic. When the longitudinal strainisethe interface 
traction, p. will be given by the following : 
p 
2c( Pm - P-r ) Vm 
( 2-14 ) 
( Vrn /K-r + V-r /Krn +I /Gm ) 
where, K the plane strain bulk modulus, 
0 the shear modulus 
V the volume fraction 
The subscripts m and f refer to the matrix and the fibre, 
respectively. 
The si gn of th is equat i on depends on (VM- 1) -r ). However, in the 
case of the pu IIout test. wh i ch issi mi I ar to the si tuat i on ina 
cracked compos i te, the interface traction will be always tensile close 
to the surface independently of the values of the Poisson ratios of the 
fibre and matrix. 
SimiI ar I y, when a number of fibres are pulled out across a crack in 
the specimen. the interfacial tractions become tens iIe at thecrack 
face, whereas remote from the crack it depends on the values of V, and 
V -r. Therefore, as I ong as the fi bres and the matr ix are 
he Idin contact 
and frictional force is transferred over enough length to produce a 
crack, multiple fracture could occur for many systems, e. g. glass fibres 
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in cement, carbon fibres in cement, steel wires in resin, etc. 
The cond iti on to assure contact between the fi bre and the matr ix 
after cracking may be given by 
( 2r )vo F- -2rap -r F, k0( 2-15 ) 
R is the centre to centre spacing of two fibres (Figure 2-11), L) (: ) , 
arePoissonratioandstrainof the composite respectively. The 
equation can be rearranged by writing V-r =Xr2/k2 for a square array 
of the fibre. 
( 7r 
1,,, 2 
_ 2V-r 
1, *2 ) 1) o-2 
V_r 1, **2 a V_r ; ý!: 0( 2-16 ) 
Ke IIy and Zweben (27) checked the predictions of the above equation 
for many systems and showed that the compos i te 0f cement matr ix and 
polypropylene fibre does not satisfy the equation ( 2-16 They 
concluded that, forauniformaI igned polypropylene fi bre cement 
composite, debonding wouIdoccurin unstable f ash i on af ter matr ix 
cracking and that multiple cracking would not appear in the system. 
Pinch in (2S) and Baggott etaI. (2 Q) have car ri ed 0utasimiI ar 
ana I ys is by us i ng d if f erent assumpt ions and reached the same conc I us ion 
as Kelly, et a]. 
Nevertheless, Baggott and Gandh i (29) have reported the mu ItipIe 
cracking in a carefully prepared fibre composite containing aligned 
polypropylene monofilaments. Hannant, et aI- 
(30 ) have also successfully 
achieved multiple cracking in a composite with fibrillated films since 
1978. Although the fibrillated films are not exactly aligned, it is 
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Figure 2-10 Possion contraction : 
Single fibre imbeded in a matrix 
(after Kelly et al. (27)) 
4. __ 
Figure 2-11 Possion contraction : 
Two fibres in a matrix 
(after Kelly et al. (27)) 
MATRIX 
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Fibre 
Matrix 
stress 
by poisson 
ratio 
Figure 2-12 poisson contrction 
(after Kelly(26)) 
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(31) 
known that a crack spacing less than 0.5 mm may be achieved 
Possibilities to explain the development of multiple cracking may be 
matrix shrinkage, pulley force which is created by bending fibres across 
the c rack, and surface asperities ofthefi bres. However, the 
experimental work of both Hughes et. al. and Baggott et. al. were carried 
out onwet specimens af ter curin9in water, so that the compressive 
traction applied to the fibres by shrinkage may not greatly influence 
the resu I ts. The ef f ect of pu II ey f orce and matr i x-f i bre mi sf it due to 
the surface asperities will be discussed subsequently in Sect i on 2-6-2 
and 2-5-3, but these effects might also not be sufficient to explain the 
multiple cracking. ý-I- 
2.5.2 Pulley force 
Sincethe fibrillated . polypropylene fibres are originally made by 
open i ng the films after pin cutting, the individuaIfi bres wiII be at 
smai I angles to the applied stress direction when the opened films are 
pI aced in the actuai composites. A different condition from the ideaI 
aI igned one is thereaf ter created. The fibres which lie at an oblique 
angle not only affect the modulus of the composite, as determined from 
the mixture rule, but also the stress transfer between the fibre and the 
matrix after matrix cracking. When the fibres align with an angle to the 
crack face, the fi bres appear to pass through pu II eys at the crack f ace 
A. B as shown in Figure 2-13. This phenomenon of bending of the fibre at 
the crack have been often observed in pull out tests, 
Morton and Groves (32) have reported deta i Is of the phenomenon in 
their experimental models with the metal fibres and resin matrix 
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Figure 2-13 pulley force 
(after Morton et al. (32)) 
,. " .. - I 
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systems. They showed that specimens with the fi bres inclined to the 
crack f ace required additional f orce to pu II out the fi bres compared 
wi th the case of the straight aligned fibres. It has aI so been shown 
that the matrix near the exit point always deformed plastically in 
tens i on. 
The following mechanisms may be considered to explain the reason why 
the additional force is required to withdraw the fibre. 
(a) Enhancement ofthefri ct i ona I stress between thefi bre andthe 
matrix near the exit point of the hole from which the fibre is being 
withdrawn. 
(b) Plastic bending which would be propagated along the fibre when the 
fibre is withdrawn from the matrix channel. 
Hing et aI. (32) and He If et et aI- (24) have di scussed the pI ast ic 
deformation of the fibre during withdrawal from the view point of energy 
absorption. On theother hand. Morton etaI. (32) have proposed a 
theoretical mode I of the fi bre bend i ng and the IocaI yielding of the 
matr ix based on the f lexural theory of a simple beam. Morton' s model 
calculates the required force to produce a plastic hinge and gives a 
sma II er force than Hi ng' s mode I based on the propagation of shear 
deformation infi bres. Therefore, they have suggested that the fi bre 
deformation at the crack must be caused by the plastic bending. 
However. organ icfi bres such as polypropylene fi bres have a low 
elastic modulus and therefore the increase of energy due to the plastic 
bending would be much smaller than for metal fibres. Aveston et a]. 
( 8) 
have given the pulley force per fibre, F, for the case in which these 
effects are assumed to be negligible, 
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F= 7c r2 ( 7r /2) (a muV .. /V-r) (I -s in 0) 
For the case in which the f ibre-matrix bond is entirely frictional 
in continuous fibre composites. Aveston et al. (8) have shown that the 
sum of the pulley force and the frictional force was equal to 
( 7r / 2) 7r r2(T rnu Vrn 
/ V-r ) 
independently 0fthe orientation 0fthefibre, wh iIethefri ct i ona I 
shear stress was considered to be the same as in the case of a straight 
aligned fibre. 
However. in practice an enhancement of the fri ct i ona I shear stress 
could take place at one side of the matr ix-f ibre interface near the exit 
point to the crack face. At the other side of the interface, separation 
ofthei nte r face or reduct i on of the frictional shear stress may aI so 
occur as shown in Figure 2-13-a. Although the contributions due to these 
effects are difficult to estimate, the fri ct i ona I shear stresses would 
beatI east different f rom those of the straight aIi gned case. 
Especially, the pulley force might be able to keep the fibre and the 
matr ixin contact, even if catastrophic debonding occurs n 
polypropylene fibre cement by the Poisson contraction. 
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2.5.3 Matrix-fibre misfit 
Hughes (2) (13) has pointed0utthatthemain mechanism of stress 
transfer of polypropylene fibre composite is mi sf it between the fi bres 
and the mat rix. The mi sf it was def i ned as the diff erence between the 
size0fthe channel inthe matr ix and thesi ze of thefi bre in an 
unstressed cond iti on. Hughes (2) proposed that. since the polypropylene 
f ilm normally has asperities over ± 10 xlO-5 meter in th i ckness, the 
stress transfer due to the frictional shear stress could be sustained 
even after debonding at the interface, as long as the separation of the 
interface caused by Po i sson' sratio effects isI ess than twice the 
profile height of the fibre asperities. 
The separation due to Poisson contraction was also calculated by the 
following equation 
(3 t= t I+ (x ) (2-18) 
where -r Poisson ratio of the fibre 
t: thickness of the film 
The value of- the separation is relatively small compared with the 
change in thickness of the film as shown in Figure 2-14. The change in 
thickness of the film (± 10 xIO-'5m) appears to be large compared to the 
own thickness i tse If (70 xI O-cm) .butreaI fibrillated fi bres show a 
much more comp Ii cated conf i gur at ion (see Sect ion 4). The width of the 
fibres varies from 50 xlO-"m to 500 x]O-e'm, so widely that the largest 
va I ue may gi ve a much hi gher Po i sson contract ion. However, the changes 
in width and in thickness may produce stronger fibre-matrix misfit. 
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Figure 2-14 Relationship between Poisson contraction 
and film modulus and volume fraction 
for 70 urn film 
(after Hughes (2)) 
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Figure 2-15 Misfit action 
(after Hughes 
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Hughes had noticed this and suggested the possibility of another 
fibre-matrix mi sf i t. Although no practical evidence was shown, the 
following mechanisms are quite important for stress transfer in a 
Polypropylene fibre composite. Since 
individual fibrils could be seen 
fibrillated fiIM, it was suggested 
cause a complicate mis-fit action, a 
pulled to the right. the hair would 
channel. However. ifitis pu II ed 
discontinuous hairs attached on the 
from visuai examination of the 
that the discontinuous ha irsmi gh t 
s shown in Figure 2-15. If the hairs 
have sufficient space in the fibril 
totheIeft, IateraImi sf it couId 
occurthat may pee I the hair from the fibril as re I at i ve di sp I acement 
increases. The I atter case may reduce the apparent strength of the fiIm. 
while causing some jamming in the matrix channel. 
Hughes also described the misfit of fibres having voids in 
themselves (Figure 2-15 (b)). If such voids are filled with cementitious 
mate riaI. the fibres will f ibr iI late further as they are displaced. and 
IateraI misfit may occur due to the greater width of fibril being drawn 
through the channel. 
Whether these mechan isms can be pure Iy ca II ed misfit or not is 
debatable, because itisIi ke Iythat the shear property of the fibre 
strongly contribute to the ef fects. However. if they actua IIy occur. 
these phenomena will be very important in the consideration of the 
stress transfer mechanism. 
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2.6 Microstructure of the matrix interface 
It has been noticed that the mechanical properties of fibre 
composites are influenced by the properties of the interface. Basical ly 
the microstructure of cement hydration products is so complicated that 
it has not been completely understood yet. However. f or the past two 
decades, our knowledge on the hydration process has considerably 
i ncr eased due to the deve I opment of modern ana I yt i ca I instruments such 
as the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and the Transmission Electron 
Micro scope (TEM). Since cement i tse If cons i sts of aI ot of compounds. 
the microstructure of cement hydration products is influenced by various 
conditions affecting the hydration oftheindividuaI inclusions. 
Moreover. such i nc I us ions as aggregates in concrete, fi bres in cement 
matrices etC. aIso affect the microstructure morphologically, It has 
been reported recently that the structure of set cement paste near the 
interface is significantly different from that of the bulk cement. 
(-A) 
In the ear Iy work 0f hydration products in cement paste by SEM, 
Chatterii et a,. (3 5) have reported the change of the products at early 
ages. i. e. calcium hydroxide and calcium monosulpho aluminate followed 
by ettringite and calcium silicate hydrate. 
The further details of the microstructure in cement paste around 
aggregates and the other inclusions have been investigated by a group at 
(35) -(319) (4 0) Purdue University and others 
Barnes (38) reported fi rst aboutthe presence of thedupIexfi Im 
which is depos i ted on gI ass substrate and aggregates. The duplex film 
consists of two different layers as shown in Figure 2-16, of which thin 
layer is a continuous crystalline film of Ca(OH)2 and C-S-H gel deposits 
on the Ca (OH) 21 aye r. The totaI thickness 0f the dupIexfiImis 
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typ i ca IIy1.0 xlO-'5 meter. The Ca (OH)2 film precipitating directly to 
the substrate surf ace is0.25 to 0.50 x 10-" meter in th i ckness, and i ts 
c-axis is perpendicular to the surface. Behind the Ca(OH)2 NIM, rods of 
C-S-H gel intergrow or overgrow. This duplex film is also backed up by a 
thick interface zone of porous paste, and there are often large crystals 
of Ca (OH)2 observed, of which the c-axis grows roughly paral iel to the 
aggregate surface. The duplex film is normally well developed before the 
age of one day. It is notable that the porous secondary Ca (OH)2 develops 
by 3 days age. Thereafter. the secondary Ca(OH)2 grows completely in the 
reg i on between the dup I ex fiIm and cement paste by 7 days age. but the 
degree of g rowth of Ca (OH) 2 in mo rtar diff er f rom that in coment paste. 
Similar CH film have been detected on glass fibres Cohen and 
(39) Diamond 1975) and onfIyash part icI es Diamond, Ravina and 
Love] 1 (40) 1980). 
The interface zone, from a more macroscopic point of view, may be 20 
to 50 X10- 5 meter and normally consists of massive blocks of C-S-H gel, 
ettringite, and Ca (OH)2 crystals which have various orientations. Th is 
interface zone is much more porous than bu Ik cement paste. HadIey (30) 
has reported the existence 0fpartIy empty hydration she IIsinthis 
interface zone, that is commonly termed as "Hadley grains". The 
thickness of the interface zone is likely to depend on the inclusions or 
age. However, although the typical values are difficult to determine, it 
has been generally reported thattherangeisf rom 50 to 100 X10-6 
meter. 
Details about the interface between other inclusions and cement 
paste have aI so been r epo r ted by othe rr esea rche rs 
(41)-(48). 
Al-Khalaf 
and Page 
(41) have investigated a steel-cement paste interface by SEM 
observation of the fracture surface. They found that the interface forms 
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adi scont i nuous Ca (OH)2 I aye r, which varies in thickness and sometimes 
contains incIusions0f C-S-H ge 1.1 n many cases, the Ca (OH)2 I aye r 
i mpr i nts the meta I surface and shows a crystalline boundary, where its 
c-axis has an orientation to the interface. From the result that C-S-H 
gels with various configurations observed on both sides of the Ca(OH)2 
aye r, i. e. the paste side and the scaled face, they suggested that the 
gel formation must be due to precipitation from solution in the zone. 
Iwasakieta (43 )aI so reported the presence of a th in Ca (OH)2 
ayer (0.25 x 10-'5 m9ter precipitated on a glass substrate. from SEM 
observation of the glass cement paste interface. 
Pinchin and Tabor (4 ") have conducted tests to observe the interface 
between steel fibres and cement matrix. in which the test specimens with 
a single fibre were split and the fracture surface were thereafter 
observed. They couIdnot observe the presence 0fthedupIexfi lm 
reported by Barnes etaI, but indicated thatthe interface zone 
consisted of Ca(OH)2 with a smooth surface and a porous zone of C-S-H 
gei and ettringite. 
Jaras and Li therl and (45) have reported about the interface between 
glass fibres and cement paste with different curing conditions and ages. 
Inthe case 0f young ages and cur i ng inair. they f ound thatthe 
interface was very porous and that there were only cement grains and 
partly hydrated products at the contact face, but no hydrated products 
between the filaments of the glass fibre strand. On the contrary, in the 
case ofcuringin water forI ong peri od, it was reported that the 
interface and the gap between the glass filaments were filled by 
depos iti on of Ca (OH)2- Simi I ar results were also shown by Stuck and 
Majumdar"". In their results, the matrix interface of the specimen 
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Figure 2-16 Schematic figure of the interface 
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(after Barnes (37)) 
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cured in air for 90 days was not covered completely by Ca (OH)2, and 
there were onIy crystals Ii ke whiskers around thegI ass fi bres. The 
interface of the specimens cured in water for 5 years were covered 
completely by solid Ca(OH)2 layers. 
As described in this Section. the interface between cement paste and 
the other i nc I us i ons is considered to consist of a thin Ca (OH)2 layer 
and C-S-H gel I aye r. but the continuity and the thickness of the layer 
are likely to be influenced by various factors such as the properties of 
substrates, cement and the other inclusions. 
Although Barnes (37) reported in his early work that the duplex film 
is continuous, thismi9ht be because the experimental cond iti on was 
i dea I, i. e. the combination of a flat glass substrate and cement paste. 
Barnes (48) reported later on the discontinuous layer of Ca (OH)2 in the 
dupIexfiImf or the cement paste specimens containing pulverized f ue I 
ash. 
Nakayama and Beaudain (49 ) have shown micrographs of the surfaces of 
steeI plates and cement paste with different water cement ratios after 
bond shearfaiI ure at the interface. In those micrographs, the 
difference in continuity of the th in Ca (OH)2 I ayer wi th the diff erent 
water cement ratios can be observed. 
Although there are still debatable points in details on the 
microstructure of the interface zone between cement paste and 
inclusions, considerable understanding onthe presence 0f the dupIex 
film and occurrence of Ca(OH)2 precipitations has been achieved. 
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2.7 Fracture process of fibre cement composites 
2.7.1 Crack propagation in cement matrices 
Fracture of cement composites is considered to be a process that 
starts f rom crack occurrence, passes through the crack development 
involving arrest. divergence and conjunction. and then reaches collapse 
of the specimen system. It has been recognized that understanding about 
the correlation between microstructure of the cement matr ices and the 
crack development is very important for understanding the behaviour of 
multiphase materials such as concrete or mortar. For that reason. many 
investigations have been conducted in the past. 
An early attempt to observe the crack development in the relation to 
compressive failure was an investigation by Hsu et al. (50) They loaded 
cylindrical specimens and unloaded them at different stress levels, and 
observed the crack development on the cut surfaces of the spec i mens. 
They reported that there were three types of microcracks i. e. (I) bond 
cracking at the interface of aggregates and mortar, (2) cracking in the 
mortar, (3) cracking in the aggregates, and that the occurrences of 
these microcracks were closely related to the stress strain curves. 
Vile et al. (5) have described the internal fractures as follows. 
(1) tensile failure between aggregate and matrices 
(2) shear failure between aggregate and matrices 
(3) shear failure of matrices 
(4) tensile failure of matrices 
Hi gg i ns and BaiIey 
(52) have car ri ed out 0pticaI microscopic 
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obser vat ions on crack propagat ion in cement mat ri ces, and reported that 
the faiIu re is caused by many cracks. although one fourth 0fthe 
microcracks do not contribute to the failure. 
Mi ndess and Diamond(52) have observed crack propagation in mortar 
underthe SEM. They f ound thatthe cracks propagate tortuously and 
discontinuously with branching, jump i ng, etc. It was also reported that 
inactive cracks are not opened by extension of main cracks. In regard to 
the discontinuity 0f cracks in the ir observations, three dimensional 
effects might have to be considered. 
Meanwhile, Barnes (35) reported that the cracks between cement paste 
and aggregate surfaces occur within 30 to 40 xIO-5 meter from the 
aggregate surfaces, and that most of them occur between the duplex film 
and the cement paste surrounding the duplex film. 
2.7.2 Fracture process in fibre composites 
It is also important to understand the process of cracking, 
development 0f debonding. and faiIu re in the matrices inordert0 
explain the behaviour of the fibre composites. As shown in Figure 2-17, 
var i ous phenomena may happen when a crack propagateS through the matr i x. 
For instance, in the crack opening region (A-B) , Pull out of the fibre 
may be taking place over relatively large distances. 
On the other hand, debonding may happen along the fibre ahead of the 
crack tip (B inFi gure 2-17) ,if the interfacial shear bond is weak. 
Cook and Gordon (54) showed that a tens i1e st ress becomes a max i mum at a 
small distance ahead of the crack tip in the case of an infinite. 
A 
debonding 
crack 
pull 
fibre 
C 
B 
out of the fibre 
Figure 2-17 Crack propagation in fibre composite 
(after Kelly(63)) 
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e last ic and homogeneous body under an applied stress. Therefore, they 
suggested that if a weakness at the interface exsists ahead of the crack 
tiP, then the crack would be deflected or arrested. Of course. whether 
these phenomena happen or not depends on the composites, particularly on 
their bond properties. 
Bentur et a]. ( E5 5) have observed the debonding process of steel fibre 
cement ina compact tens i on test under SEM. Their SEM micrographs show 
that a major component of the interface zone is a rim of massive 
Ca (OH)2, approximately 10 X10-CS meter thick backed up by a transition 
zone, and also that cracks propagating to the fibre encounter the first 
zone of the weakness region backing the CH rim, where the cracks may be 
arrested. They concluded that it is likely to be arrested and to deviate, 
at this zone which is about 10 to 40 x]O-'5 meter away from the fibre 
surface. However, since their specimens were dried in an oven f or the 
SEM observation. it was diffi cu It to iudge whether the cracks were 
caused by loading stresses or whether they were induced by drying during 
the specimen preparation. AI though they have deve I oped the method us i ng 
a wet ce II and Robinson backscatter detector in SEM to obta in the wet 
test cond iti on and to avoid shrinkage cracks in the spec i mens due to 
(5 (5) drying in preparation this system is unlikely to give a good 
resolution. Therefore, the details of crack arrest in the interface zone 
have not been discussed in the wet condition. 
Bentur etaI. (57) have also carried out a similar observation of 
crack propagation with different shaped steel fibres, and reported about 
the non-symmetr i ca I behav i our of the debond i ng processes in the compact 
tension test. The observations in the test showed separation between the 
fibre and the matrix. but there seemed to be some interlocking between 
the two. Therefore, the main resistance t0 pu II -out in stee Ifi bre 
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composite has been suggested to be frictional in nature. 
Inthe case 0fthe specimens wi th the hooked orri bbed fi bres, 
crushing in the matrix and debonding could be observed on both side of 
the fibre bridging the crack even at the early stage of I oad i ng. From 
the vi sua I comparison between the reinforced compact tension test and 
the simple pull-out test, they pointed out that the compact tension test 
is more representative 0factuaI composites, and suggested that the 
information obtained in a direct pull-out test may be of limited 
significance to explain the behaviour of the actual composites. 
Pinch in etai. 
( t5s) 
conducted pu IIout testE on stee Ifi bre cement 
composites. They found from their observation that failure of the steel 
cement bond occurred both in the bulk cement and at the wire surface. 
They conc I uded that the cohes ion and ad hes ion of the cement mat rix to 
wi res are0fsimiI ar magnitude, although they did not expIainthe 
decrease in the frictional stress which occurred during pull out. 
A similar observation has been made for glass f, ibre cement 
composites by Bentur et a]. (5Q) 1n cement composites reinforced by 
glass fibre strands, some distinctive cracking patterns were identified. 
The glass fibre strands caused, in most cases. a shift in the crack path 
at the fi bres. There were aI so mi cro-cracks and di vergence of crack i ng 
observed near the fibres in some specimens. The filaments in the strands 
maintained the ir continuity and br i dged over the c rack, whereas a 
similar test with E-glass fibres after accelerated curing produced a 
brittIefaiIu re 0fthefi bres in wh i ch the crack path was relatively 
straight. Although the stress transfer mechanism between thegI ass 
fibres and the matrices was not discussed in detail in the paper, it was 
suggested to be mainly due to frictional bond. 
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Such observations have been rarely carried out for polypropylene 
fibre cement. Rice, Vond r am and Kumba rgi ("0) conducted tensile tests on 
fibrillated polypropylene fi bre concrete (short fi bres) and observed 
thereafter the fracture surface by SEM. The SEM observation and EDX 
anal ys is of the fibre surface show that the f racture is in the cement 
paste and not at the fibre to cement interface. They concluded that the 
bond between the po I ypropy I ene fi bres and cement paste was as str on g as 
the cement paste at the test age or the tensile strength of the 
polypropylene fibres themselves. 
From their test. it is difficult to find out the bond mechanism of 
polypropylene fibres particularly of the f ibri Hated fi bre compos i tes. 
It is implied. however. that at I east both adhes i ve and mechan i ca I bond 
contribute tothe stress transfer, as we II as fri ct i ona I bond af ter 
debonding. 
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2.8 Improvement of the bond properties 
It is well known in fibre composites that the bond properties 
between the fibres and the matrices affect significantly the composite 
behaviour, although there are of course other important factors. 
Inthe case of continuous polypropylene fi bre cement, thethin 
sheets are being used for roofing or cladding materials generally at a 
stress I eve Iunderthe mat rixfaiIu re strength. However, an excess i ve 
load may be carried particularly during the construction period. 
If cracks occur in this case, it could not only depreciate the value, 
but also other treatments may be required to prevent a leakage of rain 
water. Therefore. even ifthe matr ix cracks, the crack wi dth shou Id 
preferably be kept as narrow as possible. 
According t0 ACK theory, the crack width can begi ven as the 
transfer length multiplied by the difference of the average strains 
between the fibre and the matrix. The average strains depend only on the 
fibre volume fraction and modulus and also the matrix breaking strength, 
but the transfer length is inversely proportional to the frictional 
a 
shear stresses. Although(]/V, 
) the fibre volume fraction squared is the 
pr i mary factor t0 the crack wi dth. the higherfri ot i ona I shear stress 
makes the finer crack width as well. 
Inthe case 0frigidshortfi bres, i mprovement of the debond i ng 
strength and the frictional stress transfer after debonding may enhance 
the strength of the compos i tes and improve the energy absorpt ion, un I ess 
the fibres are broken. However, as shown in Section 2-7, for steel fibre 
cement composites, the mechanical improvement of the short steel fibres 
by hooks or ribbing may cause failure in the bulk cement matrix in the 
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vic in i ty of the fibres. As a resu I t, the composite properties have not 
been improved as expected. 
Sun, Mandel and Sa id ("" have reported that the add iti on of an 
acry Iic po I ymer to the matrix increased the interfacial bond strength. 
Their SEM observations show that the cement paste plus the polymer 
exhibited less cracking in the region of the f ibre-matrix interface than 
that withoutthe po I ymer. The add iti on of thepoIymer cont ri buteS not 
only to an increase the interfacial bond, but also strengthened the bulk 
cement paste near the interface. It was also indicated that reducing the 
water/cement ratio increased t lie micro-hardness oft lie mortar and 
increased the bond strength between the mortar and the steel fibres. 
For polypropylene fibres, an attempt to improve the bond properties 
by chemical treatment has been made 
(C52) 
. although the effect was 
uncertain because resu I ts were based onthe compressive test. With 
regard to fibrillated polypropylene fibres studied at the University of 
Surrey, the wettability ofthefi bre surface has been improved to 
increase the fibre-matrix contact ar ea. Since otheri mprovements have 
been also carried out simultaneously. the contribution of the individual 
effects is difficult to estimate. However. our information in respect of 
the effective improvement for polypropylene fibre composites isIimi ted 
at present, because the bond mechanism is not yet fully understood. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The polypropylene fibre cement composite 
3.1 Introduction 
Inthis chapter, the mate ria Is, manufacturing and curing 0fthe 
polypropylene fibre cement composite used in this study are described. 
Since the detailed configuration and properties of the fibres will be 
presented in chapter 4. a general description only of these is given in 
this chapter. 
Cement sheets reinforced by continuous fibrillated polypropylene 
fibres known as NETCEM have been developed and improved at the 
University 0f Surrey si nce 1976. A number of improvements in the 
composite have so far been made, butthe cement matr ix has been 
relatively unchanged. because a low water-cement ratio had been adopted 
from the beginning and it seemed to have optimum values in workability 
and achieved strength. In th is study, the same mix proportions were 
used as a basic series of the experimental work. 
As described in Chapter 1, there exists the possibility of using a 
higher matr ix strength in the future, because itwiII a] low the 
composite to be used in higher load conditions or to be a thinner 
sect i on even for ordinary serv i ce I oads. Therefore, tests of the 
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composite with high strength matrices were also carried out. The test 
resu I ts were compared with those of the ordinary strength matrices, 
and will be presented in Chapter 7. 
3.2 The cement matrices 
3.2.1 Matrix composition and mix proportions 
The des i rab Ie properties for preparation and performance ofthe 
W, ak I vwý 
composite are high fluidity during *e44-Fý-q- specimen. /ýand high strength 
and density after setting. A low water-cement ratio (w/c=34%) has been 
used in the previous experimental wo r k. One of the reasons is to be 
able to ensure a good bond between the fibres and the matrix. The other 
ev- reason is that a low water-cement ratio can provide a high resistance 
to matrix cracking. 
However. in general. mortar or concrete with low water-cement 
ratios tend to show poor f luidity and are rather st i cky. This poor 
fluidity is unsuitable for impregnating the cement matrix into 
f6e 
fibrillated fibre networks. To avoid this. water and cement quantity 
per unit volume may be increased. In this case, the cement matrix could 
be much fluidified. but the occurrence of shrinkage cracking would be a 
wo r ry. 
In the mix proportions which have been used at the University of 
Surrey, a superplasticizer was used to control the oPtimum workability 
atthe low water cement r at i o. Additionally, siIi ca grains and 
pulverized fueI ash (PFA) were used as fillers to decrease shrinkage 
and to increase fluidity, This mix proportion for the cement matrix is 
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adopted in this study for the basic series of the composite tests. 
On the other hand, it has been recently reported that silica fume 
can enhance the concrete strength by filling the fine voids and making 
a dense matrix. Silica fume consists of very fine silica particles and 
isa by-product inthe production process of ferrosilicon al loy or 
metaI. Their average particle size is in the range of lum-0.05 , um 
and the surface area is on the order of 20.000 m2 /kg ( measured by 
nitrogen absorption techniques ). A comprehensive review on silica fume 
and the concrete properties is published by ACI committee 226(l). 
Silica fume is not only a filling between cement hydration 
products, but also can be reacted with cement hydration products by the 
pozzolanic reaction. However, theaddition0fsiIi ca f ume tends to 
reduce the workability compared with ordinary mixtures. because tha 
silica fume has an enormous specific surface area and the surface 
adsorbes a9reat amount 0f water. Itis therefore norma IIy used 
together with superplasticizer, butthe combination 0fthiskind0f 
silica fume and superplasticizer is likely to be delicate. Especially, 
when higher strength is expected, it would be a key discovery to find 
the good combinations of these materials. 
There is another approach to achieve a very high strength in 
hydraulic cement materials. Bi rcha II et a 1. 
(2) have reported that the 
use of polymeric rheology modifiers gives unreinforced cement pastes a 
fI exura I strength of 150 MPa or mo r e. This cement is known as 
macro-defect-free (MDF) cement. Kendall et al. 
(3) explained the reason 
why the high strength can be made in relation to the volume of porosity 
and to the pore sizes. 
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However, according t0 research work on the microstructure by 
(4) (5) Si nc Iair. Groves et a]. it has been suggested that the organic 
component plays a more active role than that of an inert rheological 
aid. That i S. the polymer reacts with the cement solution to form a 
crosslinked polymeric product. Itmi ght be the reason why MDF cement 
can achieve such high tensile and flexural strength compared with 
silica fume concrete. 
MDF cement was attractive from the point of its strength, but the 
mixing procedure appeared to be so complex that manufacturing of 
composites containing continuous networks was aI most impossible. 
Furthermore, the detailed information of the manufacturing process was 
unfortunately not ava iI ab Ia at the ti me. Therefore, siIi ca fume was 
adopted inthis experimental study to produce ah1 gh strength matr ix 
for the polypropylene cement composite. 
Tab Ie 3- 1 shows the mix proportions and the compositions of the 
matrix used in this experimental wo r k. A low strength matrix with a 
water cement ratio0f0.5 was prepared for observations 0fthe 
fibre-matrix interface, the micro-structure of which was compared t0 
other interfaces of different water-cement ratios. 
The mix proportion of 0.34 in water-cement ratio has been commonly 
adopted for the majority of the matrices of polypropylene cement 
composites stud i ed at the University of Surrey. ItisaIso the 
principal mix proportion throughout this experimental work. 
The water cement ratio of the high strength matrix was 0.21, and a 
powder admixture consisting of si I ica-fume and a superplasticizer was 
added. The siIi ca f ume (micro-silica) used iS not exact Iythe 
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industrial by-product. butitis controlled and mixed witha 
superplasticizer for the particular purpose to obtain a high strength 
hydrated cement mate riaI. The product of siIi ca f ume used inthis 
study ( the commerc iaI name : Dens it AD ) was supp Ii ad f rom Japan by 
Denk i Kagaku Kogyo Ltd. Th is product was or igi na Iiy deve I oped by Dens it 
Ltd. The mi xture reta i ned fIuidi ty over the manufacturing period of a 
sheet without extra superplasticizer. 
Table 3.1 Matrix mix proportions by weight 
Materials 
low 
strength 
matrix 
Ordinary 
strength 
matrix 
High 
strength 
matrix 
Ordinary 1.0 1.0 1.0 
portland cement 
Water 0.50 0.34 0.21 
Pulverized fuel ash - 0.25 - 
Silica Sand 1.0 0.19 0.20 
Microsilica + Super- - - 0.15 
plasticizer 
Superplasticizer 0.018 - 
(Sulphonated melamine 
formaldehyde resin - 
Melment LIO) 
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3.2.2 Matrix properties 
Matrix properties such as modulus of elasticity and cracking stress 
under tens i on could be obtained f rom uniaxiaItension tests on the 
composite. Although more deta iIswiII be discussed in chapter 7, 
average ., -val ues of 
the matr ix modu I us. cracking stress and cracking 
strain of the composite are given in the following table, Table 3.2. 
Since matrix failure strain and cracking stress can be enhanced by 
(0) ( 7) fibre reinforcement the cracking stress and strain increase with 
increasing fi bre v01ume fraction. Moreover these vaIues tend to be 
scattered. so that the range of the measured cracking stress and stra in 
are shown in Tab Ie3.2. These resul ts are cons i dered to be reasonab Ie 
and in good agreement with other published vaIuesfor the same mix 
proportions 
Also. as a control test, a flexure test was carried out by using 
Table 3.2 Matrix properties 
Low Ordinary High 
strength strength strength 
matrix matrix matrix 
Elastic modulus of 
matrix in tension 
Matrix cracking 
stress 
Matrix cracking 
strain 
22 OPa 30 GPa 38 OPa 
about 7- 10 MPa 10-15 MPa 
3.5-5 MPa 
- 240-300 250-450 
x 10-15 x 10-" 
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matrix coupons. The size of the matrix coupons was nominally 50 x 150 X 
6 mm. After casting the coupons, they had been Ieft in the moulds for 
about 24 hours covered by po I ythene fiIm to avo id rap id dry i ng. The 
coupons were stored in water at 20* C af ter being removed f rom the 
moulds until testing at 28 days. 
The flexural test was conducted in three point bending with a total 
span of 135 mm. The flexural test jig used is shown in Figure 3-1 where 
the jig was placed for use in the Instron 1122 test machine. The test 
specimen is supported by two roII er s wh i ch aref ree to rotate to 
reduce the frictional force between the specimen and the supports. The 
ioadingpointisa ro II er of which both ends areguidedaI ong the 
apparatus slots. 
The cross head movement and the output from the load cell of the 
Instron were monitored and recorded on the ch art. The crosshead 
movement was assumed to be equal to the deflection. The specimens were 
tested at a rate of 10 mm/min which imposes a tensile strain rate of 
about 1.5 % min on the surface of 5 mm thick specimen. 
The average values of modulus of rupture on five specimens were 
12.8 MPa for the ordinary strength matrix and 22.1 MPa for the high 
strength mat rix. The resu I ts of the ordinary strength matr ix show 
reasonable agreement wi th other resul ts pubi ished prev i ously f or the 
(7) (8) 
same mix proportions although the test methods were slightly 
different with respect to the loading speed and the test arrangement 
i. e. three point bending or four point loading. 
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Figure 3-1 Flexural test rig 
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3.3 Polypropylene fibre networks 
Since the polypropylene fibre networks used in this work will be 
described in more detail in Chapter 4, a general overview and the basic 
properties of the fibre networks are introduced in this Section. 
Polypropylene fi Im is industrially made by the basic procedure of 
extrusion. quenching. and draw i ng. Then the fi Im is fibrillated, 
opened, and the surface is treated for stabilization, For 
fibrillation, the film is slit by a fibrillating roller incorporating a 
pattern ofpi ns. then opened. The opened fibrillated fi Im becomes 
continuous networks as shown in Figure 3-2 (a) - (c) . The products of 
fibrillated polypropylene fibres are industrially supplied to the 
market in the form of a roll in which a few layers of the network have 
already been combined as one pack (see Figure 3-3). 
In this study, two types of the polypropylene fibres were used. One 
isa recent industrial product wh i ch has been named N ser i es in th is 
thes i s. and the other one isapiI ot type product i on wh i ch was made a 
few years ago and called Aulla. Unfortunately. the manufacturer is not 
producing Aul ]a at present. These polypropylene films and fibrillated 
networks were supplied by Reti flex Spa. (A subsidiary of Montedison, 
I ta I y) . 
The main difference between N series and Aul la is the treatment 
method to prevent deterioration due to ultra violet rays. For th is. N 
series contains fine carbon powder in the polymer itself and appears to 
bebI ack. On the contrary, Aulla appears to be wh i te because it 
contains calcium carbonate and is treated chemically for Prevention of 
ultraviolet deterioration. 
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(a) Aulla ( fibrillated width : 0.18 mm ) 
Ficnirt- 1-2 Polypropylene fibrillated networks 
(b) N5( fibrillated width : 0.18 mm) 
(c) N7( fibrillated width : 0.12 mm) 
Figure 3-3 A roll of typical fibrillated fibre networks 
S 
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Although there was a difference in the manner of over I ay i ng these 
fibre networks in the supplied rolls, all specimens in this work were 
reinforced onIy in one direction, so that the supp Ii ed networks were 
rearranged in the required styIefor composite manufacture. More 
details of differences between these fibres will be presented in 
Chapter 4. 
3.4. Manufacture of the composite 
The composites are basically made by impregnating cement paste into 
theI aye rs 0f fibrillated polypropylene fi bre networks. Inthe 
industrial factory. a specially designed machine can continuously make 
the composite by repeating thefoII owing operations pI ac i ng, 
impregnation 0f cement paste, compaction. dewatering by vacuum and 
pressing. 
In the I aboratory, the cement matrices used in the composites were 
forcibIy impregnated i nto thefi bre networks by hand. Since it was 
difficult to achieve a uniform film distribution at lower fibre volume 
fractions. slightly different manufacturing techniques were required. 
All specimens were made with uni-directional reinforcement. The details 
of the manufacturing process were as follows. 
(I) Fibrillated polypro'pylene networks were cut in 500 mm squares 
f rom the reeI of opened fi bre networks supp I ied by Ret ifI ex 
Spa. The supplied fibre networks consisted of four layers of a 
single network. 
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(H) The number of the fi bre networks comb i ned in any one I aye r 
changed according to the required fibre volume fraction. 
(IU )A layer of polyethylene sheet was placed on a smooth horizontal 
wooden board to be used as a base, which had been previously 
moistened. The polyethylene sheet was f irmly pressed onto the 
board, where moisture ensures intimate contact by surface 
tens i on. 
IV The fiIMI ayers were IaidfI at on the polyethylene sheet 
(F i gure 3-4- (a) ) The mi xed cement paste was then put onto the 
opened fi bre networks and worked by hand unt iI the networks 
were fully impregnated by the matrix ( Figure 3-4-(b) ). Thin 
plastic gloves were worn to protect hands. 
(V ) The amount of matrix applied at a time was controlled according 
to the fibre volume fractions. for instance, a liberal quantity 
for low volume fractions (4%-6%) and an absolute minimum 
to provide penetration for high volume fractions (>9 
(M) Af ter the matr ix had been impregnated into the networks, the 
next layers of fibre networks were laid on top. Then, the fibre 
networks were pressed onto the I ower ones to be penetrated by 
excessive matrix from below. More matrix was then applied, and 
worked into the networks. 
(W ) The procedure was repeated until the required thickness of the 
composite had been bu iItuP. The top surf ace was carefully 
finished and trowelled to achieve as uniform thickness over the 
sheet as possible. 
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(a) placing film networks 
(b) working matrix into networks 
(c) finishing 
Figure 3-4 Sheet manufacture 
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VI To avoidrapiddryin9 shrinkage, the composite sheet was 
covered by a layer of polyethylene sheet, ensuring the no air 
pockets remained, af ter the sheeting had been completed 
Figure 3-4- (c) Then the top of the polythene fiIm was 
trowelled again. 
IX The sheet was left for 24 hours before removing to be cured 
under water. 
Uniform distribution of fibres was satisfactorily achieved 
throughout the thickness of the specimens by this manufacturing 
process. although it was most difficult to achieve this at a low fibre 
vo I ume fraction. It was morediffi cu It to obtainauniformfi bre 
distribution across the width of the sheet. The difficulty was mainly 
due to the fact that the quantity of cement paste could not be exactly 
controlled according to the fibre volume fractions. 
However, this would not be a major problem because the fibre volume 
fraction for each specimen was measured and used for analysis, instead 
0fusingan average va I ue of the volume fraction for the sheet. The 
actual fibre distribution has been shown by a thin section technique in 
wh i ch Ii ght is transmitted through thefi bres and photographed 
(Kee r (B) ). Also in th is study, the distribution will be presented in 
photographs by image analysis in Chapter 4. The analysis shows that the 
measured fibre volume fractions in small parts of the composites are 
reasonably consistent, although there was some scatter in the results. 
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3.5 The specimens and curing techniques 
The manufactured polypropylene cement sheets were protected f rom 
drying by covering with polyethylene sheets for 24 hours after being 
manufactured. Al I composite sheets were cured in water af ter the 
protective polyethylene sheets were removed. The composite sheet made 
of the ordinary cement matr ix was cured at 20' C unt iItesting 
commenced. On the other hand. the high strength sheets were cured at 
20* C for the first week after being manufactured, then cured at 50* C 
f or a week to ensure react i on between the cement and the fi ne siIi ca 
part icI es, and thereafter back to 20' Cinwater unt iI used for 
test i ng. 
Table 3.3 Specimens size and main experimental studies 
Experiment Nominal Testing age 
specimen size 
observa- 8x8x5 mm 
ti on 1, - 3- 28days 
SEM, OPM * 10 x 20 x5 mm 
observation tensile 
loading 10 x 50 x5 mm 28day -2 months 
Direct tensile tests 25 x 300 x5 mm 28 days 
Flexural tests 50 x 150 x5 mm 28 days 
SEM denotes Scanning Electron Microscope, 
OPM denotes Optical Microscope 
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The test specimens were cut0Utinthe required sizesf rom the 
composite sheets before testing as shown in Table 3.3 . Many different 
sizes of the test specimens were adopted in this study. since various 
experimental tests were planned. 
3.6 Measurement of fibre volume fractions 
The vo I ume content of fi bres in the compos i te was deter mi ned by a 
method which invoIved disrupting the matrix with hydrochloric acid. 
Samples of approximately 50 x 25 mm were cut from the test specimens 
for tens iIetests. Inorder to determ i ne the sample vo I ume. V,, the 
4ka P, 
sample in the surface dried condition was weighed in air. and A 
in water. 
The sample volume and the density can be calculated from the results. 
Then the sample was placed into a container with diluted hydrochloric 
ac i d. It norma IIy took 7 to 10 days at room temperature (20' C) or 3 to 
4 days at 60* Cin an oven unt iI the matrix had softened. The softened 
matrix was carefully washed and the fibre nets were taken out and dried 
in an oven at 90'C. The weight of the dried fibre nets was measured by 
a balance to 0.0019. 
The fi bre voIume fraction V-r can be calculated f rom thefoII owi ng 
equation: 
Wi 
V-r 
P-r vo 
where Wi is the we i ght of the fibre nets in the dried condition, and 
P-r, the fibre specific gravity, is 0.93 for the Polypropylene film. 
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The fibre volume fractions determined by this method were used 
throughout the experimental assessment inthisst ud y. A few results 
were aIso compared wi th fibre volumes measured by an image anal ysis 
technique. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Configuration and mechanical properties of the fibres 
4.1. The polypropylene fibre networks used in this study 
Although a general view of the fibrillated polypropylene fibres was 
br i ef Iy presented in Chapter 3, further detai Is wi II be described in 
this Sect i on, particularly aboutthe microstructure of fibrillated 
polypropylene fibre networks incIuding the quantitative assessment and 
the mechanical properties of polypropylene films from which the 
fibrillated networks used were made. 
Synthetic polymer, whose film or fibre can be made by drawing has 
norma IIyapartiaI crystalline structure, and is ca II ed crystalline 
po I ymer. The molecule structure of po I ypropy I ene may be seen in the 
mode I of Figure 4- 1- (a) . and has a stereo-specific polymerization 
(isotatic polymer) with a helical conformation as shown in Figure 
4-1 (b). 
Polypropylene films can be normally obtained in theform of film 
fibres or monofilament fibres. In general, the basic process to produce 
monof i lament or fi Im consists of extrusion of the polymer, quenching in 
airor water. and draw i ng through several ro 11e rs under controlled 
temperature. and reeling. 
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Polypropylene shows hi gh resistance to chemicals such as alkalis 
and acids under relatively high temperatures. This property is one of 
the reasons why polypropylene is expected to be usef uI in awide area 
of industries and, especially, it can be utilized without durability 
worries in highly alkaline conditions in cement matrices. 
Irradiation of ultra-violet rays for a long period might 
deteriorate polypropylene's mechanical and eI ectr i ca I properties, but 
addition of agents with an ability to stabilize against ultra-violet 
rays could prevent this problem. Although it had not been considered 
that fibres in polypropylene cement composites would be exposed to 
ul tra-violet rays for a long period. there was a little anxiety about 
the exposure through unexpected cracks, and therefore the fibrillated 
polypropylene fibres used have been treated for this protection. 
In the process of drawing, the fiIm is longitudinally drawn up to 
25 times i ts or igi na II ength. wh i ch makes the polymer molecules re- 
orientate. As a resu I t, the mechanical properties such as tens iIe 
strength. elastic modulus etc. will increase, since molecular alignment 
of polypropylene is enhanced. 
At thisst ag e. the polypropylene fi bre networks used were also 
abraded on the surface by brushes or abrasive paper to produce afi. lm 
wi th afi ne, hairy surface. Then the film was slit by pins on a roller 
and passed through af ibri Hating roller. The typical pattern of slits 
in the film is shown in Figure 4-2. The slit pattern depends on the pin 
arrangements and the re I at i ve speed 0ftheroIIer. Whether a 
fibrillation is made regularly or randomly is controllable. 
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3H CH 3 IIJI 
C -C 
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(a) Molecule structure S 
I 
ýe 
6-5A 
(b) helical conformation 
Figure 4-1 Isotactic polypropylene structure 
Figure 4-2 
Slit pattern of the film 
Figure 4-3 Schematic figure 
of the opened film network 
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Figure 4-3 shows a schematio figure of the opened fibrillated 
networks. With respect to the network structure shown in the f igure, 
i ttone (1) def i ned thefi ner fi br iI (A inFi gure 4-3) as a primary 
fibre and the continuous thicker fibril as a secondary fi bre. Although 
there are some debatable points on the definition from the view point 
44AP; Hed a4 CL V^alýy -Ph"e of the reinforcing effect the ., ai def @Ritiei; wa s-a-d-6-t4-e-d 
in this thesis, Fi br iIwidth is also defined as the width of 
the fibres. 
'S c C-0 V-Ad. V. 9 
Al I the f ibre networks used in this study are shown in Table 4.1. 
Aulla fibre network was. as introduced in Section 3-3. one of the test 
networks produced in a pilot plant for the industrial factory and it is 
unfortunately not being produced at present. 
N3 - N7, ca II ed N ser i es in th is work were made f rom the same 
polypropylene film. They have therefore the same mechanical properties 
as the films. The differences are the fibril width of the fi bre 
and the surface abrasion, therefore they may have differences in the 
Table 4.1 Polypropylene films and fibrillated networks 
Name 
I 
Type 
I 
Details 
III no surface abrasion 
N2 film the surface was abra ded 
N3 the film surface was abraded, 
-------- ----------- 
and the film was slit but unopened. 
----------------------------------------- -- ------------- 
N4 network no surface abrasion /fibril width: 0. 18 mm 
N5 network abraded surface /fibril width: 0. 18 mm 
N6 network no surface abrasion /fibril width: 0. 12 mm 
N7 network abraded surface /fibril width: 0. 12 mm 
Aulla network abraded surface /fibril width: 0. 18 mm 
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bond property. Among t hem, N5 is the same as the current commercial 
product, with af ibril width of 0.18 mm stated by the manufacturer. On 
the other hand, thefi br iIwidth of N3 and N7 are much more fi ne 
(0.1 2mm) and therefore might produce a greater contact area with the 
cement matrix. However, there is a problem in the handling of N7 during 
the production 0f cement sheets, so that N7 has not been adopted 
commercially at present. N3 and N7 are basically the same, i. e. N3 is 
an unopened film but fibrillated. N7 is an opened fibre network of the 
same fiIM. According t0 the manuf acturer, fiI ms N4 - N7 were opened 
about 9 to 10 times the originai fiImwi dth. N4 and N6 are ones that 
are not abraded on the irfi Im surface. In the areas of fibrillation 
wi dth and pattern. Au IIa and N5 are the same. The differences between 
Aulla and N series films are, as mentioned briefly in Section 3.3. the 
protection treatment a9ainst ultra-violet rays and ox i dat ion, 
wettability and the drawing ratio during the film production. 
Since the manufacturer is currently not producing Aulla. it was not 
ossibIeto obtain the films or the unf ibri I lated networks. However, 
the i nf ormat ion on the film properties of Aulla was supplied by the 
manufacturer (Retiflex Spa. ). 
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4.2 Microstructure of the fibrillated fibres 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Monofilament fibre may be close to an idealized fibre when 
continuous fi bres are considered ina theoretical ana I ys i s. Since 
fibrillated polypropylene fi bre networks have comp I icated shapes, as 
introduced in Chapter 2. compared wi th monof iI ament fi bres, they are 
not easily idealized. However, fibrillated fibre networks have been in 
practice successful in obta ini ng good bond between the fi bres and the 
mat rix. ItiSvery important to understand the mi crost ructure of the 
fibrillated f1 bre inorder to thestudy stress transfer mechanism 
between polypropylene fibres and cement matrices. 
As of ten observed by the naked eye, fibrillated polypropylene 
fi bres are not only opened into networks. but also conta in 
discontinuous hairs on the surface produced by abrasion. 
For the polypropylene fibre cement composites with poor phys i co- 
chem i ca I bonds between the fi bres and the mat rix, these hairs must 
contribute to the capacity 0fthe stress transfer. Therefore, the 
author be Ii eves thatthe micro-structure 0fthe fibrillated networks 
should be precisely investigated by microscopic observations. 
Hughes (3) has aI ready pointed0utthat based on his microscopic 
observation asperities on the surface of the films could play an 
important role in fri ct i ona I bond. However, the asperities are in the 
range of I to 10 microns and were observed on the films before 
fibrillation. Fibrillation or abrasion must influence thefi bre 
configuration and the mechanical properties. 
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This chapter presents the physical configuration and the mechanical 
properties of the fibre networks including the above points. 
4.2.2 Observation method 
The microstructures of the fibres and the films were observed by a 
scann i ng eI ectr on mi croscope (SEM) . 
The c ross sect i ona I shapes of the 
fi bres embedded inthe ma. tr i ces were aIso observed by opticaI 
mi croscope and scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope. Although the quantitative 
assessment of the cross sectional shapes of the fibres will be 
discussed in Section 4.3, the observation results with the same 
specimens which have a white cement matrix are presented in this 
section in order to provide a comparison with the other results. 
Instruments The scann i ng eI ectron microscope used was a Cambridge 
S100, which is shown in Fi gu re 4-4. There was a possibility that 
polypropylene fibres might be damaged by exposure to excessive electron 
bombardment during examination in the scanning electron microscope if a 
high beam energy was used. Since the damage was most likely to occur at 
higher magnification, the beam energy was controlled in the range of 5 
to 15 kV which corresponded to the required magnification. 
Figure 4-5 shows the optical microscope (Zeiss) used in this study. 
For observation of the polypropylene fibres in cement matrices, both 
po I ar i zer and analyzer were used withtheopticaI microscope. The 
reason is that polarizer and analyzer give better contrast in the 
i mages between different mater iaIs particular ly for a reflected Ii ght 
observation. For instance, in the photographs taken without them, the 
m 
Figure 4-4 Scanning electron microscope ( Cambridge SIN ) 
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Figure 4-5 Optical microscope 
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fi bres, siIi ca aggregate, and unhydrated cement particIes reflected 
Ii ght and were sh ini ng. It was difficult to distinguish between them. 
On the contrary, if the polarizer and analyzer were used, the fibres 
were obviously distinguished from the matrix and the other inclusions. 
4.2.3 Microstructure of the fibres 
Figures 4-6-a and 4-6-b are the micrographs of NI, N2 polypropylene 
fiI ms, respectively. Since the surface of NI film was not abraded, the 
surface was relatively smooth. However, some dents or asperities can be 
seen on the fi Im surface in thefi gure. and the asperities were 
scattered in a range of spacing 10-20 1-t m. 
The photograph of N2 (Figure 4-6-b) after abrasion treatment shows 
a number of secondary hairs caused by the abrasion branching out from 
the surface. These secondary hairs are branching out in the spacing of 
about 200 p m- Imm and less in number than those caused by fibrillation. 
However, these secondary ha i rs are at IeastIi ke Iy to increase the 
mechanical bond between the fi bres and the matr i x. They appear to be 
more effective than the surface asperities. 
Micrographs of the fibrillated fibre networks are shown in Figures 
4-7-a-4-7-e, where the width of f ibr i Is for Aul la, N4 and N5 are all 
0.18 mm, those of N6 and N7 are 0.12 mm. 
It can be recognized for all fi br iII ated fi bres that these fi bres 
have a comp Ii cated Pattern spec iaIIy at both edges, where a number of 
secondary hairs branch out. These secondary hairs are considered to be 
produced by slitting with Pins and opening the film. 
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Figure 4-6-a Polypropylene film ( N1 : before abrasion ) 
Figure 4-6-b Polypropylene film ( N2 : after abrasion ) 
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Figure 4-7-a. Fibrillated polypropylene fibre network ( Aulla ) 
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Figure 4-7-b Fibrillated polypropylene fibre network ( N4 ) 
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Figure 4-7-c Fibrillated polypropylene fibre network ( N5 ) 
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Figure 4-7-d Fibrillated polypropylene fibre network ( N6 ) 
Figure 4-7-e Fibrillated polypropylene fibre network ( N7 ) 
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Figure 4-8 Schematic figure of incomplete fibrillation 
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Figure 4-9 Flaws in the fibre caused by fibrillation 
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Figure 4-10 Flaws in the fibre caused by fibrillation 
( fine hairs are bridging ) 
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The width of the secondary hairs are in the range of a few microns to 
more than twenty mi crons, and the lengths are in the range of several 
micronsupto2-3 mm. The I ong hairs can be considered to be 
individuaIfi bres, but they are discontinuous. Therefore, f rom the 
point of definition of continuous fibres with the fibrillated networks, 
these hairs may be inadequate as continuous fibres and the fibre 
configuration would make the theoretical analysis complicated. 
As shown schematically in Figure 4-8, there are some variations 
caused by incomplete fibrillation during the production. for example. 
some hairs branching out from the main fibre recontact with the main 
fi bre at the other end. If the fibrillation isI ess comp I ete, fI aws 
like voids may partly remain in the fibres (Figure 4-9). 
When a vo idIi ke th isis exam i ned in deta iI, it can be seen that 
finer hairs bridge inside the opened void as shown in Figure 4-10. 
The width of these vo ids appears to be in the range of one to af ew 
mi crons. If the void is less than I or2gm inwidth, it is difficult 
for cement particles to penetrate into the void. 
There is a possibility for portlandite to fill the voids by 
deposition of calcium hydroxide in the case of curing the composite in 
caIcium saturated water foraI ong per i od. On the other hand, many 
secondary hairs can be seen particularly at the branching point of the 
primary fibre and the secondary fibre. which were defined in Sect i on 
4-I. 
Figures 4-7-b or 4-7-d show these secondary hairs. They may be so 
large in number as to disturb cement paste penetration during the 
manufacturing process. Inthe case 0f mechanical bond between the 
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fi bres and the matr i x. these ha i rs can be expected to produce a good 
bond, but it may bean opposite effect if they di sturb the matr ix 
penetration. 
Compared with the complicated fibrillation pattern at both ends of 
the fibres, the middle of the fibre is relatively smooth (see Figures 
4-7-a - 4-7-e) and remains the same as the surface of the film before 
fibrillation (see Figure 4-6-b : N2 film). The hairs caused by the 
abrasion treatment were occasionall-y observed on the surface. The 
number of the hairs due to abrasion is fewer than those of fi br iII a- 
tion. These observations imply that in the stress transfer the abrasion 
may be less effective than the fibrillation. 
On the contrary, in the comparison between the fibre networks with 
the fibrillation widths of 0.18 mm and 0.12 mm. the fibre width 
was obviously different between N4. N5 and N6, N7, but the pattern of 
secondary hairs was similar. 
AI though the quant i tat i ve assessment wiII be presented in aI ate r 
section, the observation results gave an impression that N7. N6 
(fibrillated width : 0.12 mm) have gr eater spec ific su rf ace ar ea than 
N4, N5. The number of the secondary ha i rs on N6, N7 appeared to be more 
than that ofN4, N 5. The difference inthe number may affect the 
composite behaviour. If the secondary ha i rs contr i bute somehow to the 
stress transfer between the fi bres and the matr i x, itis most Ii ke I 
that the effect is due to anchoring like a plants roots holding their 
bodies in the ground. The secondary hairs may carry stresses and deform 
great I y. As a resu I t, fracture and peeli ng in the fi bres occurs 
subsequently by shearing at the root of the hairs or at the branching 
art0f the fi bres. Ifthese phenomena are conf i rmed experimentally, 
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the major controlling factors on the stress transfer may not only 
depend on the bond stresses at the interface, but also the mechanical 
properties and geometrical characteristics of the fibres themselves. 
The fibrillated fibre networks have so far been analysed as 
continuous fi bres, but the reaI mechanism of stress transfer must be 
more comp I icated. Therefore, thefi bre conf i gu rat ion shou Id be taken 
account of in relation to the real bond mechan i sm. AI so, the various 
phenomena that happen in the composites during I oad i ng wiII be more 
easily explained if the correct bonding mechanism is established. 
4.2.4 The fibres in the composite 
As I ong as the fi bre pI ays a ro Ie as re i nf orcement, some stress 
transfer exists between the fibres and the matrix in the composite 
under loading. Unless adequate stresses are transferred from the matrix 
tothefi bres. the fi bres do notcarry any I oad and an ef fici ent 
reinforcement system cannot be achieved. 
Bond i ng between the fi bres and matr ixis strong Iy re I ated to the 
stress transfer at the interface. There is no doubt that the pr i mary 
factor control I ing bond i ng is the contact area between the fi bre and 
the mat rix. From this po i nt of vi ew, how the fibrillated fi bre are 
pIacedin the composi te is very important, because the Polypropylene 
fibre has such a complicated shape, as described in an earlier Section. 
The physical configuration of the fibre does not change even in the 
matrices. butitiS important to establish whether the voids in the 
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fibres caused by fibrillation can be filled in by the cement matrices, 
and whether the secondary hairs branching out from the main fibres can 
have a good contact with the matrices. These points will be important 
factors to cons i der in regard to the bond mechanism of polypropylene 
fibres in cement composites. 
Figures 4-11-a and 4-11-b show the micrographs of the cross section 
of the composi tes. Since the polypropylene fibres used in this study 
are made from films. the shapes of the cross section of the individual 
fi bres af ter fibrillation are generally rectangular. However, 
i rregul ar i ty of fi br iII at i on produces diff erent edges part i cu I ar Iy on 
theshortsi des. A number of secondary hairsarevisibIein 
cross-section near the short sides of the fibres in the matrix. 
AI so. in many cases, voids can be seen near the edges in the fibres 
(Figure 4-12) 
. 
The voids are considered to be produced by incomplete 
fibrillation of the films. These voids or fI aws tend to go across the 
cross section of the fibres in parallel to the thickness. 
These fI aws were not caused by 
the damage caused by polishing would 
the shallow surface. AI so. the regul 
different f rom that of po Ii sh i ng. 
flaws was easily predicted from the 
the fibrillated fibres themselves. 
po Ii sh i ng of the samp I es. because 
be much finer flaws and limited to 
arity in direction of the flaws is 
Moreover, the existence of these 
microscopic observation results of 
Whether these vo ids or flaws could be filled in by the hydrated 
cement matr ix or not was a most i nterest i ng po i nt re I at i ng to the bond 
properties. According to the observation work, the voids and the flaws 
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Figure 4-1 I-a Cross section of the composite ( N5 fibres ) 
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Figure 4-11 -b Cross section of the composite ( N7 
fibres ) 
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of which the width was less than 2/-tm did not tend to be filled by any 
matrices. It was qu i te possibIe to see that the cement matr ix had 
penetrated into larger flaws or voids even in the optical microscopy, 
although it might be difficult to observe in Figure 4-11-a and 4-11-b. 
The same specimens were also observed by scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) .SimiI ar photog r aphs of the fi br es of the compos i tes 
in cross section were taken under the SEM and Figure 4-12 shows one of 
t hem. 
In these pictures, it was recognized that there were flaws near the 
fibre edges, and that no matr i ces had penetrated into the flaws. Fine 
secondary hairs near the fibre edges are sometimes difficult to observe 
in cross-section especially in the case of those composites reinforced 
by N ser i es fi bres. because the comb i nat i on of N ser i es fi bres and the 
cement matrices did not give a good contrast in the photographs or the 
observed i mages. However. these secondary ha i rs cou Id be observed in 
the composite using white cement as a matrix, which specimens were also 
used to analyse the fibre configuration quantitatively. 
Fi gur es 4-13-a - 4-13-d show the fi br es in the wh i te cement matr i x. 
where the secondary hairs are visible near both edges of the fibres. 
Although very fine hairs less than a few microns are still difficult to 
see at this IeveI of magn ifi cat i on (170 ti mes) , most of the secondary 
ha i rs can be observed. From these observations, it was shown that the 
fibrillated polypropylene fibres are not only branching like nets, but 
aiso have a number of discontinuous secondary hairs on their surfaces, 
specially on their slit sides. These hairs produce a large surface area 
which may have a large capacity to transfer stress. 
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Figure 4-12 Cross section of the composite : Flaws in 
the fibre ( N5 fibres / SEM micrograph ) 
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Figure 4-13-a Cross section of the composite with white cement 
matrix ( N5 fibres / optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 4-13-b Cross section of the composite with white cement 
matrix ( N5 fibres / optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 4-13-c Cross section of the composite with white cement 
matrix ( N7 fibres / optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 4-13-d Cross section of the composite with white cement 
matrix ( N7 fibres / optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 4-13-e Cross section of the composite with white cement 
matrix ( N5 fibres / optical micrograph ) 
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Abrasion : The effect of abrasion treatment was not visually obvious in 
the observations of fibrillated fibre networks. However, in the 
photograph of the fibres in the white cement matrix ( Figure 4-13-e ). 
a rough side (the top side) and secondary hairs which are considered to 
be produced by abrasion treatment were observed. It was recognized from 
these results that the abrasion treatment was made on one side of the 
fi Im surface for N-se ri es fi bres. Generally. these secondary ha i rs 
produced by abrasion were fewer than those produced by fibrillation. 
4.3 Assessment of the fibre configuration 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Observation work on the fibre configuration gives some interesting 
insights into the stress transfer mechanism in polypropylene fibre 
cement. In particular. the number of secondary hairs and flaws No i ds) 
in the fibres are considered to be important factors influencing the 
stress transfer mechanism. 
It might be difficult to assess these effects accurately with the 
ordinary theoretical mode I s. Whether some modifications shou Id be 
cons i der ed or a new mode IIi ng method shou Id be thought out depends on 
further information. Although the ma in information is concerned with 
what happens between thefi bres and the matr 
i ces under I oad i ng, the 
quantitative factors 0fthefi bre configuration wi 
II be required in 
order to provide an assessment of the theoretical models. 
Measurement of the specific surface area of fibrillated 
polypropylene fibres had already been carried out by the other 
workers (3) using a Krypton gas absorption method at the temperature of 
liquid nitrogen. Since the gas absorption method can measure the whole 
surf ace area incIuding very smal Ipores or vo i ds. the va I ues become 
large and these values may be different from the real contact area 
between the fi bre and the cement matr i x. As shown in the observat i on 
work, it was confirmed that a part of the voids or flaws was not filled 
by any matrix in the composite. Although the specific surface areas of 
the fibres reported by Hughes (4) were so far the only reliable data on 
this respect. thevaIues must prov i de onIy an upper bound of the 
contact area and, therefore further investigation needs to be carried 
out. 
Since the object of this study is to understand the stress transfer 
mechanism and to discuss the methods of analysis, it is desirable that 
the fibre configuration is evaluated quantitatively as much as 
poss i bl e. Many attempts to evaluate the quantitative configuration of 
thefi bres have been conducted before th is work, but they were not 
always successful. This is simply because the complicated fibre shape 
9i ves aIimi tat i on to the accurate methods forthe measurement. 
Str i ct Iy speaking, cement matrices themselves possess many poresin 
their bulk structure and they are general ly not .a 
dense structure 
on a microscopic level. 
As introduced in Chapter 2. it was reported that the interface zone 
of the cement mat rix next to the i nc I us ions tends to form a cont i nuous 
thin crystalline layer of calcium hydroxide, but the continuity of the 
crystalline Iayer is st iII debatable. Even though the surface area of 
the fibrillated fi bres can be measured precisely, the who Ie surface 
area does not come into contact with the cement matrices. 
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An ideal method of measuring the contact area is direct observation 
and direct measurement of the cross section of the composite under a 
microscope, The accuracy depends on the magnification and the higher 
magnification gives better results. However, for observations on 
fibrillated fibres under a high magnification, it wiII be required to 
repeat so many measurements in order to obtain the average values over 
the specimen that it appears to be almost impractical because of time 
limitations. On the contrary observation undera low magnification 
whichis more practical may gi ve on IyaI owe rbound to the contact 
ar ea. 
This section describes the methods of measuring the specific 
surface area and the other parameters of the fibrillated polypropylene 
fibres in cement matrices. 
4.3.2 Test methods 
An image analysis of the polished cross sections of the composite 
was car r1 ed oUtto measure the var i ous parameters such as spec ific 
surface area. cross sectional area. etc. of the fibre configurations in 
cement matr i ces. There was a pract i ca I prob I em at fi rst in anal ys i ng 
the spec i mens, because they were not clear enough to be analyzed in 
respect of the contrast between the fibre and the matrix. Therefore, in 
order to obtain better contrast, white cement paste (water cement ratio 
34%) was used as a cement matrix. By this method, considerably better 
resu I ts were obta i ned. The resu I ts of spec ific surf ace area f rom the 
image analysis was also compared with results measured by the gas 
absorption method. 
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Image analysis : The image analyzer used for this work was a Quantimet 
920 ( Cambr idge Ltd. ) as shown in Figure 4-14. An optical microscope 
(Zeiss) was chosen as an instrument to input the observed i mages. The 
specimens were observed under reflected Ii ght. A po Iari zer and an 
analyzer were used in the microscope to obtain better contrast between 
the fi bres and the matr i x. This equipment can control penetration of 
the reflected rays with particular wave lengths that make the different 
materials distinguishable by their colors. The composite specimens were 
cut in cross section and polished to a #3000 grit level with a carbo- 
rundum paper. 
Ina Quant i met 920, programmes made by the user wh i ch cons i st of 
simple commands automatically control the measuring conditions and 
measure the required parameters. Also, various parameters can be 
calculated from the measured values. The results are normally obtained 
in the form of a distribution diagram such as a histogram or bar chart. 
In this experiment. the individual areas (Af), the perimeters (Pf) 
of the fibres were measured. It was also programmed to calculate Pf/Af 
and Af/Pf for each individual fibre. 
The typicaI cross sections 0f the spec i men are shown in Fi gures 
4- 1 3-a - 4- 1 3-d, respectively. 
The images taken into the Quantimet 920 from the microscope were 
transferred to digital signals corresponding to the brightness and then 
stored in the memory. A given value of brightness divides the digital 
signals into two regions, which will be the objective for analysis i. e. 
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Figure 4-14 Quantimet 920 : Image analyzer 
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the fi bre area and the matr ix area. The brightness value was chosen to 
provide the optimum discrimination between fibre and matrix colours. 
During the input stage, the images can be manually edited to obtain 
more accurate images and this was especially important in the case of 
the fibrillated polypropylene fi bres. where sma II secondary ha i rs or 
fI aws in the fi br es tended to be neg I ected un I ess the magn ifi cat i on of 
observation was hi gh. Therefore, manuaI editing was quite useful for 
the fibrillated polypropylene fibres. 
An example of the problems of deciding on the optimum magnification 
is that although one fibre can be analyzed precisely at about 400 times 
magnification, itis impractical to measure the fibre distribution or 
the other parameters over the whole cross area of the specimens at this 
magnification because several hundred areas would seem necessary to be 
examined from one specimen to obtain only one average value. 
The value of 100 to 150 times was adopted as the optimum 
magnification for the analysis from a practical stand poi nt. At th is 
magnification. the minimum unit on the screen corresponds to I or 2 
M. Therefore, it was possible to analyze the secondary hairs of a few 
micronsin diameter. but the fi br iIs or hairsI ess than one micron 
might be neglected. If the interface surfaces are in full contact with 
each other, the results obtained from this image analysis would 
indicate a rather lower bound. 
In the obta i ned i mages, secondary ha 1 rs, voids in the fibres and 
fibre edges were manually edited with great care. Attention was also 
paid so that the measured area covered the widest area of the specimen 
as possible. 
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The image analysis was done on the specimens with N7 and N5 fibres 
for two different fibre volume fractions. The test programme isgi ven 
in Table 4.2. 
Si nce Au] la fi br es are wh i te because they 1 ncl ude cal ci um carbonate 
in stead of carbon powder, enough contrast could not be obtained on the 
microscopic i mages for the anal ys i s. However, according to the 
manufacturer. the fibrillation method and the fibril width of Aulla are 
the same as those of N5. It is considered that the conf iguration of 
Aulla and N5 is almost the same. 
Table 4.2 Test programme for the image analysis 
Fibre type 
in the 
composite 
Matrix 
type 
Target 
fibre volume Measured factors 
fraction 
High strength 7 % 
N5 mat rix 12 % 
(f i br il ---------------- - -------- -------- Af, Pf, Pf/Af. Af/Pf 
width: white cement 
0.18 mm) : matr ix 7 % 
------------ ---------------- - -------- ------- ----------------------------- 
High strength 7 % 
N7 matr ix 12 : % 
(f i br il T ------ --------- -------- - -- Af, Pf, Pf/Af, Af/Pf 
width: : white cement 
0,12 mm) : matr ix 7 % 
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4.3.3 Results and discussion of the image analysis 
The cross sectional area (Af) and the perimeter (Pf) of the 
individual fibres were measured by this image analysis and Af/Pf, Pf/Af 
were aIso calculated fortheindividuaIfi bres. Table 4-3 shows the 
obta i ned resu I ts of the values of Af, P: E, and the average values of 
automaticallY measured Af/P: E, Pf/Af for an individual fibre. 
The measured values of Af and Pf given in Table 4.3 indicate very 
large standard deviations. 
It is also notable that the values of Af/Pf and Pf/Af calculated 
from the average values of Af and Pf are extremely different from the 
mean va I ues of Af/Pf and Pf/Af automatically measured for individuaI 
fi bres inthe mat rix. The explanation of this apparent anomaIyis 
mathematically expressed as follows: 
(P: fl/Afi+Pf2/Af2+ ,, - +Pfri/Afi) (Pfl+PfZ+Pf3+ ---- +Pfri) /n 
n (Af i+A: fz +Af 3+ ---- +Af r, ) / 
where n is the number of the fibres measured. 
The term in the left hand side shows the average of the 
individually measured Pf/Af and the term in the right hand side shows 
the value of Pf /Af calculated from the average values of Af and Pf. If 
the individual value of Afi, Af2, ---, Afn is close to the mean value, 
both sides of the equation approaches the same value. However, as 
can be seen in Figure 4-15-a showing the distribution of Af on N5 
fi bres. the distr ibution is spread over a wi de range and not regu I ar 
distribution. Therefore, the standard deviation is very large and this 
cause difference between the values of Af/P: E, Pf/Af calculated from the 
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average vaIuesof Af, Pf and the mean vaIues0f Af /Pf, Pf/Af 
automatically measured for individual fibres. 
Figures 4-15-a-4-15-h show the distributions of those values in 
bar charts. 
Table 4.3 Test results of the image analysis on the cross section 
of the composite 
(Examined area of cross-section was about 35-50 mm2 
for each fibre type) 
Fibre 
type 
Counted 
number 
of the 
fi bres 
Measured 
factors 
Average 
value 
of 
one fibre 
Standard 
deviation 
M)2 Af 
----------------- 
3808 
- ----------------- - 
5852 
---------------- 
Pf 9m 
i I 
223 214 
---------------- ----------------- ----------------- 
Pf /Af 0.256* 0.180 
N5 682 Um I i (0.059) ** : 
------------------ ----------------- - ---------------- 
Af /Pf 9.47* 9.23 
M)2 
m (17.08) 
M) 
2 
Af tt 
---------------- 
3043 
------- " --------- i- -- 
4914 
---------------- 
Pf gm 
I 
204 188 
---------------- ----------------- - ---------------- 
Pf /Af 0.251 * 0.174 
m 
N7 809 1 (0.067) ** M) 
L ----------------- ----------------- - ---------------- 
Af /Pf 9.23* 8.21 
M)2 
(14.92) 
m 
average values of the measured values for the individual fi bres in 
the image analysis 
calculated values from the above average values of Af, Pf 
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InFi gures 4- 1 5-a and 4- 1 5-b, an important pointis that these 
fibrillated fibres have two peaks in the cross sectional area 
distribution. One is considered to be that of the fine secondary hairs, 
of which typical peak is from 0 to 1500 square microns in fibre area. 
The other one is that of the main fibres which have a smooth low peak 
0f 10500 - 16500 square microns. This supports that the fibrillated 
polypropylene fibres have as many fine hairs as the main fibres. 
The same tendency may be recogn i zed in the N7 fibres as well. The 
peak of secondary ha i rs in the distribution isf rom 0 to 1500 square 
mi crons, aI most the same as that of N 5. The mainfi bres of N7 
distribute from 6000 to 12000 square microns and the peak is slightly 
smaller than that of N5. 
Although secondary hairs occupy 60 - 65 % of the whole number of 
thefi bres. thecross sectional area of secondary ha i rs and the 
separated area f rom the fi bre edges ( the fibres of which have a cross 
sectional areais less than 1500 square microns ) occupies only 10 to 
15% of the whole area. Therefore. the average value of Af is governed 
by the values of main fibres rather than those of secondary hairs. 
Two peaks of the main fibres and fine hairs can be also seen in the 
Pf di str i but ion. although it is difficult to see the peak of the main 
fibres in the Pf distribution of N7 fibres. 
Figures 4-15-e-4-15-h show the distributions of Pf/Af and Af/Pf 
automatically measured for theindividuaIfi bres. The distribution of 
Pf/Af is similar to that of Af and two peaks can be seen in the figures 
(4-1 5-e. 4- 1 5-f) . One is the peak of sma II er va I ues 0.03-0.06 and the 
other shows a smooth peak of 0.20-0.45.1 f the fi bres have the same 
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shape in cross sect i on, the sma II er fi bres tend to show the Iar9er 
values of Pf/Af because Pf/Af has a dimension of m-1 
The distribution of Af/Pf has two peaks as well as the other 
distributions. The sma II er peak is steep and the Af/Pf va I ues of a 
considerable number of thefi bres arein0-6.0 10 'm in both -r 
distributions of N5 and N7 fibres. The Af/Pf distribution of N5 fibres 
shows an obvious peak in the larger value 22.0-28.0 x]O-r'm, but in the 
Af/Pf distribution of N7 fibres the peak of the larger values 12.0- 
28.0 xlO-r'm is low and smooth. 
Although it was shown that the average value of Af is governed by 
the values of main fibres, this is not the case for the average values 
of individually measured Af/Pf for which the greatest number of 
readings are for the small fi bres (Figures 4-15-g, 4- 1 5-h) . Hence, the 
average values of individually measured Af/Pf will be considerably 
smaller than those obtained from the average value of Af divided by the 
average vaIue0f Pf. Since thacross sectional area Af ofthe 
fibrillated polypropylene fibres was not presented by a simple regular 
distribution as described above. it may be a problem to represent the 
fibre properties by only the average values. 
When the fri ct i ona I bond stress is calculated based on the ACK 
theory (equat i on 2-3 in Chapter 2) , the average values of Af and Pf 
shou Id be used in mathemat i cs instead of the automatically measured 
average values of Af/P: E. If the average values of Af and Pf are used 
instead of the automatically measured average values of Af/Pf, up to 
100 % overestimate of the bond stress could be calculated (see Table 
4.3). The overestimate of the bond stress from the average values of Af 
and Pf wiII be even greater when compared wi th those obtained f rom 
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values of the specific surface area obtained from gas absorption where 
Af/Pf could be 3-4.5 ttm2/, Um. 
For an example: 
Equation 2-3 can be rearranged as follows. 
T=1.364 
Vm 0' mu Af 
Vf c pf 
(2-3-2) 
where 'r 
c 
0' mu 
Frictional shear stress 
Crack spacing 
average matrix cracking strength 
Inthe case of N5 fi bre net, us i ng foII owi ng vaIuesgi ves the 
frictional bond stress of 1.84 MPa. 
crack spacing C : 1.333 mm 
( obtained from direct tensile test of the composite 
fibre volume fr action Vf 8.6 % 
elastic modulus of the fibre 7.5 GPa 
elastic modulus of the matrix 30.0 GPa 
average matrix cracking stress 9.8 MPa 
Pf/Af (from the image a nalysis) 0.059 '" M/ /I M2 
This value is about three or four times higher than those 
calculated by Hughes (4) inhis use ofthevaIues0fthe spec ific 
surface area obtained from the gas absorption method, in which Pf/Af 
was about 0.230 - 0.320 'U M/ g M2 and the calculated vaIues of the 
C10 
frictional bond stress were about0.33 0.44 MPa. However, the 
characteristic fi bre di str i but i on may not fit the assumpt i ons of the 
ACK theory. As shown in the difference of the average values for the 
fibre cross sectional area, the distribution would influence the 
calculated values because the ACK theory assumes uniform distribution 
of fibres in the composite. 
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4.4 Tensile properties of the polypropylene films 
4.4.1 Introduction 
It is known that the fi bres dom i nate the compos i te behav i our after 
multiple matrix cracking in the system of continuous fibre reinforced 
cement. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the properties of the 
fi bres. As described in the literature survey (Chapter 2) poIypro- 
pylene fi bres do not behave elastically in tens i on. The mechanical 
proper ti es of polypropylene fi bres such as tens iIe strength, eI ast ic 
modu I us. etc. wi II be important parameters in reIation to the bond 
properties between the fibres and the matrix. 
This section describes tensile tests on the polypropylene film and 
the test resu I ts in deta iI. AI so. these results wi 11 be quoted and 
discussed from the view point of the bond mechanism in Chapter 8. 
4.4.2 Test method and test programme 
For the uniaxiaI tens iIe test 0f polypropylene fiI Ms. the 
polypropylene films without abrasion and fibrillation were used. In the 
tensile test, length of the film strips. loading speed etc. affect the 
test results and the various conditions have been examined at the 
University 0f Surrey. Th is study adopted the same methods as ones 
carried out by Hughes 
(4) or Keer (5) wh i ch are thought to be the most 
reasonable methods. 
Polypropylene film was cut into strips of 5 mm in width, and 600 mm 
in length for direct tensile tests. The film strip was fixed at both 
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ends by 9ri ps as shown in Figure 4-16. In order to carry out tensile 
tests of aligned film, the film strip was accurately placed on double 
sided tape, stuck on one side of thegri ps, and covered by masking 
tape. This technique also prevented the film from breaking at the grip 
ends by fibrillation during the test. Then the other side of the grips 
were set on and tightened up with screw bolts. 
The fiIm mounted in the grip was placed in the I nst ron 1 122 and 
tested at a rate of 10mm/min (approximateiy : 1.7 % strain / min ). The 
load output from the Instron load cell and the cross head displacement 
were recorded. The strain was taken to be the cross head displacement 
divided by the film length between the grip faces. Similarly, the fibre 
stress was determined from the load and the cross sectional area of the 
fi bres. The cross sect i ona I area wh i ch was determ i ned by we i gh i ng the 
str ip to 0.0001 9, assuming a specific gravity of 0.93. and dividing 
the weight by the length. 
Inthis method. thefi br iII ated N2 fiI ms incIuding two different 
batches were tested. Although it was not possible to obtain Aulla film 
as previously described, the similar test results on Aulla film made by 
the manufacturer were obtained and compared with these test resu I ts. 
The tens iIe test car ri ed out by the manuf acturer is thought to have 
been carried out using a similar Instron type testing machine. The test 
results and the comparison will be presented in the next Section 
(Sec tion4.4.3). 
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Figure 4-16 Tensile test of N2 film strip 
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4.4.3 Result and disoussion 
Figure 4-17 shows a typical tensile stress-strain curves for two 
specimens of N2 fiI ms. The elastic moduli are also presented with the 
st ra ins in the f orm of a tangent modu Ii in Figure 4-19. The stress 
strain curves of polypropylene films commonly show non-linear 
characteristics as in Figure 4-17. 
Film 112showed a linear relationship between stress and strain up 
to about 0.3 - 0.5 % and then gradually lost the linearity. The elastic 
modulus of N2 decreases from 12-13OPa at 0.5% strain to 8 GPa at 4% 
st ra in. The amount of the reduction corresponds to 38 % of the initial 
value at 3% strain and becomes 46 % by the time 6% strain is reached. 
Keer has given an approximation to the elastic modulus of 
(5) 
polyolefin films in his thesis He defined the initial elastic 
modulus Efi and the secondary elastic modulus Ef2 in order to express 
the stress strain curves by a bi I inear curve. With respect to taking 
account of the change of the film modulus, this method may be 
convenient to give the ACK theory a modification in the calculation of 
predicted composite stress-strain curves. However, itmi ght be 
difficult to define Ef2 at a particular strain, because Ef2 tends to 
decrease continuously with strain. 
Figure 4-19 shows that the elastic modulus decreases rapidly after 
0.5% strain until 2- 3%strain, and then slowly decreases up to the 
(3) (5) 
failure point. Previously published results (Hughes , Keer )aI so 
show the same trend, in which the higher initiaI modulus of the film 
results in a greater percentage reduction in elastic modulus. 
If the region of the strain is limited to the values greater than 0.3%, 
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a regression curve of logarithmic values will be able to give an 
appropriate estimate 0fthe change 0feI ast ic modu I us. Figure 4-19 
shows a regression curve for elastic modulus of the N2 film as a 
function of strain, The regression curve is as follows. 
Ef =l0.71 - 1.995 log (gf) 
where Ef is elastic modulus of the film ( unit: GPa ). and F- :f is fiIM 
strain ( unit: 
The correlation coefficient is0.949. In the theoretical analysis, 
this equation may be used, unless the theoretical prediction becomes 
too complex. 
Although Hughes reported small increases in the tangent modulus of 
0.2 - 0.3 GPa at the points in excess of I% strain for polypropylene 
films, such effects were not observed this time. 
Figure 4-18 shows the stress strain curves of Aulla film carried 
out by the manuf acturer. In this test, a slightly faster loading rate 
than the test made by the author had been adopted. The rate was 25 
mm/min of the cross head movement. In comparison with the results of N2 
I ms, Au IIa indicated sIi ght Iy greater vaIuesininitiaIeI ast ic 
modu I us at 0.3% st ra i n. The tens iIe strength ( 550 MPa ) and the 
breaking strain ( 9.6% ) are larger than those of N2 films. According 
to the manufacturer, since Aulla has been drawn at a higher ratio than 
N2 in the production process, Aulla film has 5 to 10 % higher strength 
and elastic modulus than N2. The explanation is likely to be reasonable 
for the elastic moduli, but the difference in strength is greater than 
20% ( Fibre failure strength; Aul la : 500'550 MPa, N2 : 400 MPa ). 
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However, the d if fe rences in the fibre strength calculated from direct 
tens iIe tests of the compos i tes between Au IIa and N2 fiIm were 5 -15% 
and less than 20%. Aulla must be slightly higher in strength than N2, 
but the difference of tensile test method and the tendency to 
f ibri Hate just before failure might account for the larger difference 
in ultimate strength between them. 
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N2 film behaviour in tension 
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Figure 4-18 Stress strain curves of Aulla film strips in tension 
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4.5 Shear properties of the polypropylene film 
4.5.1 Introduction 
&P%4 It has not been clearly pointed out in the experimental work e: * the 
theoretical work in the past that the shear property of polypropylene 
fi bres affects the composite behaviour. However, it can be i mag i ned 
that the complicated fibril pattern such as network structure or hairs 
induces shear stress atthe branching pointsin the fi bres when the 
main fibres carry a high stress. As a result, peeling or critical shear 
faiI ure mi9htoccurinthefi bres. AI so. shearwithinthefi br iI 
elements could occur when the edges are strongly gripped. 
Hughes suggested in his misfit theory that hairy fibres would peel 
and might produce additional frictional stress, although the phenomenon 
also depends on the force direction or the placement of the branching 
hairs in the matrices. 
if ý phenomena like peel ing or slipping in the fibres are 
observed in practice. theshear property 0f the fi bre wi II be an 
important factor controlling the composite behaviour particularly from 
the po i nt of vi ew of the bond mechanism between the fibres and the 
mat rix. The practical phenomena relating to this will be discussed in 
more deta iIin Chapter 6, and it wi II therefore be worthwhile to 
understand the shear properties of the films. 
An ideaI test to understand the shear properties in this respect 
may be one carried out at a microscopic level by using the fibrillated 
networks. Since such testsare however d if fi ou It t0carry0utin 
practice. asheartest0f unfibrillated Polypropylene fi Im was 
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conducted. Inthe fibrillated polypropylene networks, they have some 
microscopic voids or flaws near the fibre edges which are considered to 
be produced by fibrillation as described earlier in this Chapter 
(Sect ion 4.2). Therefore, the shear resistance of fibrillated networks 
will be lower than that of the film itself. 
In the shear tests carried out with polypropylene film, it may not 
be poss i bl e to assess the shear properties of the f ibri Hated fi bre 
networks which have a complicated shear sect i on, desp i te the film 
having a thickness that is same as that of fi br iII ated fi bres. But the 
tests wi IIgi ve us an i dea of the shear propert i es of po I yp ropy I ene 
fibres and the approximate shear strength of the actual fibre networks, 
so that the obtained results must be used as a nominal value. 
4.5.2. Shear test method and test programme 
Some resu I ts of shear tests of i sotact ic po I ymer fiI ms have been 
reported by Lad i zesky and Ward 
(6) who carried out tentatively various 
types of the shear tests. 
In this sect ion, the adopted shear test was sIi ght Iydiff rent f rom 
that of Ladizesky et al. For the shear tests of polypropylene films, a 
pair of grips to break the films in shear were specially made ( Figure 
4-20 ). The grips consist of two different parts which are fitted 
accurately to each other. One can slide in the middle of the other one. 
If the grip slides relatively to the other one after the film is 
mounted in these grips, the film will fail in shear at the f ace A-A' 
and 13-13' shown by dotted lines in the schematic figure of Figure 4-21. 
ffillow" 
lw-: j 
V-- r--ýI ' 
Figure 4-20 Shear test rig for the film 
Load 
t 
r --------------------- I 
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io 000! 
Load 
Figure 4-21 Schematic figure of the shear test of the film 
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In order to set the films in thegrip. a similar technique to the 
one used in the direct tensile test of the films was adopted to avoid 
fibrillation orIocaIfaiI ure at unexpected pI aces. Double si ded 
adhesive tape was first put on one side of the grip. At that time, the 
pI ace to be sheared was caref uIIycI eaned and the adhes i ve tapes were 
separately placed each side along the failure lines, Then the film to 
be tested was pI aced in the cent re and aga in covered by ad hes i ve tape. 
Then the other side of the grips were set on the film and tightened up 
by screw bolts. Af ter both grips were set up, theouterpI ates were 
fi xed. When the film was set in the grips, great attention was paid to 
align the film in the direction parallel to the film's drawn direction. 
The film mounted in the gripswas set in the Instron 1122 as shown in 
Fi gure 4-22 and tested atarateof0.6 mm/in in on thecross head 
movement. 
Since Aulla film was not available as mentioned in an earlier 
sect i on. on Iy N2 fiIm was tested. There we re two diff erent I ots of N2 
fiIM, and fi ve spec i mens were tested for each I ot. The shear strength 
was taken tobethe value of the max i mum I oad divi ded by thefi Im 
thickness times the length of shear face. 
4.5.3 Results and discussion 
Table 4-4 shows the resu I ts of the shear tests on N2 fiIM. A 
typicaI shear stress deformation curve for N2 film is shown in Figure 
4-23.1 tis obv i ous that the shear strength on different I ots of N2 
film were almost the same. The average shear strengths for all samples 
is 14.9 MPa. 
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Figure 4-22 Shear test rig setting up in the Instron 1122 
Shear stress deformation curve of the film 
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Figure 4-23 Shear stress - deformation curve 
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Table 4.4 The results of shear tensile test of N2 film 
Shear strength Shear stress 
average 
MPa 
standard 
deviation 
after failure 
MPa 
N2 I ot 1 15.02 0.684 7.75 - 3.72 
fi im lot 2 14.70 0.285 8.17 - 3.70 
Average 14.86 0.525 7.96 - 3.70 
( n=5 for each lot) 
The values of shear strength are very low compared with the tensile 
strength, but high compared with bond strength which is calculated for 
(4) fibrillated polypropylene fibres in the previous work In these 
tests, non-abraded fiIm was used and it is considered that the actual 
si tuat ionis different f rom these tests. Fibrillated fi bre networks 
have some voids or flaws which are considered to be caused by 
fi br iIIation or abrasion as shown in the observat ion work. When the 
shear resi stance of the actua Ifi bres is cons i dered, the possible face 
in the fibres to resist the shearforce must be I ess than that of 
non-f i br iII ated fi Im as shown in Figure 4-24. Therefore. the shear 
resistance in the real f ibr iI lated f ibre must 
be less than the values 
obtained from these shear tests. Th is may i mp] y 
that shear faiI ure in 
the fi bres may occurin sp i te of the hi gh shear strengths shown in 
these shear tests. SincetheactuaIshearf ace in fibrillated 
polypropylene fi bres isdiffi cu It to evaluate, thetest resu 
I ts can 
only indicate an upper bound of shear resistance in the fibres. 
However. the shear behaviour of the films is qu i te interesting. 
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In the shear tests, it was most notab Ie that po I ypropy I ene fiIm cou Id 
susta in about 30 to 50 % of the max i mum I oad even af ter theshear 
faiIu re as shown intheshear stress strain curves. AIso the fi Im 
could deform a very long distance in the condition of holding the 
stress. The sustained stresses af ter faiI ure over the deformation 
region. 0.5 mm to 5 mm, was shown in Table 4-4. In practice, the shear 
tests were stopped at 5 mm deformation, because comp I ete decrease of 
the load could not be observed. 
Figures 4-25-a and 4-25-b show the test specimen after the shear 
test. The photograph indicates that many fibrils are still bridging the 
shear failure faces ( see the SEM micrograph in Figure 4-25-b ). Even 
af ter shear faiI ure of the fiIM. these secondary fi br iIsresistthe 
load and peel with further deformation. 
As mentioned above, it is difficult to assess shear failure in the 
fibrillated fibres in the composite. If shear failure occurs, the shear 
strength will be at least as great as the values of shear stress 
susta i ned by the secondary fi br iIs, i. e. the stresses after failure in 
Tab Ie4.4. 
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Figure 4-24 The face in the fibre which can resist the shear force 
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Figure 4-25-a The test specimen of N2 film after sheCar test 
Figure 4-25-b The test specimen of N2 film after shear test 
: SEM micrograph of the shear face 
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4.6 Possibilities of improvement of the mechanioal property 
of the fibrillated fibres 
Obv i ous ev i dence has not yet been presented to show whether shear 
faiIu re in the fi bres occurs in the real composite or whether fi bre 
properties dominate the stress transfer between the fibres and the 
matr i x. With respect to this po i nt, the fracture process incIuding 
debonding of thefi bres wi II be discussed in deta iIin Chapter 6. 
However, ifitis assumed thatshear properties of the fi bres 
contribute to the stress transfer, then an improvement of thefi bre 
properties may improve the stress transfer ability. 
Consider the bond between a cement matrix and organic fibres which 
have a weak bond. There are physical and chemical methods to obta in 
stress transfer between matr ix and fi bre. The simple ways are 
mechanical ones, which have been often seen in short steel fibres such 
as ribbed or hooked fibres. Fibrillated fibre networks of polypropylene 
fiImaI so produce good mechanical bonds. On a much more microscopic 
IeveI. the secondary ha i rs on the fi bres are cons i dered to produce a 
mechanical bond withthe matr i x. Var i ous treatments to fibrillated 
polypropylene fibres have given a sufficient bond property and on the 
other hand made some fI aws or vo i ds in the fi bres. These may reduce the 
shear resistance of thefi bre. If shear faiI ure like sl ipping inthe 
fi bres happens in practice, a part of the f ibre would not carry any 
stress and wi III ose the ability of stress transfer. Therefore, the 
mechanical property of the fi bre ( shear or peeling ) will affect the 
stress transfer. In this case, even if the interfaces between matrix 
and fibre are strengthened, no improvement will appear in the composite 
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behaviour. 
Improvement of the polymer itself to shear resistance will be 
usef uIforthis purpose. Crosslinking of polypropylene fi bres may 
increase theshear resistance. Although deBoer (7) has reported 
crosslinking of ultra high strength polyethyene fibres by means of 
r -irradiation, the possibility of improving on shear was not obvious. 
Ladizesky et al. ") have reported on the shear strength of highly drawn 
linear polyethylene sheets, in which irradiated sheets with two 
irradiation IeveIs were tested, butr -irradiation produced no 
measurable effect. 
To measure any improvement inshear property, an irradiated 
polypropylene fi Im was also tested in shear in the same manner as in 
Section 4.5. However. no ef f ect on the test resu I ts was obta i ned. This 
might be associated with the fact that r -irradiation is breaking 
moIecuIerIi nks as we II as making new crosslinking. The effect of 
cross Ii nk i ng of the fiIm by chem i ca I methods was not assessed. However, 
ifthe irradiation conditions are opt imi zed, thereexistsacertain 
possibility that the irradiation method can improve the film 
properties. 
Ladizesky etaI. (6) aIso reported that the shear strength 0f 
polyethylene film increases with the draw ratio. Since the higher draw 
ratio does not onIy increase theeI ast 1c modu I us, butaIsoshear 
strength. this must have significant effects on stress transfer 0f 
fibre composites. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Microstructure of the matrix interface 
5.1 Introduction 
When cracks occur in fibre reinforced composites under tensile 
I oad, the fi bres carrythefuIII oad at the crack locations af ter 
matrix-cracking. Un I ess the fi bres break or progress i ve debond i ng of 
the fibres and the matrix occurs, the stress sustained by the fibres is 
transmitted back into the matrix. Since the load is transferred at the 
fibre-matrix interface, the area of contact between the fi bres and the 
matr ix must be strongly reIated to the stress transfer ab iIi ty. 
Although the microstructure of the fibrillated fibre networks has 
already been described in Chapter 4, the mi crostructure of the matr ix 
is also thought to be an important factor controlling the stress 
transfer mechanism. 
The mi crostructure of hydrated cement products is essen tia11y very 
complicated. The structure of C-S-H gel, for example, varies according 
(1) 
toI ocat i on. although itis categor i zed i nto four or fi ve types 
Furthermore. Hadley( 2 has reported that the mi crostructure near the 
interface is significantly different from that of the bulk cement as 
described in Section 2-6. An understanding of the microstructure of the 
interface zone will be useful in explaining the composite behaviour in 
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terms of the stress transfer mechanism. 
The main purpose of this Chapter is to reveal the microstructure of 
the interface between cement matrices and polypropylene fi bres. 
Observations of the matrix interface will be presented and discussed in 
terms of the stress transfer mechanism. 
5.2 Test programme 
Microstructural stud i es of cement compos i tes or cement pastes may 
be categorized into several scales. In this study, the target scale is 
from about one micrometer to a few millimeters, since the fibre matrix 
contribution to the stress transfer must be within this range. Normally 
scanning electron microscopes are used to study such structures at 
different levels. 
The matrix interface of fibrillated polypropylene fibre cement was 
observed through two scanning electron microscopes (SEM) (Cambridge 
SlOO and S250 ). Fi gure 5-1 shows the S250 scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope 
( the SIOO is shown in Figure 4-4). 
The age of the matrices and their mix proportions were chosen as 
observational va riabI es. Three water-cement ratios, 21%. 34% and 50%, 
were adopted. The specimens were observed at three different ages, 3 
days, 7 days and 28 days. The comPosition of the cement matrices and 
the mix proportions have already been described in Chapter 3 (see Table 
3.1). Although a water-cement ratio of 50% has no practical value in 
the case of fibrillated Polypropylene-fibre cement because of its poor 
performance, it was added for comparison with the others. 
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Figure 5-1 Scanning Electron Microscope (S250) 
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5.3 Preparation of the specimens 
The specimens for direct interface observations : 
The fibrillated polypropylene fibre cement sheets were manufactured 
as described in Sect i on 3.4. The sheets were cut into specimens of 
about IOmm x 30mm while curing in water. On the day prior to the test, 
one s-i de of each samp Ie was po Ii shed unt iI the f ibres were revealed. 
Fine polishing was not necessary because the area to be observed was 
under the exposed fibres, but the specimens were normally polished to a 
grit level of #600-#1200 using carborundum papers. The exposed fibres 
were then removed with a pa ir of tweezers. Since fibrillated 
polypropylene fi bres form a complicated pattern, it was difficult to 
remove the fibres completely. especially where many fine hairs branched 
at the edges. These hairs were removed as far as possible, but some 
remained because of the tendency forthe matr ix to breakuP. Af ter 
removing the fibres. the exposed interface was observed. 
The specimens were coated wi th goId by sptAtter i ng to impart the 
conductivity required for SEM observation. The spatter-coater requires 
areIativeIyI ow vacuum of 10-2 torr compared wi th the other coat i ng 
dev i ces. However. it would still take a long time to achieve even this 
I eve Iof the vacuum if wet samp I es were put i n. Therefore, the 
spec i mens were dr i ed ina vacuum des i ccator f or one to two hours in 
order to facilitate rapid surface coating. 
In these specimens, the observed interface was relatively smooth where 
there was contact with the middle parts of the fibres. Figures 5-2-a 
and 5-2-b show views of the specimen surface, and the fibre impressions 
can be seen. 
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Figure 5-2-a Appearance of the specimen after the fibres were removed 
Figure 5-2-b Appearance of the specimen after the fibres were removed 
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The specimens for cross sectional area observations : 
The specimens for the observations were cUt through the ir cross 
section perpendicular to the fibre direction. The cut face was polished 
to a #1200 - #3000 grit level using carborundum papers. The specimens 
were then coated by the same procedure as described above. In these 
specimens, it was difficult to make direct observations of the matrix 
interface, butthe transition zone back i ng up thei nterf ace cou Id be 
observed. 
5.4 Observations of the matrix interface 
5.4.1 The interface at the ages of 3 and 7 days 
It has been reported that interface zones neari nc I us i ons ina 
(3) 
hydraulic cement composite form a calcium hydroxide rich layer and 
that a thin layer called 'duplex film' is formed at interfaces between 
(4) 
the cement matrix and inclusions such as aggregate It has also been 
reported that the dup I ex fiImformsin the ear Iy ages, for instance, 
within a day 
In our observations, a I aye r si mi I ar tothe dupIex fiIm was 
detected at the interface between polypropylene fibres and the 
matrices. Figures 5-3-a-5-3-b show the interface of the high strength 
matr i x, in which the water cement ratio is 21%. 
1t can be seen in the 
micrographs that a fibre geometry is imprinted on 
the dense crystalline 
calcium hydroxide I aye r. These figures show the areas near the 
fibre 
edge. where the dense Iayer and the comp 
I ex fi bre edges have Ieft 
i mpr i nts. In part i cu I ar, in Figure 
5-3-c. f ibrils from the edge still 
remain because the matrix gripped the edge of the fibre tightly. 
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Inthe ordinary strength matrix (w/c=34%) , the observed interface 
appears to be reIativeIy smooth. as shown in Figure 6-4-a where the 
magnification is about 450 times. When the micrographs. however, are 
magnif ied by a factor of about a few thousand, it was seen that the 
calcium hydroxide layer at the interface was not continuous as in the 
case of the high strength matrix. As shown in Figures 5-4-b - 5-4-d, 
the interface I aye r contains some vo i ds, and needle-shaped or 
rod-shaped portions of C-S-H gel are visible under the calcium 
hydroxide I aye r. This is very clear in Figure 5-4-d which shows the 
obviousIy discontinuous interface I aye r. In add iti on, thecaIcium 
hydroxide I aye r appears to be thinner than thatin the hi gh st rength 
matr i x, although the deta iIscouId not be ver ifi ed f rom these 
superficial micrographs. 
As far as the interface structure is concerned, the microscopic 
structure is considered to be similar to the one that Barnes reported 
(4) 
with a glass substitute 
Figures 5-5-a and 5-5-b show thei nterf ace of the I ow strength 
matr ix (W/C=50%). The ca Ici um hydroxide interface Iayertends to be 
more discontinuous. The orientation of calcium hydroxide crystal is not 
re9uIar at the interface. The needle-shaped geI portions observed 
underneath the interface layer are not as 
dense as in the other 
samp I es. 
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Figure 5-3-a Interface of the high strength matrix 
(water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 3 days 
m 
Figure 5-3-b Interface of the high strength matrix 
(water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 3 days 
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orai rs re ma ii uý 
Figure 5-3-c Interface of the high strength matrix / the edge part: 
the secondary hairs remained in the matrix 
(water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 3 days 
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Figure 5-4-a Interface of the ordinary strength matrix 
(water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 3 days 
Figure 5-4-b Interface of the ordinary strength matrix 
discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 3 days 
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Figure 5-4-c Interface of the ordinary strength matrix 
discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 3 days 
(III, %)1, ,- 
'Y I 
Figure 5-4-d Interface of the ordinary strength matrix 
details of the discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 3 days ) 
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Figure 5-5-a Interface of the low strength matrix 
discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
water cement ratio: 50%, at the age of 3 days 
Figure 5-5-b Interface of the low strength matrix 
/ details of the discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
( water cement ratio: 50%, at the age of 3 days ) 
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5.4.2 The observations of the composite cross section at the age of 
3 days and 7 days. 
It can be seen from the micrographs shown in Figures 5-6-a-5-6-c 
that the high strength matrix (w/c : 20% ) is quite dense even near the 
i nterf ace zone. This is thought t0 be due to veryfi ne part icles of 
siIi ca f ume fiIIi ng the spaces among the C-S-H geI structures. The 
dense area is not limited to the interface zone, and can be seen in the 
buIk cement mat rix. This indicates thatthereisIi tt Ie difference 
between the bulk cement and the interface zone, and that both areas are 
equally dense. 
Scrivener etaI. ") have recently measured the porosity 0fthe 
transition region of high strength concrete containing silica fume, and 
reported that the porosity of the transition region in the high 
strength matrix adjacent to the aggregate surface is the same as that 
in the bulk cement matrix. whereas, in the ordinary strength concrete 
withoutsiIi ca fu me. the porosity increases dramatically inthe 
vicinity of the aggregate. 
In Figure 5-6-b, a large crystal of calcium hydroxide has grown in 
the direction perpendicular to the fi bre interface, and need I e-shaped 
C-S-H gel adheres on the fibre interface. Thus. the basic structure of 
the interface zone is almost the same as that of the other matrices. 
The micro-structure of the ordinary matrix appears to be slightly 
porous compared wi th that of high strength matrix as shown in Fi gure 
5-7. Thisis because nofi ne particIesfiIIthe spaces among the 
needle-shaped C-S-H gel surrounding the fibres. In observations of the 
cross sectional area, part of a CH layer whose c-axis is perpendicular 
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to the fibre i nterf ace was seen in some photographs (Figure 5-7) ,but 
the CH layer was extremely thin. In connection with this, the 
observations after the age of 7 days show that the thickness of the CH 
layer at 7 days issimilar to that (about 0.25 IL m) of the CH I ayer of 
the duplex film reported by Barnes et al. ('5) 
When the water cement ratioishi gh, the mi crost ructure near the 
interface becomes porous as shown in the micrographs of the low 
strength matrix (see Figure 5-8) . 
The bas ic structure appears to be 
similar to that of the higher strength matrix with a water cement ratio 
of 34%. However. in the interface zone, the area consisting C-S-H gel 
tended to be porous. and the zone 10 to 30 It m from the interface is 
clearly porous. In add iti on, the matr ix tended to be po rous inpI aces 
where the fine secondary hairs are concentrated, such as at the fibres 
edges. The reason for this is thought to be the following. Since the 
secondary hairs are packed in with a spacing of less than Ium, cement 
particles (average particle size: greater than I/Im) can not completely 
penetrate the mass of hairs during manufacture. As a result, C-S-H gel 
does not grow enough to fiIIin the voids in the short per i od of 7 
days. 
5.4.3 Observations of the interface at the age of 28 days 
The interface microstructure at 28 days is basically the same as 
that at 7 days in aII matrices. As shown in Figure 5-9, thehigh 
strength matrix with a water cement rat io of 34% at 28 days is very 
dense as at 7 days. 
The ordinary strength matrix with a water cement ratio of 34% has a 
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partly discontinuous interface layer as shown in Figure 5-10-a. but in 
the interface I aye r. dense areas as in Figure 5-10-b were more often 
observed at 28 days than at 7 days. This means that the interface layer 
becomes more continuous as cement hydration progresses. This tendency 
is much more obvious in the low strength matrix with a water cement 
ratio of 50%. The interface Iayer shown in Figure 5-il is sl ightly 
discontinuous compared to that of the ordinary strength matrix. When 
compared wi th that of 7 days. however, the portlandite interface layer 
is becoming more uniform and being formed continuously. 
From these observations, it was difficult to judge the thickness of 
the interface zone, especially in the case of the high strength matrix, 
because the dense matrix does not show a clear boundary. 
5.4.4 Cross section of the composites at the age of 28days 
In the matrix of water cement rat io 34% ,it was observed that 
thereiSacIear boundary with the CH (portlandite) Iayer with a 
thickness of I to 2gm as shown in Figure 5-12. If the CH layer is 
formed by precipitation from the saturated solution as Page et al. have 
suggested (7) , it is clear that 
the thickness of the CH layer will 
depend on the age or the curing conditions. Judging by the observations 
made in this Chapter with respect to the 
formation of the CH I aye r, 
this precipitation mechanism is considered to 
be a reasonable 
interpretation. This is also supported by Jaras' s(s) report that the 
contact zone and voids between the glass 
f ibre bundles and the cement 
matrix in glass fibre cement cured 
in water for long periods is filled 
by solid CH. whereas the presence of CH was not observed in the 
composite cured under dry conditions. 
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When the edges of fibrillated polypropylene fibres were 
investigated, in the case of ahi gh strength matrix it was seen in 
Figure 5-13 that the secondary ha i rs or f ibrils were gripped by the 
dense matr i x. In the case of I ow strength matr ix wi th a water cement 
ratio of 50%. the area of contact between the secondary hairs and the 
matr ix is lower asa result of the porous matr ix as shown inFi gure 
5-14. From these observations. higher strength matrices are thought to 
be superior because they increase the contact area and ensure effective 
stress transfer between the fibrils and the matrix. 
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5.5 Conclusion 
With respect to formation of the interface zone between the fibres 
and the mat rix. thefoII owing conclusions were drawn f rom the 
observations. 
(I) The microstructure ofthe interface zone var i es accord i ng to the 
water cement rat i o, and a high strength matrix containing silica 
f ume has a dense interface I aye r. The hi gh strength matr ixis so 
dense that it is difficult to locate the boundary of the interface 
zone simply by observing photographs. 
(2) In every cement matrix used in this work, the formation of a thin 
layer of portlandite was observed at the interface between the 
fibres and the matrix at an early age. In the matrices with higher 
water cement rat i o, the microstructure ofthe interface zone is 
basically same as that of duplex film, and the CH layer was judged 
to be identical to the CH layer known as the 'duplex film' reported 
(4) 
by Barnes et al This layer is not always continuous as 
described inthe or i9i na Ipaperby Barnes etaI, and iS rather 
discontinuous particularly at an early age and at high water cement 
rat i os, aI though a tendency f or it to become cont i nuous wi th age 
was seen. 
(3) In a low strength matrix. the edges of the fibres where many hairs 
branch out are not packed we II into the matrix. In order to ensure 
adequate stress transfer, dense matrices are required to grip the 
secondary hairs tightly. 
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Matrix 
Figure 5-6-a Cross sectional view of the interface zone of 
the high strength matrix 
( water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 7 daYs 
Figure 5-6-b Cross sectional view of the interface zone of 
the high strength matrix 
( water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 7 days 
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Fibre 
Figure 5-6-c Cross sectional view of the interface zone of 
the high strength matrix 
( water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 7 days 
mmrix 
Figure 5-7 Cross sectional view of the interface zone of 
the ordinary strength matrix 
( water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 7 days 
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Matrix SII gel 
Figure 5-8 Cross sectional view of the interface zone of 
the low strength matrix 
( water cement ratio: 50%, at the age of 7 days 
N, 
Figure 5-9 Interface of the high strength matrix 
(water cement ratio: 21 %, at the age of 28 days 
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Figure 5-10-a Interface of the ordinary strength matrix 
slightly discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 28 days 
Figure 5-10-b Interface of the ordinary strength matrix 
/ dense area 
water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 28 days 
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fibi-e 
'A' 
matrix, 
Figure 5-11 Interface of the low strength matrix 
discontinuous calcium hydroxide layer 
water cement ratio: 50%, at the age of 28 days 
cli 
CSI 11 
dyer 
Figure 5-12 Cross sectional view of the interface zone of 
the ordinary strength matrix 
Ahe similar structure as the duplex film can be seen 
( water cement ratio: 34%, at the age of 28 days ) 
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Figure 5-13 Cross sectional view of the interface zone of the high 
strength matrix: the area where many hairs are branching 
( water cem ent ratio: 21%, at the age of 28days) 
Figure 5-14 Cross sectional view of the interface zone of the low 
strength matrix: the area where many hairs are branching 
( water cement ratio: 50%, at the age of 28days) 
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CHAPTER 6 
The debonding process in the composite under tensile loading 
6.1 Introduction 
The most important requirement in understanding the stress transfer 
mechanism infi bre composites is to know what actua IIy happens to the 
fibres and the matrix of the composite under I oad. For examp I e, if the 
fi bres siipf ree Iya9ainstthe mat rix, thefri ct i onal force at the 
interface would be an important key to the transfer of stress. If there 
is elastic continuity between the fibres and the matrix up to cracking 
load and if debonding does not occur after cracking. the elastic stress 
transfer mechanism can be reasonably assumed. 
In practice. however, there are many possibilities of more complex or 
different phenomena occurring. For instance, it can be imagined that the 
secondary hairs of fibrillated polypropylene fibre may peel in response 
to the movement of the ma infi bres. In this case, not only the interface 
properties, but aI so the mechanical properties and the conf i gurat i on of 
the fibres would affect the stress transfer mechanism. AI so, the voids 
which are often observed in fibrillated polypropylene 
fibres may have an 
influence. Hughes(') has proposed the misfit theory as a stress transfer 
mechanism in fibrillated Polypropylene 
fibre cement composites by 
considering thefi bre geometry. 
Although the mi sf it theory provides a 
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reasonably accurate description of the actual behaviour of the composite, 
there is no direct evidence for it. 
The ideal way to confirm this mechanism is to observe the behaviour 
of the fibres and the matrix within the composite. In practice, itis not 
very easy to obta in conc I us i ve ev i dence such as movement of the fi bres 
visually at the microscopic level. 
In this Chapter, some new observational trials were carried out in an 
attempt to understand the actuaI stress transfer mechanism. Based on 
these observations, the stress transfer mechanism will be di scussed in 
relation to the phenomena occurring in polypropylene fibres and the 
matrix under tensile loading. 
6.2 Observational work 
6.2.1 Observations 
Observations of the composite were carried out at a variety of stages 
during the tens iIe fracture process, incIuding matr ix cracking and 
debonding of the interface. The main observations were at the microscopic 
I eve I and were conducted ina spec iaIIY des i gned tens iIerig. An optical 
microscope and a scanning electron microscope were used for the 
observations. Although the observations were carried out according to a 
number of cr i ter i a. thefoII owi ng three po i nts were the ma in target of 
this work. 
(A) Crack propagation and changes in the fibre-matrix interface as it 
occurs. 
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(B) Changes inthefi bres and at the fibre-matrix interface on a 
microscopic level over the whole fracture process. 
(C) Correlation between the stress-strain curves and the various 
phenomena occurring on a microscopic level in the composite. 
The most straightforward observation isopticaI microscopy, where 
carefully polished specimens are viewed. Since the focal depth of optical 
microscopes is very small, an accurate flat surface is necessary on the 
specimen inorderto obta insharpi mages or to take photographs, 
particularly at high magnifications. It was difficult to obtain a surface 
on polypropylene fibre cement flat enough for magnifications higher than 
400 - 500 times. This range of magnifications is adequate to observe 
cracking or debonding. but not to elucidate further details. 
The main advantage 0fopticaI microscopy, however. isthatthe 
spec i mens can be observed under natur aI cond it ions. If the specimens are 
we t' for instance, they can be used without any special treatment. This 
means that any effects resulting from shrinkage do not have to be taken 
into account. 
In compar i son, si nce scann i ng eI ectron mi croscopes have large focal 
depth. a three-dimensional image of a rough surface can be obtained even 
athi gh magnifications. However, in scanning electron microscopy, the 
specimens have to be placed in a vacuum during observations. This means 
that drying shrinkage caused bythe vacuum mi ght influence the stress 
transfer mechanism of the composite. Diamond et al. 
(2) have proposed an 
observation method usinga Rob i nson backscatter i ng detector and a wet 
cel I in which vapour f lows around the sPecimen in a low vacuum. Use of a 
detector for back scattered electrons allows semi-conductive materials 
such as cement composites to be observed without coating. Si nce. in the 
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coat i ng procedure, specimens norma IIy have to be subjected to vacuum, 
omitting the coating step avoids the shrinkage inherent in coating 
preparation. 
A wet cell can also reduce shrinkage of cement specimens during 
observation. AI though DiamondetaI. reported the resu I ts us i ng this 
(2)-(4) 
method the photographs taken in th is way were not ve ry cI ear and 
the magn ifi cat i on was not hi gh because of the I ow vacuum. However, si nce 
a wi de fi el d of observat i ons is obta i ned by us i ng a scann i ng eI ectron 
microscopes. this is considered an effective method. Though a wet ce II 
can reduce the shrinkage of cement m at rix specimens, it does not 
completely stop shrinkage, and therefore some care shou Id be taken in 
interpreting the resu i ts. When polypropylene fibre cement specimens are 
not coated, the cement matr ix can be observed us i ng th is system. but the 
fibres still charge up and may not be observed in detail. 
The effect of spec i men shr i nkage dur i ng scann i ng eI ectron mi croscopy 
will be discussed in section 6.3. 
Table 6.1 
Obsýei-vAt; op, oAjef; vev cL-Act 14e+bt>cfs. 
Objective Method Specimen / Comment 
Crack 
development 
SEM * +Tensile 
ri 
opm* 
the specimens were notched on one 
side or both sides. 
Debonding SEM 
Movement OPM+Tensile 
of the fibres rig 
Fracture SEM 
surface 
fine lines were attached to the polished 
surface of the specimens 
after tensile fracture, 
SEM denotes 'scanning electron microscope'. 
OPM denotes 'optical microscope'. 
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As seen above. both opticaI microscopy and scanning electron 
microscopy have advantages and disadvantages. In th is experimental work, 
the observation method was chosen so as to utilize the advantages of each 
according t0the purpose. The observational objectives and the method 
used are described in Tab Ie6.1. Deta iIs of the observations wi II be 
described subsequently. 
6.2.2 Tensile rig 
In order to observe the tensile processes in fibrillated 
polypropylene fi bre cement. two tens iIeri gs for use underei ther an 
opticaImi croscope or a scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope were des i gned. One 
rig was used under the optical microscope and for secondary electron 
i mages under the scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope. and this one was used for 
most of observation wo r k. The otherrig was made spec i al Iyfor 
observations by back scattered electrons in the scanning electron 
microscope. 
These ri gs are sma II direct-tensile test i ng machines as shown in 
Figures 6-1-a and 6-1-b. The first tensile rig is about 20xilx5cm, and 
the second is about 180 1 x2cm - the si zes are determ i ned by the space 
ava iI ab Ieinthe chamber of the scanning electron microscope. Small 
rectangular specimens lOmm in width, 5mm in thickness and 60mm in length 
can be tested in direct tension using these rigs. 
In the first rig, both ends of a specimen are gripped in jaws which 
are able to slide. One end isfixed tothebody of the rigwith apin, 
and the other end is connected to a threaded rod which is driven through 
a pulley and gear box by an electric motor. Loading in the rig is 
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Electric motor 
Mllr"-w 
Figure 6-1-a Tensile rig used for most of observations 
(f irst tensile rig ) 
Figure 6-1-b Tensile rig designed for backscattered electron 
observations ( second tensile rig ) 
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controlled by switches outside the chamber of the scanning electron 
microscope. 
The rate of loading was determined by a combination of gear ratio and 
motor speed. Two motors with different speeds and two gear boxes wi th 
different ratios were used. and the des i red rate of I oad i ncrease was 
selected by chang ing the combination used according to the observation 
purpose. Assuming a specimen of length 50mm. the lowest possible loading 
rate was calculated to be ]Ox]O-r' strain/sec from the gear ratio and the 
motor speed. Since some sl ippage between the specimen and the grips is 
i nev i tab Ie in pract ice, the actual rate of I oad i ng is slower than this 
va I ue. 
A typical example of measured I oad i ng rateis shown in Table 6.2. 
A] though the rate of stra in increase in the spec i men was initiaIIy low 
because 0fsIi ppage between the gr i ps and the spec i men, the measured 
value approached the calculated values with time. 
Table 6.2 The rate of strain increase on the tensile rig 
Time 
(min) 
The rate 
Gear(A)+Motor(A) 
of strain increase 
Gear(A)+Motor(B) 
(10-r'/sec) 
Gear(B)+Motor(B) 
1 0.5 1 5 
3 4 13 17 
5 9 30 35 
15 10 35 55 
20 11 35 55 
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The second rig was made for use with a Robinson backscatter detector 
in the chamber of the scanning electron microscope (SlOO). Since cement 
composites can be observed without coating by the detector for 
backscattered electrons, the effects during the coat i ng process are 
reduced as explained in section 6.2.1 n th is study. a wet cell was not 
ava iI ab I e, but observations us i ng a Robinson backscatter detector were 
poss i bl e. and some backscatter electron observations were carried out. 
The first tensile rig interferes with the detector within the chamber, so 
a second rig 30mm lower than the first was designed, Figure 6-1-b shows 
the second tens iIerig made. The height limitation on the body did not 
allow adoption of the jaw type grips. A clamp consisting of a pin through 
the end of ahoIed spec i men was adopted inthe second rig, and this 
cIamping method worked adequately. although the specimens had t0be 
carefully drilled. 
6.2.3 Observational methods and measurement of stress-stra in curves in 
the tensile rig 
For the main observation work, the opt i ca I microscope (Figure 4.5) 
and the scan ni ng eI ectron mi croscope (Figure 4.4) described in Chapter 4 
were used. In opt i ca I microscopy, the specimens were observed through a 
po I ar i zer and an analyzer to obta in better contrast between thefi bres 
and the matrix under reflected light. 
In observations of the tensile process, Photographs were taken after 
stopping the motor, because during loading sIi ght vibrations are 
generated. Figure 6-2-a shows the tensile rig set up in the chamber of 
the scanning electron microscope. Electrical connections pass through the 
i id of the chamber to the outside to enable loading to be switched on and 
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of f. The second tens iIerig. setupwiththe Robinson back scatter 
detector is shown in Figure 6-2-b. Figure 6-3 shows the Robinson back 
scatter detector. 
During optical microscopy, the tensile rig was placed on the stage of 
the opticaI microscope, and then the spec i men was put intopI ace and 
I oaded. When tak i ng the photographs themotor was stopped and the 
appropriate I ocat i on was chosen bymoving the rig manua IIy. The 
magnifications of the observations were in the range of 100-500 times. 
Although the final magnification also depends on the ratio of enlargement 
at printing, it was normally in the range of 70- 600 times. 
To understand the mechanism of stress transfer between the fibres and 
the matrix, not only are the phenomena occurring at a microscopic level 
important, but also the time at which they occur in the fracture process. 
In order to assess the cor re I at ion between the phenomena occurred and the 
overa II behaviour ofthe composite. the stress strain curves ofthe 
composite specimens were measured simultaneously with the observations. 
The measurement of stress and strain was carried out on the first tensile 
rIg. 
The load acting on the specimen was measured from the strain on the 
rod connected to one of the grips and moved mechanically by the motor. 
Electrical wire strain gages were attached to the both sides of the rod. 
The load-strain relationship in a reference specimen had been previously 
measured by an Instron 1122. and the reference curve relating rod strain 
to working I oad in spec i mens was obta i ned. 
In this way, the measured rod 
strain could be finally calibrated as a working load. 
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On the other hand, as shown Figure 6.4, the specimen displacement was 
measured by an Q shaped strain gage extensometer (Kyowa Dengyo Ltd. ) 
which was mounted on L-shape brackets cIi pped t0 the specimen. These 
extensometers shou Id be mounted on both si des of a spec i men f or i dea I 
measurement, but an extensometer was attached on Iy to the one si de when 
obser vat ions were made si mu I taneous Iy with the measurements. In order to 
check the reliability of measurements with a single strain extensometer, 
the resuIts were compared with those measured usinga pa ir of st ra in 
extensometers mounted as described above. It was conc I uded that if the 
specimen was carefully pI aced centrally inthe9ri ps, the difference 
between the single extensometer and double extensometer measurements was 
very small. Since the purpose of measuring the stress-strain curves was 
simpIyto investigate the correlation between microscopic phenomena and 
the overa II behaviour ofthe composite, the accuracy 0f measurements 
using the single extensometer technique was judged to be good enough for 
the purpose. 
In the actua I experiments, photographs were taken at stra i ns of 0%. 
0.25%, 0.5%, 1 %, and every 1% thereafter unt iifaiIu re. The I oad 
displacement curves of each specimen were monitored and recorded on an 
X-Y recorder dur i ng th9 test. Figure 6-5 shows the system set up f or 
measurement of stress strain curves in the tensile rig and for the 
observation of the tensile process. 
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Figure 6-2-a The tensile rig set up in the SEM chamber 
Figure 6-2-b The second tensile rig set up with a backscatter 
detector in the SEM chamber 
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Figure 6-3 Robinson backscatter detector 
Figure 6-4 The strain gage extensometer clipped on the specimen 
in the tensile rig 
Figure 6-5 The system for observations of the tensile process 
and measurement of the stress-strain curves 
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6.2.4 Preparation of the specimens 
Observations of the tensile fracture process in the composite 
specimens were car ri ed 0utat ages f rom I month to 3 months. The 
specimens were cured in water until one day before the test. 
Since optical microscopes allow the observation of wet specimens, and 
those with dry surface, the specimens were polished to just the required 
level which was normally grit grade #1200 to #3000 of carborundum paper. 
One of the main purposes of this observation work was to examine any 
reIative mot i on between thefi bres and the mat rix. However, un Ii ke 
observations of cracking in the matrix or separation at the interface, it 
is very difficult to check such relative movements of the fibres and the 
matr ix visual ly. To aid in this process, Ii nes were drawn on the 
po Ii shed surf ace of the spec i mens. Si nce the fi bres are about 120 - 200 
xlO-r'm wide, the line width had to be a maximum of half the fibre width, 
i. e. less than 50 x]O-r'm (0.05mm) . 
This is in fact very fine. At fi rst 
the lines were drawn using water-soluble ink with a fine pen, but the ink 
tended to spread and blur on the fibres. AI so, viscous oil-soluble i nk 
creates lines of different widths on the surface of the fibres and the 
matr i x. 
As the result of trials, the best way to form the lines was found to 
bestickin9 adhesive printed Ii nes (commercial name: Letraset) to the 
specimen surface. However, the correct 
line width of less than 0.05mm is 
not avai ]able, so printed lines of 
0. Imm were manually cut as finely as 
possible and rubbed onto the specimen surface, 
After affixing the lines 
to the surf ace. the specimens were stored ina conta i ner of R. H. 100% 
unt iIthe test. This preparation was norma 
IIy carr i ed 0ut on the day 
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prior to the tensile tests. 
6.2.5 Placing the specimen in the tensile rig 
The specimen size is about 5xlOx6O mm. Both ends of the specimen are 
held by grips in the tensile rig under a slight I oad. The grips in the 
f irst tensile ri9 (F i9ure 6- ]-a) are simiI ar to the jaw-type cI amps in 
the Instron testing machine. 
If there is eccentricity in the working I oad. or the gripping force 
is unequal. failure or cracking is known to often occur near one end of 
the spec i men ataI owe rI oad than expected. Therefore, in the ordinary 
tens iIe tests us i ng an Instron 1 122 test i ng mach i ne, both ends of the 
specimen were wrapped in lead sheet Imm thick to prevent IocaIfaiIu re 
and then pI aced in the grips of the test i ng mach i ne. Keer 
(5) reported 
that local faiI ure at the ends was cons i derab Iy reduced by th is method. 
In the first tensile rig, a similar method was adopted. After lead sheets 
lOxlOmm and Imm thick were glued to each side of the specimen at the 
ends, the specimen was placed in the grips and clamped by closing the 
j aws. When sl iPPinq between the specimen and the jaws had to be reduced 
durin9initiaII oad i ng inreIation to thetotaI observation ti me, 
especially in scanning electron microscopy, thin aluminium sheets with 
scored surface were added to the lead sheets to give 
better grip. 
The second tensile rig has a clamp system in which a pin is inserted 
through holes in the grip and in the specimen ends. This means that holes 
must be drilled in the ends of the specimens, and this 
led to fears that 
IocaI failure might occur at the ends of the specimen due to the very 
IargeIocaI stresses if the tensile I oad is transferred directly to the 
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specimens by the connecting pin, To remove this danger, the ends of the 
spec i men were re i nf orced with Imm thick aluminium sheets and also with 
epoxy resin-type glue. After this treatment, the specimens were holed at 
each end. The reinforcement was devised such that the load is transferred 
indirectly through the aluminium sheets to the specimen. 
6.3 Shrinkage of the specimens in the chamber of the scanning electron 
microscope 
6.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy and shrinkage of the cement composites 
For observat ion by scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope, two conditions have 
to be satisfied. One is conduct ivi ty of the samp I e, and the other is that 
any gases wh i ch di sturb the eI ectron beam pass i ng through the chamber of 
the microscope have t0be evacuated. If hydrated cement samp I es are 
placed under vacuum. they wi II shrink because entrapped gases or water 
are evacuated. Although cement hydration products do not appear to change 
inbasic ge I microstructure af te r evacuation, micro-cracking inthe 
matrix or stresses at the interface due to shrinkage would occur. These 
phenomena and stresses might affect the mechanism of stress transfer 
between the fi bres and the matr i x. For these reasons, itis cons i dered 
desirable to minimize the shrinkage caused by the vacuum process. If some 
shrinkage is inevitable, its effects should be precisely evaluated. 
With regard to the conductivity of samples, even if the samples are 
insulating, this cr i ter ion can be sat i sf i ed by coat i ng the samp I e' s 
surface with a conductive material (normal ly carbon, gold/pal ladium or 
pI at i num are used) .Inthis case, the samp I es have to be pI aced ina 
vacuum forthe coat i ng treatment. For examp I e, in the case of carbon 
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coat i ng. the samples are evacuated to 10-r' torr. On the other hand, a 
modern I ow-vo It age sputter coater enab I es meta I to be deposited under a 
much lower vacuum environment (about 0.05 - 0.1 torr). 
However, even inthis sputter coater, it takes an unreal istical lY 
I ong t-i me to evacuate cement specimens cured in water to the required 
pressure. To reduce the ti me requirement, the specimens need to be 
evacuated beforehand in a vacuum desiccator for about I-1.5 hours. 
Samples containing water are generally treated in a variety of ways. 
For example, a specimen may be frozen at liquid nitrogen temperature, so 
that observation is possible without any coating because the frozen ice 
is electrically conductive. Although some bioIogicaI samp I es can be 
readily observed by th is method, itisdiffi cu It to appIyit to such 
observations as the mechanisms of stress transfer, because freezing would 
affect the mechanical properties and the fracture process of the 
composite. 
As descr i bed in Section 6.1. Diamond et al. (2) have observed crack 
propagation in mortar using a wet-chamber and a Robinson backscatter 
detector. Since the wet cell could provide a lower vacuum level and allow 
vapour ci rcu I at ion around the spec i mens, the system aroused our interest 
at the time. However, even in such a wet cell, the atmosphere around the 
specimen in the chamber is not the same as the norma I env i ronment under 
atmospher ic pressure, so shr i nkage of the spec i mens wou Id not be zero. 
Also the existence of vapour creates diffi cu I ty in0btainingcIear 
images. particularly at high magnification, because it disturbs the 
reflected electrons. 
On the other hand, adoption 0f backscatter electron observations 
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means the coat i ng of semi-conductive specimens is avo i ded, so that 
shrinkage of the specimens in the coater or in the vacuum desiccator does 
not take place in the preparation stages. In this work, it was an aim to 
keep a shr i nkage of the spec i mens wh i ch is to be as small aspossible. 
Therefore, the use of a backscatter detector or a wet cell was initially 
I anned, but there were some difficulties in making a wet cell to fit the 
other devices such as the detector and the tensile rig. Moreover, the wet 
cell does not guarantee reduced specimen shrinkage as described above. As 
a resu I t, theidea of desi9ninga new wet ce II was dropped, but 
observat ions of backscattered eI ectrons were car ri ed out because it was 
possibIet0do so by the combination of the second tens iIeri9 and a 
Robinson back scatter detector. 
The shrinkage of hydrated cement mate ria Is is affected by var i ous 
factors such as the water or gas permeability, the dens i ty, the 
observation time. and the si ze of the spec i men. The cement matr ix used in 
this experimental work is relatively dense compared with ordinary 
concrete, and the observed ages of the specimen were 2-3 months. It is 
considered that the matrix is well hydrated condition. As a results, the 
effects of shrinkage in the chamber of scanning electron microscope might 
be negligible in the case of this composite. 
To conf i rm the actual effect of the shrinkage, the drying shrinkage 
and water loss from specimens placed in the chamber of the scanning 
electron microscope were measured. 
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B. 3.2 Measuring the shrinkage 0f specimens in the chamber 0f the 
scanning electron microscope 
The measurements are influenced by various factors such as the 
environment, the specimen si ze. and the age at thestart of the test. 
The spec i mens shou Id be i dent i ca I to the ones used in the tens iIeI oad i ng 
tests in the chamber of the scanning electron microscope. However, the 
specimens used inthe tens iIe tests were too short forthe shrinkage 
measuring equipment. If the ratio of the perimeter to the cross section 
of the spec i mens is the same, the water I oss f rom the surf ace wiII be 
equai if all other conditions are same, so the shrinkage will also be the 
same. Therefore specimens with the same cross-sectional area (Iomm in 
wi dth. 5mm in thickness) as the test specimens, but wi th aI ength of 
1 50mm, were used. The change in length between the pointers attached to 
the both sides of the specimens was measured by a mechanical strain meter 
witha gage I ength of I 00mm. Sincethemain factor affecting voIume 
change is the water cement ratio of the matrix, two kinds of matrix with 
different water cement rat i os, i. e. w/c=2 I% (high strength matrix) and 
w/c=34% (ordinary strength matrix) were used in this test. In the test, 
three specimens of each matrix were at tested at the age of 28 days. 
Compared with this, actual specimens were tested at the age of 2-3 
months in the chamber of the scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope, so that the 
shrinkage during preparation and observations might be 'I owe rthanthe 
values measured in this test. 
It is not desirable from the point of view of microscope maintenance 
for samples to contain a lot of water or vapour. Therefore, only one or 
two specimens were pI aced in the chamber at ati me f or the shr i nkage 
measurements. The shrinkage was measured at I, 2.3,4, and 8 hours. 
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Additionally, similar measurements to this were carried out in a vacuum 
desiccator to assess the shrinkage during preparation of the specimens. 
6.3.3 Results and discussion of specimen shrinkage 
Fi gur es 6-6-a an d 6-6-b show the re 1 at i onsh ip between shr i nkage an d 
ti me. The shr i nkage increases almost I inearly with ti me. The shr i nkage 
af ter 8hoursin the chamber of the scann i ng electron microscope was 
about 600x]O-r' for the ordinary matrix, and about 400x]O-r' for the high 
strength matr ix (F i gure 6-6-a) .In the case of the vacuum 
des i ccator. 
the shrinkage strain was about 400x]0-6 for the ordinary strength matrix, 
and about 190xlO-6 for the high strength matrix (Figure 6-6-b). 
The shrinkage within the range of I to 1.5 hours. which was necessary 
f or the tests, was about 1 40x 10-6 f or the ord i nary strength matr i x. and 
about 60xIO-r' for the hi gh strength matr i x. On the other hand. in the 
vacuum desiccator the shrinkage strain of the specimens was about 
jjOXIO-6 forthe ordinary mat rix. and 40x I O-r' forthehi gh strength 
matrix after one hour, corresponding to the time required to prepare for 
the vacuum. 
The difference in shr i nkage between samp I es in the chamber of the 
scanning electron microscope and in the desiccator is thought to be due 
to the vacuum level. Theoretical assessment of f ibre contraction caused 
by this shrinkage may be carried out as was shown by Pinchin and 
Tabor ") , but an accurate assessment would seem 
to be difficult because a 
number of ef f ects are involved such as the occurrence of micro cracks. 
However, judg i ng f rom a comparison with specimens undernorma 
conditions, shr i nkage was not so 
I arge as to change the stress transfer 
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mechanism, although thevaIues0f shrinkage cannot be considered 
negligible. 
The we i ght I oss of the spec i mens was aI so measured. After one hour of 
storage in the chamber of the scann i ng eI ectron mi croscope, the ratio of 
the we i ght I ost to totaI we i ght was 0.7% for the ordinary strength 
matr i x. and 0.5% f or the hi gh strength of matr i x. The va I ue reached about 
0.9 %forthe ordinary matr i x, and about 0.6% forthehi gh strength 
matrix after 2 hours. 
Diamond et al. (2) have measured the weight loss of paste specimens 
pI aced in their wet cell in tho sc a nn ingeI ec t ron in I cr oscopo. The pasLo 
specimens, whose water/cement rat io was 0.36, were tested at the age of 
23 months af ter beingfuIIy hydrated. The initiaI evaporable water 
content of 20.9% decreased t0 19.1 - 19.5% af ter the specimens were 
exposed in the Scanning electron microscope chamber. The ratio of weight 
loss calculated from these results is about 1.4 - 1.8%. Although it is 
d if fi cu It t0 compare these resu I ts withthe author's because of 
differences in the materials and apparatus, the wet cell may not be very 
effective when the time for observations is limited. 
It was concluded that the effects of shrinkage are not significant if 
the observation time is limited to within one or one and a half hours, 
aI though cement hydr a ted mate ria Is do, inf act, shr i nk. In other words, 
if shrinkage iSa worry, observation work usinga scanning electron 
mi croscope shou Id be planned such that it is comp I eted with in one and a 
half hours for each specimen by controlling the loading speed or limiting 
the scope of the observations. 
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6.4 Crack propagation in the matrix 
6.4.1 Initial crack propagation 
It is well known that the crack initiation and propagation in cement 
composites is very complicated. In general, cracks propagate tortuously, 
and the var i ous factors such as fI aws in the matrix, aggregate or the 
other inclusions i nf I uence the propagat ion, and lead to the arresting of 
cracks or divergence. Infi bre reinforced cement composites, crack 
occurrence and propagation indicates a process in which the stresses 
operating in the composite are redistributed in the fibres and the 
mat rix. The difference between stresses in the fibres and in the matrix 
lead to a high shear stress at the fibre-matrix interface. 
With regard to the bonding mechanism between the fibres and the 
matrix, the following were points of interest. 
(i) Whether catastrophic debonding occurs or not dueto Poisson 
contraction as described in Chapter 2. when the cracks reach the 
fi bre. 
(i i) What phenomena occur in practice when cracks propagate across the 
fi bres. 
Essentially. crack propagation is an uncontrollable phenomenon under 
normal conditions so that precise tracing of the crack 
development 
appears t0bediffi cu I t. Even in composite mate ria 
Is which exh ibit 
multiple cracking, we can not pred i ct accurate 
Iy where cracks wiII occur 
or propagate, especially under a microscope 
because of the limited visual 
eId. 
To help with this observation work, a combination of various standard 
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methods to observe cracking was adopted. For example, observations were 
carried out not only with the conventional test specimens, but also with 
notched specimens in which the location of cracks is essentially limited 
to the notch tip. Also, different types of observations were carried out 
such as secondary electron images and backscattered electron images. 
Fi gu r es 6-7 - 6-8 aremi cr og r aphs in wh ich acr ack r each es the fi br e. 
Although the width of the cracks is of the order of a few microns to ten 
mi crons, pictures couIdbe taken cI ear Iy even usingtheopticaI 
microscope. 
When a crack propagates across thefi bres, 1tisIi ke Iy to be 
arrested by the fi bre fora wh iIe. It was aI so not i ced thatobvious 
debonding between the fibre and the matrix did not take place immediately 
af ter the crack reached the fi bre. In opt i ca I microscopy, the influence 
0f shrinkage is aImost negligible, and therefore debonding atthe 
interface would have been observed if the effects of Poisson contraction 
ex i st. According to Hughes") work, the separation caused by Poisson 
contract i on at the i nter f ace was ca I cu I ated to be about IxI 0-6m (Sect i on 
2-5-3), but this level of separation can easily be observed at high 
magnification. (This is aiso confirmed by the fact that debonding between 
the misal igned fi bres and the matr ixis observed. ) Judg i ng f rom the 
expansion of the crack width after a crack propagated across the fibre, 
debonding over a small area might occur, but it was not catastrophic nor 
progressive. 
Asi mi i ar tendency was seen in secondary electron or backscattered 
electron images from the scanning electron microscope. Figures 6-9-a, and 
6-9-b indicate crack development in the matrix which was observed in 
specimens with a single notch by using the backscatter electron detector. 
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The cracks occurred fifteen minutes after the specimen was placed in the 
scanning electron microscope. At this time, the predicted shrinkage would 
be about 10-30x]O-r'. and would not produce a large contraction force. As 
shown in Figure 6-10. even though the crack becomes wider than 10x]O-r'm, 
separation of the fibres from the matrix was not observed in the vicinity 
of the crack. One of the reasons for this is that the fi ne secondary 
ha i rs branch i ng f rom the ma infi bres keep the matr ixin contact wi th the 
mainfi bres by penetrating i nto the matr i x, as is eas iIyi mag i ned f roin 
the fibre configuration. 
The evidence for this can be seen in Figures 6-1 I-a. and 6-11-b which 
show the interface after debonding occurs. In micrograph of 6-1 I-b, the 
fibre was partially debonded at the interface and the hairs penetrat ing 
the matr ix can be seen. AI so, Figure 6-36 (p 231) shows the conditi ons 
af ter debonding occurs at the interface inaIaterstage of I oad i ng, 
where the secondary hairs have slipped out of the matrix. 
Thus, if catastrophic debonding occurs when a crack reaches the 
fibre. the contract ion force caused by the Po i sson ef f ect wou Id have to 
pu II out the secondary hairs from the matrix. This is unlikely to occur 
in practice. In other words, the hairs resist the contraction force. 
Figures 6-12-6-15 show micrographs taken in early stages of loading. 
In these micrographs, no debonding or separation atthe fibre-matrix 
interface was observed, although a void or separation in the fibre can be 
seen in Figure 6-12. As far as the interfacial 
debonding is concerned in 
the initial cracking stage, no obvious differences were noted between the 
ordinary strength matrix and the 
high strength matrix, although there was 
some expectat ion that the d if 
f erence in bond strength in these matrices 
might have an influence on the phenomenon. 
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Figure 6-8 The interface immediately after a crack reaches 
the fibre ( optical micrograph ) 
( Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
Figure 6-7 The interface inu-nediately after a crack reaches 
the fibre ( optical micrograph ) 
Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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Figure 6-9-a A single notch specimen before loading 
scanning electron micrograph: backscattered 
electrons image ) 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
Figure 6-9-b A crack propagated from the notch 
scanning electron micrograph: backscattered 
electrons image ) 
at rix 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
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Figure 6-10 Fibre-matrix interface near a crack 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: ordinary strength) 
( Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image ) 
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Figure 6-11 -a Microscopic debonding near a crack 
( Fibre: N7, Matrix: ordinary strength 
2" 
Figure 6-11 -b Detail of the debonding near a crack 
( Fibre: N7, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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Figure 6-12 Fibre-matrix interface near a crack at the early 
loading stage (fibre: N5, matrix: high strength) 
Figure 6-13 FIbre-matrix interface near a crack at the early 
loading stage (fibre: N5, matrix: high strength) 
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Figure 6-14 Fibre-matrix interface near a crack at the early 
loading stage (fibre: N5, matrix: ordinary strength) 
I Lit- ri x 
C f'ýIc 
1 Hwe 
Figure 6-15 Fibre-n-iatrix interface near a crack at the early 
loading stage (fibre: N5, matrix: ordinary strength) 
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6.4.2. Phenomena associated with the crack propagation 
As seen in some 0fthe micrographs inthe previous sect i on. the 
existence ofthefi bres I eads to complicated crack propagation. For 
examp I e, the di ve r gence of c racks was of ten obse rved near the fi br es as 
shown inFi gu res 6-16-a - 6- 1 6-b. AI though va ri ous r easons have been 
considered forthis crack divergence, one ideaisthat local bend i ng 
stress may act when the fi bres take on the fuII load on the composite at 
the crack. In this case. the crack propagates across the fibre at first, 
and then further cracks occur from the interface near the crack and 
connect in to the previous crack, As a result, the crack path appears to 
diverge near the fibre. 
The other typical cracking pattern is a change in crack path at the 
fi bres. Typ i cal mi crographs are shown inFi gures 6-1 7-a and 6-1 7-b. where 
the crack runs beyond the fi bre, but not in a straight line, but shifted 
at the fi bre. This phenomenon ingI ass fi bre re i nf orced cement has been 
reported by Bentur et al. (" They described cracks that were shifted by 
0.5 to 2 mm and stated that there is a reg ion of debond i ng which extends 
between the branches of the passing crack. 
In polypropylene fibre reinforced cement, the shift was about 60 xIO-r-m 
to 0.5mm, and the values were much sma II er than those in glass fibre 
reinforced cement. Although there some variations in the observed 
resu I ts, the cracks i ndeed run discontinuously beyond the fi bres. The 
reason for sh ifti ng of crack propagation is not cI ear, but we must 
consider three-dimensional crack propagation and the effects of debonding 
at the fibre-matrix interface to find an explanation for this Phenomenon. 
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AI so. these phenomena mightaIsobe associated with the stress 
conditions at the crack tiP. Generally, ahi gh stress concentration 
exists at the crack tiP, so that cracks propagate progressively in the 
cement mat rix. Iffi bres existinthe matr i x, extra energy wiII be 
required for cracks t0 propagate in the matr i x. Provided insufficient 
energy is avai lable forthe crack to run across thefi bre. crack 
p 
propagat ion wiII be arrested by the fi bre. Inthis case, the stress 
concentration at the crack tip may be absorbed by the fibre. This means 
that the stress concent rat ion wi II decrease and aI so the area over wh i ch 
it is weakly concentrated on the opposite side of the fibre may be larger 
than if no fi bre were present. When extra energy is provided, the crack 
propagates across thefi bre, but the crack wiII or igi nate f rom the 
weakest pointin the stress concentration ar ea, which maybe slightly 
sh if ted. Moreover. if debond i ng occurs at thef ibre surface when the 
crack reaches the fi bre, the stress ooncentrat i on at the crack tip may 
re I ax much more than in the above si tuat ion. The stress cou Id be averaged 
out over the ent i re debonded area, and as a resu I ts, a crack shift may 
occu r. 
AI though th is phenomenon iS related to crack formation rather than 
crack propagation, it was not i ced that crack spac i ng was sma IIin 
locations where a lot of fine hairs exist, such as at the fibre edges or 
where the fi bre spac i ng is sma II (see Fi gu r es 6- 1 8-a and 6- 1 8-b) . This 
may be caused by difference in the local fibre volume fraction, but local 
cracking such as this may also reflect the real 
bond i ng capac i ty. The 
fact that the real cracks propagate and jo in toge the r at ami croscop ic 
level shows that the real bond properties may be different from the 
results evaluated in the direct 
tensile tests judging the apparent crack 
spac i ng wi th the by naked eye. 
Th is imPlies that in the case of lower 
fibre volume fractions the bond capacity may be underestimated. 
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Figure 6-16-a The crack divergence near the fibi-e 
( scanning electron micrograph ) 
Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image 
cracks 
Figure 6-16-b The crack divergence and the formation of many cracks 
between the branched fibres 
Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image 
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Figure 6-17-a Shifted crack propagation at the fibre 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image 
Figure 6-17-b Shifted crack propagation at the fibre 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image 
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Figure 6-18-a Small crack spacing where the fibre spacing is small 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image 
IT 
Figure 6-18-b Small crack spacing where the fibre spacing is small 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
Scanning electoron micrograph: backscattered electorons image 
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In order to discuss the bonding properties between the fibres and the 
matr ixin th is compos i te, not on Iy the resu I ts at the macroscop icI eve 
such as tens iIe tests, but aIsothe resu Its of observations at the 
microscopic level must be taken into account. 
6.4.3 Crack propagation across misaligned fibres 
When a crack reaches a fibre aligned at an angle to the direction of 
the working I oad. it was of ten obse rved that the crack p ropagates aI ong 
the fibre interface, i. e. progressive debonding ( separation ) occurs at 
the fi bre-matr ixi nterf ace as shown inFi gures 6-19-a- 6-19-d. Whether 
this phenomenon occurs or not seems to depend on the angle of the fibre. 
Also if secondary hairs ex i st at the interface, they may affect the 
phenomenon because they can resist separation. 
Fi gures 6-19-c and 6-19-d are mi crographs in which the cracks are 
about 20 x10-r'm in width. and obvious separation of about 5 xlO-r'm in 
width can be seen at the interface. In the micrographs, it is also seen 
that the fibrils or secondary hairs branching out from the main fibres 
st iIIIi nk the matr ix and the ma infi bres. Si nce the app] i ed stress is 
working horizontally in these micrographs, the stress transferred by the 
secondary hairs may not make such a large contribution as when the fibres 
are aligned. 
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Figure 6-19-a Crack propagation across a misaligned fibre and 
separation at the interface 
Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
Figure 6-19-b Crack propagation across a misaligned fibre and 
separation at the interface 
Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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Figure 6-19-c Crack propagation across a misaligned fibre and 
separation at the interface 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
Figure 6-19-d Crack propagation across a misaligned fibre and 
separation at the interface 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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6.5 Behaviour of the fibres and the matrix under tensile loading 
6.5.1 Behaviour of the fibres after matrix cracking 
With the aim of understanding how the fibres in the composite behave 
under tensi le I oad i ng, specimens marked with many Ii nes on the surf ace 
were tested indi rect tens i on. usingthe tens iIerig as described in 
Sect ion 6.2. Th is method is not a technically perfect system, because 
there were some difficulties or worr i es, i. e. uniformity of the Ii ne 
wi dth and spac i ng of the Ii nes. and reliability of adhesive strength of 
theIi nes. However. there was aI so va I uab Ie information ina number of 
the results obtained. 
Since these observations were also carried out under an optical 
microscope, it was thought that the effects due to shrinkage would be 
m in imi zed. 
Before discussing the results, phenomena which were often seen in the 
observat ions wi II be explained by using schematic figures to help with 
understanding. An important factor in this experimental work is that the 
surf ace was usua IIy observed inadi rect i on perpend 
i cu I ar to the fiIm 
thickness as illustrated inFi9ure 6-20 
(a) 
.I 
dea IIy. the three 
dimensional st r uctu re of the compos i tes shou Id be taken in to account in 
the observed resu I ts. In gener a 
I. many kinds of fibre have asymmetric 
cross sect i on. but fibrillated polypropylene 
fi bre has a complicated 
shape as shown in Chapter 
4. That i s, the cross-sect i on of fi br iII ated 
polypropylene fi bres is rectangular and 
both edges have a lot of hairs 
branching out. In other words, the 
fibres have a somewhat two-dimensional 
character. Therefore. we must take note of which section of the 
fibre is 
being observed at any one ti me, because the different angIes Of 
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observation yield the different characteristics of the fibre-matrix 
interface as described in Figure 6-20 (b). 
The lines laid on the specimen were initially straight as shown 
schematically inFigure 6-21 (a). When cracks occur inthe matr i x. 
section of the lines over the fibre start to move toward the crack. The 
lines in the middle of the fibre normally move extensively, but those on 
the edge of the fi bre near the fibre-matrix i nterf ace do not move so 
much. Itis thought that the edges of the fi bre move Ii tt Ie because the 
secondary hairs keep thefi bres and the matr ixin contact. When the 
cracks expand in width with increasing I oad. deformation in the fibres 
also increases. As schemat i ca IIy shown in Fi gure 6-21 (c) , the lines on 
the spec i men surface fi na IIy separate between the mi dd Ie and the edges of 
the fibre. and move towards the crack. This means that the slip faces are 
formed in the fibre due to the shear force such that the middle of the 
fibre moves towards the crack. 
Fi gures 6-22- 6-29 show the various types of behaviour which occur 
within the fi bres in the composite with increasing tens iIe load. The 
si tuat ion before i oad i ng is shown in Figure 6-22-a, where the Ii nes on 
the surface are almost straight. The specimen is loaded using the tensile 
rig. The lines begin to move towards the crack after cracks occur in the 
matrix as shown in Figure 6-22-b. Figures 
6-23-a, 6-23-c (fibre: Aulla, 
matrix: ordinary strength) and Figure 6-24-a-6-24-c 
(fibre: N7, mat rix 
hi gh strength show the sl ipping process 
in thefi bres very we II 
A] though the actua I po i nt when sIip beg i ns to occur is not clear from 
these observations, it seems thatit occurs in the mUItiPIe cracking 
region. More details will be discussed 
in Section 6-6-2. 
Nearer tothe cracks, greater deformation in the longitudinal 
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direction of the fibres is visible as shown in Figures 6-25 and 6-26.1 n 
these micrographs, the Ii nes farthest f rom the crackf ace are at a 
di stance of 0.5- 0.7mm, but they st iII def orm. 
Although Figure 6-23-c shows that slip occurred in the middle of the 
fi bre, sl ip does not always happen there. In many cases, slipping of the 
fi bres appears near the fi bre-matr i x' i nterf ace. i. e. where incomplete 
fibrillation was often observed in microscopic observations of the 
fi bres. Judging from the observed results, slip easily occurs where flaws 
are unfilled by the matrix. 
In Figures 6-27-a. 6-27-b, 6-28-a and 6-28-b. the slip in the fibre 
occurred reIativeIy near the fibre-matrix interface. In th is case, the 
distribution of deformation in the fibre appears to be linear rather than 
curved. AI so, it can be seen that the deformation or displacement due to 
sIi pp i ng in the fibre is very large compared with the crack width. Th is 
is a typical example of the complex behaviour which occurs in real 
composites. Generally, thefi bres tend to deform symmetrically with 
respect to the crack f ace. However. in practice, there are some cases in 
which asymmetrical deformation or displacement appears. In most of these 
cases. the baIanceoffi bre displacement overa few cracks must be 
considered. 
On the other hand, in these observations. there are cases in which 
the fi bre appears to debond and sIip at the interface. For example, as 
shown in Figure 6-28-b, the line on the right hand side of the micrograph 
was cut at the upper f ibre-matr ix interface. but the separ at ion can be 
seen in the fibre near the lower interface. Since the secondary hairs 
were not seen at the edges of the fi bre, we must be caref uI to check 
wh i ch sect i on of the fi bre is observed. In other words, we might have 
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observed the interface between the smooth side of the fibre and the 
mat rix. Even if th is is t rue. debond i ng and sl i pp i ng may occur at the 
interface unless secondary hairs exist. Therefore, frictional stress at 
the interface orami sf it between fi bre size and the channel in the 
matrix may play a role in stress transfer. 
However, the existence of secondary hairs at the f ibre-matr ix interface 
was conf i rmed in many resu I ts, and these hairs will influence the stress 
transfer capacity. 
With the respect to slippage in fibrillated polypropylene fibres, the 
occurrence of slipping in the fi bres was aI so conf i rmed by the scann i ng 
ei ectron mi croscope. As descr i bed in Chapter 4. the f ibri Hated fi bres 
have voids or fI aws near the edges, and any smal I voids or flaws less 
than 2 x10-6m in size tend not to be filled with the cement matrix. 
When specimens coated with a conductive material are under SEM 
observation, these vo ids can be observed in detai 1.1 f the coat i ng is 
insufficient, the voids appear as bright spots due to the edge effect 
i. e. charging in the vicinity of the voids. However, even when the fibre 
surface is coated adequately, there are st iII cases when vo i ds or fI aws 
are bright as a result of charging. When the voids or flaws expand under 
a working I oad, the su rf ace I oses conduct ivi tY and appears as a sh ini ng 
spot. Figures 6-29,6-30 and 6-31 show fI aws in the 
fi bre sh ini ng as a 
result of losing conductivity under working stress. 
In other words, if 
sl ip occurs in the fi bres or if the voids expand 
due to the Poisson 
contraction, they appear as bright 
lines or spots. 
In the mi crograph of Fi gures 6-29. and 6-30, it is I ikely that sl ip 
occurred in the fibre. On the other 
hand, in Figure 6-31, the matrix and 
the fibre separated af ter crack i ng at thei nterf ace of the I arge vo A 
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being filled with matrix material. This separation occurred at the void 
at the centre of the fi bre, and was foII owed by the expans i on of vo i d. 
As a consequence, the shear resistance decreased in the fi bre. and 
produced similar effects to slipping in the fibre. 
This may not be defined as slip in the fi bres. and there are some 
cases where damage to thefi bres occurs at tha root of the branching 
fi br iIs. Figures 6-32,6-33-a. and 6-33-b show damage which occurred in 
the branching area during tensile loading. In Figure 6-32, the branching 
area appears bright at the point of separation. It was observed that the 
fi ne ha i rs st iIIIi nked the separated f aces af ter separation. On the 
other hand, in Figure 6-33-a. separation had not happened yet at the root 
of the fi br iI branches, desp i te the cracked matr ix. However, provided 
that the crack width grows. it is clear that damage in the branching area 
propagates i nto the fi bre. This is because a force perpendicular to the 
longitudinal direction works in the fibre, when the branched fi bres are 
pulled to the left in Figures 6-33-a and 6-33-b. In this case, the matrix 
may act as a wedge driven into the fibre. 
If damage occurs in the fibres as described above, the mechanical 
properties of the composite will be affected as a result of changes in 
stress distribution in the fibres, even though complete slippage does not 
occur. 
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(b) the other possibilities of the observed surface 
Figure 6-20 Schematic figure of the observed surface 
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(a) Before matrix cracking : 
The fine lines attached on 
the surface are straight 
(b) Immediately after matrix cracking 
The fibre begins to deform 
(c), Separation of the lines on the fibre 
The middle of the fibre slips 
within the fibre 
matr 
f ibre 
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Figure 6-21 Schematic figure of slip in the fibres 
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Figure 6-22-a The lines on the specimen before loading 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
fl-i j 
1l 
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Figure 6-22-b Fibre defon-nation after matrix cracking 
Fibre: ON7, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
erl 
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Figure 6-23-a Fibre deformation after matrix cracking 
Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
Figure 6-23-b The middle of the fibre begins to separate 
Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-23-c The middle of the fibre has separated: 
The fibre is slipping in itself. 
Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
Figure 6-24-a Fibre deformation after matrix cracking 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-24-b The middle of the fibre begins to separate 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
Figure 6-24-c The middle of the fibre has separeted 
The fibre is slipping in itself. 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-25 Deformation in the fibre 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength, 
Optical micrograph) 
Figure 6-26 Deformation in the fibre 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-27-a. Slip in the fibre and at the interface 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
50 
Figure 6-27-b Slip in the fibre and at the interface 
Fibre: N7, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-28-a Slip at the interface 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
Figure 6-28-b Slip in the fibre and at the interface 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: ordinary strength, 
Optical micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-29 Slip in the fibre 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electron micrograph ) 
Figure 6-30 Slip in the fibre 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electron micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-31 Separation at the interface of the void in the fibre, 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electron micrograph ) 
separation in the fibre 
due to shear 
Figure 6-32 Damage at the root of the branching fibrils by shear 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electron micrograph ) 
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Figure 6-33-a View before damage at the root of the branching fibrils 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electron micrograph ) 
fibre 
1ý7 
the f ibre- 
I C! ", 
brallched fi 1) re 
matrix 
Figure 6-33-b Damage at the root of the branching fibrils by shear 
Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength 
Scanning electron micrograph 
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6.5.2 Debonding at fibre matrix interface and stress transfer 
At the end of sect ion 6.5.1. slip in the fibres which occurs under 
tens iIeI oad i ng was exp Iai ned. Th is sl ip I eads to a var i ed stress 
distribution in the fi bres, and af f ects the mechan i cal behav i our of the 
composite. Although a theoretical consideration of this will be given in 
Chapter 8, the fol iowi ng conjecture about the change is made f rom the 
force balance. When the middle section of a fibre slides along the slip 
f ace, the stress working in the mi dd Ie sect i on changes. If the stress 
working at this point falls compared with the situation before slipping, 
the outer part of the fibre has to compensate for the stress to maintain 
the force balance, i. e. a much greater stress wi II be carr ied by the 
outer section. The opposite phenomenon will also occur if the middle has 
to susta inaIar9er stress. It is cI ear that the stress transferred at 
the fi bre-matr ixi nterf ace wi II be i nf i uenced by th is change in stress 
conditions. 
The stress transfer mechan ism at the fi bre-matr ixi nterf ace, however, 
is aI so very important in addition to the stress transfer at the slip 
face in the fibres in understanding the behaviour of fibrillated 
polypropylene fibre cement composite. 
The basic concepts of the stress transfer for fibre reinforced 
brittle materials have been explained theoretically in terms of elastic 
transfer, frictional transfer, or a combination of both. Although details 
of the mechanisms depend on the actual combination of the materials, the 
following fracture phenomena are the key Points in determining the proper 
mechanism for a particular composite; 
Whether or not elastic continuity 
can be maintained at the interface 
immediately after mat rix crack i ng? 
When does debondi ng occur at the fi bre-matr ix interface? Whether stress 
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is transferred at the interface even after debonding? In this Section. we 
discuss the stress transfer at the interface between polypropylene fibres 
and the cement matrix as seen in the observation results. 
Fi gures 6-34-a - 6-34-d show scann i ng electron micrographs 0fthe 
interface zone under tens iIeI oad i ng. InF1gure 6-34-a, separation 
between the fibres and the matrix can be observed. along with signs of 
sl ipping in the fi bre near the interface (about 15 XI O-rm f rom the 
interface). 
InFi gures 6-34-b and 6-34-d, thefi bres have separated f rom the 
matrix at the interface, but some part of the fibres or the fibrils still 
rema in t rapped in the matr i x. Fi ne ha i rs can be seen between the fi bre 
and the matr i ces. From these mi crographs, itis not obv i ous whether the 
hairs penetrate matrix or form links between the main fibre and the 
separated f ibrils since observations could be made at the shear failure 
faces only after the polypropylene film has sheared. 
There are some cases where these deta iIs can be seen when aI oca I 
bending effect works inafi bre at the crack. Figures 6-35-a and 6-35-b 
are optical micrographs that show a separation at the fibre-matrix 
interface near a crack. Judging from these micrographs, the hairs bridge 
the space between the ma in fi bre and the separated part of the fi bre or 
the f ibrils. In these observations, debonding accompanying separation of 
the fi bres was of ten observed. Although the phenomenon occurs very close 
tothe fibre-matrix interface, it may not be accurate t0 interpret 
separat i on as debond i ng at the interface. Since f iaws and voids in the 
fi bres normal Iyexist near the edges, the apparent debonding might 
actually be the same phenomenon as slip and separation in the fibres. 
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Th is does not mean that comp I ete debond i ng with no fi bre separ at ion 
is totally absent at the f ibre-matrix interface. Although Figure 6-36 is 
a somewhat speciaI case. the scanning electron micrograph shows the 
separated areaneara crack at aI ate stage of I oad i ng. The fibre is 
completely separated at the interface, but it can be seen thatthe 
secondary hairs are being withdrawn from the matrix. 
This implies that movement of the main fibres may be restricted by the 
fri ct i ona I resistance required t0 withdraw the secondary ha i rs, even 
though the separation may be greater than the asperity prof He of the 
fibre surface. That is to say. even in this condition, some stress may be 
transferred. Since these hairs are not as continuous as the main fibres. 
itis not easy to mode I the stress transfer between the fibres and the 
matrix for the composite as a whole. 
6.5.3 Breaking of fibres at the fibre edges 
In re I at ion t0 sl ip and separation of the fi bres. an important 
phenomenon was observed. As seen in Figures 6-37,6-38-a, 6-38-b and 
6-39, it was observed that the e dq es0ffi bres broke as the cracks 
expanded. Figure 6-38-c gi ves a schematic diagram for th i s, InFi gu re 
6-37. it can be seen that the edges in contact with the mat rix beg in to 
break at the stage when the crack width is 40 x]O-r'm. In Figures 6-38-a 
and 6-38-b. separation and breaking of the 
fibre edges is observed at the 
cracks when their width is about 50 xIO-6m. 
A simi lar observation to this 
was made inopticaI microscopy as well. 
Figure 6-39 is an opticaI 
micrograph, which shows the condition of 
the fibres in a crack. The edge 
0ffi bre at the crack tended 
to be fibrillated and broken. These 
observations indicate important conclusions, as 
follows. 
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The breaking of fibre edges at a crack is evidence that stress does 
not act uniformly in the fibres, and that the edges sustain higher 
stress at the crack. 
(2) The breaking of fibre edges originates in slipping or in the 
existence of the voids in the fibre. After one part of a fibre fails. 
it is thought that the stress transfer ability at the slip face 
dominates the behaviour of the composite. 
(3) As a result of fi bre faiI ure, the ef f ect i ve fibre volume fraction 
decreases. If the original fibre volume fraction is used to calculate 
the deformation behaviour after the fibre edges have broken, the term 
of VfEf (f i bre vo I ume f ract i on - El ast ic modu I us of the fi bre) wi II 
be overestimated. Apparently, this seems to have the same effect as a 
decrease in the elastic modulus of the fibres. 
A comparison of the experimental behaviour of the composite and these 
results obtained from observations will be discussed in detail 
subsequently in Chapters 7. 
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Figure 6-34-a Separation at the fibre matrix interface 
( Fibre: N7, Matrix: ordinary strength ) 
iatrix 
Figure 6-34-b Separation at the interface and 
the sign of damage in the fibre 
( Fibre: N7, Matrix: ordinary strength 
matrix 
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Figure 6-34-c Slip in the fibre near the fibre-matrix interface 
( Fibre: N5, Matrix: ordinary strength ) 
crac,,, 
maLrix 
II 
Figure 6-34-d Separation in the fibre near the fibre-matrix interface 
( Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength ) 
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Figure 6-35-a Separation at the interface (in the fibre? ) 
near a crack 
( Optica micrograph) 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: ordinary strength) 
separation 
/ 
in tlie fibre fibre 
Figure 6-35-b Separation in the fibre near a crack 
( Optica micrograph ) 
(Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength) 
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Figure 6-36 Separation at the interface 
Scanning electron micrograph ) 
(Fibre: N5, Matrix: high strength) 
Figure 6-37 Breaking of the fibre edges 
( Scanning electron micrograph 
( Fibre: N7, Matrix: high strength 
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Figure 6-38-a Separation in the fibre and breaking of 
the fibre edge 
( Scanning electron micrograph 
( Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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Figure 6-38-b Breaking of the fibre edge 
( Scanning electron micrograph 
( Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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Figure 6-38-c Schematic figure of brekage of the firils or hairs 
and damage at the edges of the main fibre 
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Figure 6-39 Separation in the fibre at a crack 
( Optical micrograph ) 
( Fibre: Aulla, Matrix: ordinary strength 
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6.6 Stress strain curves measured in the tensile rig 
6.6.1 Shape of the stress strain curve 
The observations described so far have clarified a number of 
phenomena occurring in the fi bres, the matrix. and at the interface, in 
the tens iIefaiIu re process. However. we do not consider that these 
qualitative findings alone give a truly satisfactory explanation of the 
mechanical behaviour of the composite. Both the phenomena which happen 
and the stage at wh i ch they happen in the I oad i ng process are i mpor tan t 
for a full understanding of the stress transfer mechanism and its effect 
on the composite's behaviour. 
In order to evaluate the timing of these phenomena, some experiments 
were carried out, in which specimens with lines on their surfaces were 
observed throughout the tens iIe process. and stress-stra in curves were 
simultaneously measured as described in Sect i on 6-5. In this work, four 
different composite specimens were used; high strength and ordinary 
strength matrices each reinforced with N5 and N7 fibres. The observations 
were based on micrographs taken at strains of 0.25%, 0.5%. 1.0%. and at 
1.0% increments from 1.0% to the ultimate strain in the tensile loading 
process. 
Typical stress-strain curves measured on the tensile rig are given in 
Figure 6-40. These curves are f undamentai ly the same as those of normal 
rectangular specimens (5x25x3OOmm) measured 
inan Instron test i ng 
mach i ne, butaf ew diff erences can 
be seen. An examp Ie of the compos i te 
with the hi gh strength matr ix and af 
ibre volume f ract ion of 6.3% is 
shown in Figure 6-41. The main 
differences between the small specimens 
tested in the tensile rig and those of the normal specimens tested in an 
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Instron testing machine are summarized as follows. 
The matrix oraoking strength as measured on the tensile rig indioates 
values about 20% lower than those obtained in tensile tests on 
normal- size specimens. 
(2) 1n the post-cracking regionofthe stress-strain curves, the 
gradients of curves measured on the tensile rig are slightly gentler 
than those in the normaI tens iIetests car ri ed outinan Instron 
1 122. 
(3) The ultimate strain as measured on the tensile rigishi gher than 
that tested in the Instron 1122. 
The main reason for these differences is considered to be the slower 
I oad i ng rate of the tens iIerig, wh ichisa resu It0fdoing the 
observation work simultaneously. Since the loading rate during 
observations is very slow. time-dependent deformations such as creep may 
occurin the fibres during tensile I oad i ng. In order to conf i rm th i s, 
specimens of the same size (iOx5x6Omm) as those used in the tensile rig 
were tested at a lower loading rate (0.1 mm/sec in cross head movement) 
in an Instron testing machine. As shown in Figure 6-42, almost identical 
stress-strain curves as those obtained on the tensile rig resulted. 
These results I ed to the conc I us ion that d if f erences in the stress- 
strain curves are ma i n] ya resu It of loading speed and Specimen size. 
The reason for reduced cracking strength may be the smal I specimen size, 
which tended to cause bending in the specimens. Another Possibility is 
that the energy required for crack propagation is apparently lower in the 
case of aI owe r loading rate, because the fibres in a crack can deform 
f urther than at the norma I loading rate, even though the stress level is 
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the same. 
When the resu I ts are assessed, the different values of cracking load 
and strainf rom the standard values have to be noted. However, the 
differences are not significant and are not large enough to aI ter the 
mechanism. There are many other f actors such as fibre volume fraction 
which have a more significant effect on the stress transfer mechanism. 
Hence, the aim of th is exper i mental work was to understand the phenomena 
which occur at a microscopic level; that is when the phenomena occur, and 
what changes the phenomena bring. 
6.6.2 Behaviour of the fi bras under tens iIaIoading and the stress 
strain curves 
Fi gur es 6-43-a- 6-43-f and Fi gur es 6-44-a - 6-44-f show the resu 1 ts 
of observing specimens ON5 (f i bre : N5, ordinary strength matr ix. Vf= 
4. W, and HN5 (fibre: N5, high strength matrix, Vf=6.7%). respectively. 
Also the stress-strain curves are shown in Figures 6-45-a, and 6-45-b. 
The crack in specimen ON5. shown in Figures 6-43-a and 6-43-b, is 
quite narrow (less than 10 xiO-r'm) at the interface at a strain of 
less 
than 1%. It was also observed at this level of strain that the lines on 
the surface deformed slightly on the fibre. 
At a strain of 2%-3%. the fibre 
began to slip near the fibre-matrix 
interface and that was shown in the micrographs 
by the lines beginning to 
separate as in Figure 6-43-c. 
The slip in the fibre near the interface is 
clearly seen in micrograph 
6-43-e which was taken at the subsequent 
strainof 4%. Sometimes, 
thissIip appears t0bea debonding or 
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separation at the interface, but it is more appropriately defined as slip 
in the fibres as described earlier because fine hairs are still fixed in 
the matrix. 
In the spec i men of HN5 shown inFi qu res 6-44-a- 6-44-f -siip began to 
occur at a strain of 3%, and obvious slip in the fibres was observed at a 
stra in of 4%. As far as the correlation between the observed phenomena 
and the stress-strain curves is concerned, there were no particular 
differences between the ON5 specimens and the HN5 specimens. 
If the fi bres were a] igned at an angIe to the app Ii ed stress, 
occurrence of separation in the f ibre would be visible even at a strain 
of 1% as shown in Figure 6-44-f. although this was not a normal case. 
Since these phenomena depend on the stress level working at the interface 
of individuaIfi bres inthe specimen. the strain at which SIip or 
separation begins to occur will vary within a region. 
A typ i ca I stress strain curve of ON6 (Vf =4.3%) is shown inFi gu re 
o 
6-45-a, and the phenomena occur ri ng at ami croscop icI eve I are noted. On 
the stress-strain curves, cracks star ted to f orm in the matr ix at 6 MPa, 
and multiple cracking continued to ari se up to a stra in of 4.5%. The 
reg i on of mu ItipIe crack i ng in the st ress-stra in curves is common 
IyfI at 
up to a strain of 1%, and in many cases the curves in the region 
1% to 3% 
have a gentle gradient than the following post multiple cracking region. 
The stress strain curve of the HN5 specimen observed is also shown in 
Figure 6-45-b. The average stress in the multiple cracking region is just 
greater than 9.4MPa, although the 
first crack formed at 7.3 MPa because 
of the bending effect. The multiple cracking region ranges 
from the first 
crack to a strain of about 4.8%. 
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A general description of the correlation between the observed results 
and the stress strain curves iSasfoII ows. IntheinitiaI mu It ipIe 
cracking region immediately af ter thefi rst crack, i. e. norma IIyI ess 
than I% stra i n. there are no consp i cuous or non-un if orm def ormat i ons in 
the fibres. Elastic bonding or a similar mechanism may suitably describe 
the stress transfer mechanism. The point at which the stress begins to 
ri se inthemuItipIe cracking reg i on. i. e. about I-2% stra i n. 
corresponds to the va I ue of stra in at wh i ch def ormat i on in the fi bres was 
noted. 
The end of multiple cracking corresponds to the value of strain at 
which slip or separation in the fibres or at the fibre-matrix interface 
becomes visible. However. there is a possibility that slip occurs at an 
ear Ii er stage. If enough stress is transferred at thesI ip f ace even 
af ter f ormat i on of the sIipf ace, it will be difficult to observe signs 
of slipping in the fibres. Itis at I east certa in that the i nf I uence of 
slip appears in the multiple cracking region. 
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Figure 6-43-f Separation and slip in the fibre 
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Figure 6-44-b Deformation of the fibre near a crack 
( strain: 2.0%, high strength matrix, fibre: N5 
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Figure 6-44-d Slip at the interface 
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6.7 Stress transfer between fibrillated polypropylene fibres and the 
matr ix 
6.7.1 Introduction 
Inthis Sect i on. the stress transfer mechanism between fibrillated 
polypropylene fibres and the cement matrix will be summarized in terms of 
the experimental results. 
In research work on fibre composites, there are many cases in which 
fri ct i ona I stress tr ansf er is assumed after loss of the elastic bond at 
the interface. However, in the case of the stress transfer mechanism in 
fibrillated polypropylene fi bre cement, possibilities other than the 
simple frictional bond or elastic bond can be imagined, because the fibre 
configuration is very complex as has been described. 
For example. it is clear that. after separation at the fibre-matrix 
interface, the hairs branching out from the main fibres will affect the 
stress transfer mechanism. The hairs may work elastically as anchors 
ho Idi ng themainfi bres inthe interface, or may develop fri ct i ona I 
stress at the surface when they are extracted from the matrix. The basic 
mechanism is not substantially different from the conventional assumption 
of the stress transfer in fibre composites. In th is sense, the mi sf it 
theory proposed by Hughes 
(1) gives important i ns i ghts into the actuaI 
mechanism. 
On the other hand, new fi nd i ngs such as sIipin the fi bres or 
breaking of parts of the fibres have also been revealed in this 
experimental wo r k. The effects of these Phenomena must ba considered. 
Since these phenomena occur during loading, the mechanism might change 
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after they take pI ace i. e. the stress transfer mechanism may vary as 
faiI ure in the Composite progresses. It may therefore be diffi cu It to 
express the actual stress transfer mechanism in fibrillated polypropylene 
fibre cement using a simple model. 
6.7.2 Stress transfer before sIipin the fi bres and after matr ix 
cracking 
The cracks are not wi do immediately after initiaI cracking, and no 
reIative displacement between thefi bres and the matr ix was observed, 
Therefore, the stress transfer mechanism inthisstage is close to an 
eIastic bond, rather than a frictional bond. In the multiple cracking 
region following this. the fibres begin to move relative to the matrix, 
but it was seen that the middle parts of the fibres move more than the 
edges. 
There are two points to be discussed. The first is what restricts the 
fi bre' s movement at the interface, and how stress is transferred at the 
interface. The second is why the middle parts of the fibres move further 
towards a crack than the edges. 
Ifafri ct i ona I bond operates at the interface, the fibres should 
move free Iy af ter debonding. In practice, as expIained in an ear 
Ii er 
sect i on, the secondary hairs penetrating the matrix restrict the movement 
of the main fibres at the fibre-matrix interface. 
Withdrawal of the hairs 
from the matrix was occasionally observed only at a much later stage. If 
the hairs are not withdrawn from the matrix even after the main fibres 
debonded at the fibre-matrix interface, the ha i rs wi II act as a 
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mechanical anchors. In th is case. stress is transferred not only by a 
fri ct i ona I bond between the main fibres and the matrix, but also by the 
e last ic resistance 0fthehairs. The mainfi bres may move pseudo- 
elastically in the matrix. 
We 
-noticed 
that deformation of th9fi bres was caused by a shear 
f orce, but the shear force in the fibres should be weak if the fibres are 
subjected to a uniform stress over the cross-sect ion at cracks. In the 
case of fibrillated polypropylene fibres. the f ibres contain voids and 
flaws caused by fibrillation as shown in the mi croscop ic observat i ons, 
and these voids or fI aws mi ght 9i ve the f ibres anisotropic behaviour. 
When the fi bres in the matrix are subject to forces on both sides of a 
c rack, the shear stress does not develop beyond the voids or the flaws in 
the cross-section of the fibres. 
In order to aid understanding, we will consider the example shown in 
Fi gure 6-46. where voidsexistinthe longitudinal di rect i on and no 
stress is transferred there. To simplify the situation, the cross section 
of the fibre is assumed to be round, although the actual cross-section of 
fibrillated polypropylene fi bres isc 10 se to rectangular. Also. the 
section outside the void in the fibre will be called the sleeve 
fibre, 
and similarly the part inside will be called the core 
fibre. 
InFigure 6-46, iftherearenovoidsin the fi bre, the stress 
distribution isaImostuniform over the cross sect i on. Inthe 
longitudinal di rect i on, the stress reaches a maximum at the crack and 
decreases with distance f rom the crack. When voidsexistaIongthe 
section A-A' and B-B' in the 
figure, the stress in the core fibre in the 
mi dd Ie sect i on of the fi bre wou 
Id be un if orm over the sect i on of A-A' and 
13-13' .If on 
Iy the core fi bre is cons i dered, the situation is the same as 
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if direct tension was working. 
Since the conditionin Figure 6-46 is comparable to the situation 
without voids, the difference is the internal stress carried by the core 
fi bres. Si nce theforce ba I ance must be sat i sf i ed. the sum of forces 
supported by the fibres and the matrix must be the same at all points. 
Assum i ng that the mat rix stress is the same in both cases. if the stress 
in the core fibre decreases compared with the fibre stress in the case of 
without voids. the stress in the sleeve fiber will increase at that point 
to maintain the force balance. Thus, the core fibre and the sleeve fibre 
do not carry the load equally. 
A more detailed assessment will be given in the theoretical modelling 
of the stress transfer between the fibre and the matrix in Chapter 8. The 
actuaI cross-sectional shape of fibrillated polypropylene fibres is not 
round. but cI ose to rectangu I ar as deta iI ed in Chapter 4. When slip or 
stress redistribution are considered in the presence of voids, there is a 
sma II difference between a circular sect i on and a rectangular sect i on. 
The middle section of fibres with a rectangular section has a face in a 
di rect contact with the matr i x. whereas the core of thefi bres wi th 
circular section does not contact with the matrix. However, the contact 
face between the middle section of the fibres and the matrix is 
relatively smooth, and the stress transfer Potential at the interface is 
thought to be much less than that of the fibre edges where many hairs are 
penetrate i nto the matr i x. When the fibres sustain ahi gh load at a 
c rack f ace, the middle section of the rectangular fibre may debond and 
SIiP. Inthis case, the cond iti on can be described as the two- 
dimensional case of fibres with a circular section. Hence, when 
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Figure 6-46 Schematic figure of void in the fibre 
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considering the stress transfer mechanism, thereareno significant 
differences in the basic concept of stress transfer between the circular 
section and the rectangular section of fibrillated fibres. 
6.7.3 Slip in the fibres 
We have so fardi scussed how the ex i stence of voids or fI aws I eads to 
SIipin the fi bres, stress redistribution, shear deformation inthe 
fibres and other phenomena. 
In the observations, it was shown that the voids or flaws are not 
stable during the fracture process. and that they tended to expand as the 
fibres were subjected to higher loads. It was thought likely that slip in 
the fi bres occurred near thefi bre edges. AIsoit was conf i rmed f rom 
measurement of the stress-strain curves that the occurrence of sl ip was 
closely related to the completion of multiple cracking. 
Even though slip in the fibres was actually observed, there are still 
some questions regarding the occurrence of slip. The main problem is that 
the shear strength of the fibres is much greater than the frictional bond 
stress between polypropylene fibres and the cement matrix. However, in 
the case of fibrillated polypropylene fi bres, the fi bre edges are so 
hairy that the fibres must have a large capacity for stress transfer at 
the interface because of the greater contact area with the matrix. In 
practice, the shear capacity within the 
fi bre may be much I ower than 
expected, because the fibres have so many voids or 
flaws near the edges 
that reduce the effective shear resistance. Whether sl ip occurs or not 
related to the balance between the 
fibre shear strength and the bond 
capacity of the fibres. 
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If any stress is not transferred at the slip face when slip occurs 
over the whole I ength of the cont i nuous fi bres, the sleeve fibres only 
act as reinforcement, because the core fi bres sustain no I oad af ter 
sl ipping. According to shear tests on polypropylene fi Im. the film can 
carryaI oad even af ter shearfaiIure. The resistance mechanism is 
thought to be due to elastic deformation of the fine fibrils produced at 
the shear face, or the peeling resistance of those fibrils (see Section 
4.5). Therefore, af ter sl ip occurs inthefi bres. some stress may be 
transferred by a similar mechanism at the slip face. This conclusion is 
supported by observations of these fine fibrils in the voids and at the 
sI ip face. 
Inthe process foII owing sIiP. faiIu re ofthefi bre edges was 
observed. Whether ornotthefi bre edges break depends on the stress 
IeveIin the fi bres. and th isis af f ected by the fi bre vo I ume f ract i on, 
and the matrix strength, etc.. 
If the edges of the fi bres break at cracks, the core fibres carry the 
fUII load at the cracks. This load will be returned to the sleeve fibres 
and then to the matrix. In this case, the sleeve fibres act as the matrix 
or as aki nd of interface zone. Therefore, the stress transfer capacity 
at the slipface influences the behaviour of the comPosite. As long as 
this fracture process occurs in the fibres, it is thought that the stress 
transfer between the sleeve fibres and the core fibres is the main 
controlling factor rather than the transfer at the fibre-matrix 
interface. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Tensile behaviour of the composite 
7.1 Introduction 
The actual phenomena which occur in polypropylene fibre cement 
composite during tens iIeI oad i ng were shown in the ear Ii er Chapter on 
mi croscop ic observat ions. These obse r vat ions are cons i der ed to be very 
i mpor tan t in understand i ng the bond mechan ism between the fi bres and the 
mat rix. In order to assess the mechan i ca I behaviour from an engineering 
point of view. it may be necessary to express theoretically the bonding 
mechanism between the fibres and cement matrix. To do this, the phenomena 
occurring at the microscopic level of the composite have to be simplified 
and modelled theoretically. At the same time. it is also important that 
the modelled theory can properly express the behaviour of the composite. 
Inthis thes i s, the mechanical properties of polypropylene cement 
composite have not so far been presented in 
deta iI. Bef ore di scuss i ng 
theoretical models of stress transfer, this chapter will present a number 
of exper i ment aI results on tensile behaviour of the comPosite and will 
discuss the results in terms of the bond mechanism between Polypropylene 
fibres and the cement matrix. 
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With regard to the tensile behaviour of the compos i te. a number of 
experimental resu I ts have aI ready been obta i ned by Hannant, Keer, and 
(1) -(3) Hughes et al. . Strictly speaking, fibrillated polypropylene fibres 
for NETCEM have been improved year by year so that the results in 
References 1-3 have not always been the same. In addition, there are some 
differences between the results of the previous authors and those 
obtained inthis work. although itiS thought that the ir resu I ts are 
basical Iy consistent. However, in discussing the stress transfer 
mechanism, we requ i re much evidence supported by experiments or 
observations. Especially. systematic experimental resu I ts of mechan i ca I 
behaviour are necessary. 
In order to discuss the mechanical properties of polypropylene fibre 
cement. compressive and flexural behav i our may have to be di scussed as 
we II as tens iIe behav i our, but only tensile behaviour was discussed in 
this Chapter. The reasons for such considerations may be considered as 
follows. 
In compressive strength. itisd if fi cu It t0fi nd the correlation 
between the properties and the stress transfer mechanism, because the 
f ibres have no reinforcement effects on compressive strength. In the case 
of fI exura I behaviour, various phenomena occur in the 
fracture process 
and these effects have to be considered. 
For instance, since the effects 
of f ibre distribution and the change in the neutral ax 
is must be taken 
into account, the phenomena to be explained will 
be more complex than in 
the di rect tens iIe examp I e. Keer has reported on expansion f rom the 
theory in tens i on to that infI exure 
(4) 
- 
The theoretical explanation of 
flexural behaviour appears to be difficult compared with that of tensile 
behaviour. 
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In order to discuss the stress transfer mechanism between the fibres 
and mat rix. it was thought that tens iIetest was simpIe and easy t0 
understand. In add iti on, as introduced in Chapter 2. var i ous theories 
have been considered to describe the tensile behaviour of the composite 
reinforced by continuous fi bres. For examp I e, the ACK theory, which 
assumes fri ct i ona I bonds between thefi bres and matr i x, is simple and 
app] icable to a wi de range of fi bre composites. A discussion of the 
applicability 0f these theories to th is po I yp ropy I ene cement compos i te 
may clarify the problems concerning the stress transfer mechanism. Th is 
will be fundamental before the theory can be extended to make it 
applicable to the actual stress transfer mechanism. 
7.2 Test programmes 
In this Chapter, the four series of experiments are concerned with the 
bond mechanism between the fibres and cement matrix. The main purpose of 
the four experimental programmes are as follows; 
(1) General tensile behaviour is examined with two different matrix 
strengths, and a wide range of fibre volume fractions and fibre type 
(2) To check the effects of surface treatment of fibres 
(3) The effects of the open width of fibrillated polypropylene films is 
examined 
(4) The crack formation process during tensile tests is experimentally 
demonstrated 
The details of each test programme will be explained in the following 
sections. 
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7.2.1 Test programme for matrix strength and fibre type 
The bond stress between the fibres and cement matrix is affected by 
various factors such as the fibre volume fraction, type of fibre, matr ix 
strength. etc. Inorder to di scuss the correlation between the stress 
transfer mechan i sm and the tens iIe behaviour, systematic data reIating 
the various factors affecting bond stress and the bond mechanism are 
necessary. The test programme is given in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1 Test programme 
Series Name Fibre Matrix Target Measured 
Vf W vf W 
OAu-A 2 4 2.0 2.2 
OAu-B ordinary 4 6 3.9 4.2 
O-Au IIa OAu-C Au IIa strength 6 8 5.1 6.1 
OAu-D (w/c=O. 34) 8- 10 8.3 - 9.0 
----------- 
OAu-E 
--------- ---------- ---------------- 
11 - 
------- 
14 
------ 
8.8 - 
--------- 
9.7 
--------- 
HAu-A 2- 4 4.0 - 4.9 
HAu-B hi gh 4- 6 5.6 - 6.4 
H-Aulla HAu-C Aulla strength 6- 8 6.8 - 7.7 
HAu-D (w/c=0.21) 8- 10 9.1 - 10.9 
----------- 
HAu-E 
--------- ---------- ---------------- 
II- 
------- 
14 
------ 
1 1.4 - 
--------- 
12.4 
--------- 
ON5-A 2 4 2,2 2.6 
ON5-B ordinary 4 6 3.6 4.4 
ON5 ON5-C N5 strength 6 8 8.1 9.3 
ON5-D (w/c=0.34) 8 10 9.2 9.8 
----------- 
ON5-E 
--------- ---------- ---------------- 
I1 
------- 
14 
------ 
12.7 
--------- 
13.8 
--------- 
HN5-B 4 6 4.3 4.9 
HN5 HN5-C N5 high 6 8 5.9 6.7 
HN5-D strength 8 10 9.0 1 1.0 
--------- 
HN5-E 
--------- ---------- 
(w/c=0.21) 
---------------- 
I1 
------- 
14 
------ 
14.3 
--------- 
15.5 
--------- -- 
ON7-A 2 4 2.6 3.2 
ON7-B ordinary 4 6 5.6 6.3 
ON7 ON7-C N7 strength 6 8 8.1 9.4 
ON7-D (w/c=O. 34) 8- 10 10.6 - 12.8 
--- 
ON7-E 
--------- ---------- ---------------- 
11 - 
------- 
14 
------ 
12.8 - 
--------- 
14.7 
--------- -------- 
HN7-A 2 4 3.9 4.1 
HN7-B high 4 6 4.3 5.6 
HN7 HN7-C N7 strength 6 8 5.9 6.6 
HN7-D (w/c=0.21) 8 10 10.3 1 1.5 
HN7-E I1 14 12.6 14.9 
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Inthis experimental programme. three types of fibrillated 
polypropylene f ibres named Aulla, N5, and N7 were used and the tensile 
tests were carried out with a wide range of fibre volume fraction. 
For examp I e, the target fi bre voIume fractions were between the 
cr iti ca Imini mum fi bre vo I ume fraction (about 2-3 %) and thefi bre 
volume f ract i on of 13% - 14% wh i ch was thought to be aI most the upper 
limit from the view point of manufacture in the laboratory. 
There ares1ight differences between Aulla and N5 fi bres, for 
instance, the differences are recognized inthe chem i ca I treatment of 
the ir surface and protection aga i nst uItravioIetrays and ox i dat i on. 
Although their draw ratio during manufacture is slightly different, the ir 
configuration such as film thickness and fibril widthis the same. As 
explained in the earlier section. the difference between N5 and N7 fibres 
is on Iy in f ibril width and the chemical propert i es of the surf ace are 
the same. Two grades of matr ix strength and fi ve I eve Is of fi bre vo I ume 
fractions were combined with this fibre type and a total of 30 
combinations were tested. However, af ter the tests, it was recognised 
that thefi bre volume fractions of the HN5-A serieshi gh strength 
matr i x. N5 fi bre, Vf= about 3% ) were smaller than the critical fi bre 
volume fraction. Since the resu I ts of HN5-A were not comparable with 
other results, it was omitted from the test programme shown in Table 7.1. 
For each parameter ten specimens were tested. The fi bre volume 
fraction of individual specimen is different even in same ser i es. 
Normal I y, scattering of the data was within ±M However, since various 
properties arec 10 s01yreIated to the fi bre voIume fractions, ina 
comparison of the test resu I ts, individuaI va I ues of fi bre vo I ume 
fraction were adopted instead of the average values. 
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7.2.2 Effect of surface treatment of the fibres 
Observations in Chapter 6 were mainly concerned with tensile failure 
processes at the mi croscop icI eve I in which composites containing Aulla, 
N5 and N7 fi bres were tested. In this section, the N4 and N6 fibres, the 
surfaces of which are not treated, were compared wi th the above N5, N7 
and Au IIafi bres wi th surface treatment. Tab Ie7.2 shows the deta iI ed 
differences between thefi bres. Inthis tab I e, the surface treatment 
incIudes two different treatments; one iS abrasion of the surface to 
improve the mechanical bond properties, and theotheris chem i ca I 
treatment to improve surface wettability. Both mechanical and chem i ca I 
treatments were not applied to N4 and N6 fibres, whereas N5, N7 and Aulla 
fibres were 9i ven such treatments. Among these fi bres. the features of 
commercial fibrillated polypropylene fibre products are the same as those 
of N5 fibres. 
In Chapter 6, observat ions of the compos i te re i nf orced wi th fi bres 
without any surface treatment were initially pI an n ed. However, it was 
shown in preliminary tests that the differences between the surface 
treated fibres and the untreated fibres were very difficult to 
distinguish from each other in observations of the tensile failure 
process. 
This was considered to be due to the fact that both surface treated 
fibres and untreated fibres have basically the same stress transfer 
mechanism. Inthis respect, tens iIetests were thought t0bea much 
easier method to assess the influences of surface treatment of fibres. 
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In the discussion of the stress transfer mechanism between 
Polypropylene fibres and cement matrix, the experimental results will be 
important to support the understanding obtained from the observations in 
Chapter 6. Therefore, as shown in Table 7.2, several series of uniaxiai 
tens iIe tests were carried out wi th var i ous fibre volume fractions and 
with different surface conditions. 
Table 7.2 Test programme for the effects of surface treatment 
Name Fibre Fibrillated surface Matrix Target 
width(mm) condition Vf 
ON4 N4 0. 18 not treated ordinary 3- 10 % 
ON5 N5 0. 18 treated strength 3- 14 % 
ON6 N6 0. 12 not treated 3- 14 % 
ON7 N7 0. 12 treated 4- 8 % 
7.2.3 Tests on open width of the films 
When the test results from section 7.2.2. were discussed in terms of 
the stress transfer mechanism, there were some difficulties in 
interpreting the data neglecting the effects of fibre alignment as will 
be shown later. Since commercial fibrillated polypropylene fibre networks 
are no rma IIy opened t08- 10 ti mes the or igi na 
Iwi dth, some of the 
f ibri Is are actually angled to the appl ied stress even if the main 
fibres are aligned straight in the cement matrix. 
In the case of fibrillated fibre networks, the arrangement of slits 
and the open width of the 
film govern the alignment of primary and 
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secondary fibrils. A theoretical calculation of the angle to the applied 
stress may be poss ibIe. However. in practice. such a theoretical 
calculation may not accurately pr ed i ct tha effects(5), because the 
various effects are mixed. For example, the elastic modulus of the fibres 
obtained f rom tens iIetests of the composi te is norma IIy much smal I er 
than the values obtained f rom tens iIetests of thefiI Ms. As an 
explanation. various factors, such as, fibre alignment, failure of part of 
the fibres, and fibre slip etc. are important. However. it is not certain 
which of these effects contributes most and how much it affects the 
reduction ofthefi bre' seI as tic modu I us. Therefore, it was cons i do r od 
that the ef f ects of open width of the fi bre nets have to be conf i rmed 
experimentally to assess the tensile tests. 
The test programme regarding the open width of the films is given in 
Tab Ie7.3.1 n th is tab I e, the fi bre networks were opened up to 9x the 
original width. In the range of the 2- 6x the or igi na I wi dth, unopened N3 
films were opened by hand. For the networks opened 9x the original width, 
Table 7.3 Test programme for the effect of open width of the films 
Open width Target 
Name Matrix Fibres fibre volume 
(times) fraction 
OW-2-L ordinary N3 2 
OW-4-L strength N3 4 4-6 % 
OW-6-L matrix N3 6 
OW-9-L 
---------- -------------- 
N7 
---------- 
9 
--------------------------------- - 
OW-2-H ordinary N3 2 
OW-4-H strength N3 4 9- 11 % 
OW-6-H matrix N3 6 
OW-9-H N7 9 
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N7 fibre networks were used, which were commercial products opened 9x the 
original width. 
7.2.4 Tests on crack formation 
Different theoretical analyses have so far been devised for the 
stress transfer mechanism between fi bres and matr i x. As atypicaI 
examp I e. one theory assumed an eI ast ic continuity between fi bres and 
matr i x. Also. the fr ictional bond theory, proposed by Aveston et al. (r) 
is we II known. Some combined theor i es of eI ast ic and fri ct i onal bonds 
have been developed by Laws et al. (7) and other researchers. (B)(9) 
For the stress strain curves under tensile I oad i ng. each theory gives a 
reasonable approximation, but could not always explain the actual 
phenomena. Although the process of crack formation under tensile loading 
iscIoseIyreIated to the stress transfer mechanism, it has not been 
evaluated quantitatively in experiments on polypropylene fibre cement. 
As explained in Chapter 2. if the frictional bond is a main means to 
transfer the stresses from the fibres to the cement matrix, cracks occur 
at the cracking strength of the matrix and cracking continues at the same 
stress I eve I unt iI the crack spac i ng becomes I ess than tw i ce the st ress 
developing Ie ng t h. For instance, cracks occurinthefI at mu ItipIe 
cracking region of the stress strain curve 
( see Figure 2-1. Chapter 2 ). 
According t0 the ACK theory, cracks would not occur in the subsequent 
post-cracking region. 
In contrast, provided there is elastic continuity between the fibres 
and the matr i x, cracks continue to occurwiththe increase in stress 
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unt iItheeI ast ic bond at the fibre-matrix interface faiIs. However. 
Aveston et al. suggested that the bond strength between fibres and cement 
matrix for actual composites would be less than the stress at the 
interface at the matrix cracking I oad. In other words. the fibres debond 
f rom the matr ix at the matr ix crack i ng st ress in the case of actua Ifi bre 
composites and thereafter frictional bonds become the main bonds. 
In experimental resu I ts of fi br iII ated po I ypropy I ene fi bre cement, 
crack occurrence has of ten been observed at ahi gher I oad I eve Is than the 
matrix cracking load. i. e. in the post cracking region. In order to truly 
understand the stress transfer mechanism, notonIy stress transfer 
modelling but also a reasonable explanation of such phenomena are 
necessary. 
. 
Although final crack spacing can be generally assessed after tensile 
tests, the proposed tests are necessary to obtain information on when and 
how many cracks occur in the tensile loading process. 
Table 7.4 shows the experimental programme. In this programme, the 
polypropylene fibre cement specimens with almost the same fibre volume 
fraction were loaded in tension and unloaded at a planned strain. Af ter 
un I oad i ng. the number 0f cracks and crack spac i ng were measured. 
The 
unloading strains shown in Table 7.4 were 
determined as a ratio against 
the completion strain of multiple cracking, S C; 
( detailed definitions 
are shown in section 7.5.1). Since 
the values of eo and ultimate strain 
F- u vary with the 
fibre volume fractions or type of fibres, the ratios of 
un I oad i ng strain aga i nst F- 0 were not 
the same throughout the who Ie 
programme. However, the rat ios were 
determined to cl arify the differences 
in the process of crack formation among 
the types of sheets. 
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Since crack number is normally dependent on the fibre volume 
fraction, four specimens were tested for each factor, 
Tabie 7.4 Test programme for crack formation 
Number Unloading 
Ref. of Fibres Matrix of strain Target Measured 
Sheets specimens ratio to Vf V: E 
E; 0 (%) (%) 
4 0.65 
ordinary 4 1.00 4.8 % 
CF7A N7 strength 4 2.00 5% 111.1 
matrix 4 3.00 5.2 % 
--------- --------- --------------- 
4 
-------- 
to failure 
---------------- --------- ----------- 
4 0.50 
ordinary 4 LOO 12.9 % 
CF713 N7 strength 4 2.20 13 % 
matrix 4 5.00 13.8 % 
------- --------------- 
4 
------- 
to fa ilure 
----------------- --------- ----------- --------- -- 
4 0.60 
ordinary 4 1.00 3.7 % 
CF5C N5 strength 4 1.50 5% 1ý1 
matrix 4 2.00 4.1 % 
------------ 
4 
-------- 
to failure 
----------------- --------- ----------- --------- -------- --- 
4 0,50 
ordinary 4 1.00 12.9 % 
CF51) N5 strength 4 2.00 13 % 11ý 
matrix 4 4.00 14.6 % 
4 to failure 
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7.3 Procedures for uniaxial tension testing 
7.3.1 Specimens 
The method of producing specimens is described in detail in section 
3.4. The fi bres used are shown in more deta iIin Chapter 4, (Au IIa, N 
ser i es) . The specimens of the test series in which the open width of the 
fibres was considered as an experimental factor were made in a slightly 
different manner compared with that descr i bed in section 3.4. In these 
tests, aspeciaIfi Im was prepared. the surface of which was abraded. 
chemically treated, and then slit. They are the same as N5 and N7 fi Ims 
but with unopened width. In this experiment the films were opened to 2. 
4, and 6ti mes the or igi na IfiImwi dth according to the exper i menta I 
programme. 
Since the opened films were not stable in width unless it was held 
mechanically, four edges of the films were nailed down during production. 
When the film networks were overlaid, we paid special attention to keep 
the open width at a constant value. Af ter impregnating with the cement 
matrix, the nails were removed. 
AII specimens for un iaxial tens iIe tests were 
5x25x3OO mm and they 
were made by cutting them out from the composite sheets produced as 
described above. 
The target fibre volume fractions in all tests were achieved by 
controlling the thickness of the sheets and 
the tota I number of fi bre 
ne two rks per sheet. AI though test spec 
i mens cut from the compos i te sheets 
had aImosttha same thickness, strictIy speaking, they variedin 
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thickness and fibre volume fraction. Therefore, si ze and fibre volume 
fraction were measured for individual specimens. 
7.3.2 Uniaxial tension loading 
An Instron 1122 was used for the uniaxial tensile test measurements. 
The straininthe specimens was measured using a cl ip-on extensometer 
with the gaugeIen9th0f 100 mm. As Figure 7-1 shows, inthe 
extensometer, the movements of the pivoted knife edges on each face of 
the test specimen are measured by linear variable differential 
transformers (LVDTs). The deformation vaIues measured by LVDTs were 
output in two ways. One was output to an X-Y-Y chart recorder af ter 
electrically averaging the values of two LVDTs. and a single load strain 
curve was pl otted. The other method was an output to another X-Y-Y 
recorder and an individual output without electrical averaging was 
recorded at aI arger magn ifi cat i on up to the val ue of 0.5 % stra i n. In 
Iater resu I ts. the stress-strain curves obtained made itpossibIe to 
accurately assess the initial propert i es such as initi al eI ast ic modu I us 
of the composite and the matrix cracking strength. 
Figure 7-2 shows the conditions of the uniaxial tensile tests. The 
test specimen of 5x25x3OO mm was gripped at both edges 
by the jaws of an 
Instron 1 122 and tested unt iIfaiI ure. Inorder to prevent a local 
failure which tends to occur near the gr ipped edges, a sheet of lead with 
of I- 2mm th i ckness and 30mm wi 
dth was pI aced between the I nst ron jaws 
and sample. Keer reported that premature 
faiI ure near or within the 
(4) 
gripped parts of the specimens would 
be prevented by this method 
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Figure 7-1 Extensometer 
Figure 7-2 Tensile test set-up 
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The extensometer was set on the middle third of the specimen after 
the upper edge of the specimen was gripped in the Instron jaws. Since two 
pins are used to prevent movement of the knife edges of the extensometer 
during cl ipping, they were removed before starting the tests. The two 
X-Y-Y chart recorders were adjusted to the zero point and calibrated for 
the measuring range. The pens were set on the chart to start recording. 
After this, the other end of the specimen was fixed in the lower grip. 
The specimens were I oaded in tens i on at a cross head di sp I acement 
rat io of 10 mm/min. This loading ratio corresponds to a strain rate of 
3.5 %/mi nute as an average strain ratio over the compos i te. Af ter the 
Ioadingte st S, we counted the number 0f cracks occurring overagauge 
length of 100 mm marked on the specimens. The identification of cracks 
was made by the naked eye including highlighting the cracks by wetting 
the specimen surface. A microscopic examination was also carried out. 
7.3.3 Crack formation tests 
The specimens for the crack formation test were the same asfor 
normal tensile tests described in section 7.3.3.. The tensile tests were 
bas i ca IIy car ri ed outinthe same manner. However, inorderto 
investigate the crack formation process the test specimens were loaded to 
the strain va I ues givenin Tab Ie7.3 and then un 
I oaded. Unloading was 
ca rri ed out by monitoring the strain vaIuein 
the stress straincurve 
recorded on an X-Y cha rt when the st ra 
inr eached the target strain. In 
add iti on, the number of cracks which occurred over a gauge 
length of 100 
mm was measured. 
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7.4 Stress strain curves and assessed values 
Tens iIe stress strain curves were measured for al I specimens. As it 
was aIso introduced in Chapter 2. the tens iIe stress stra in curves of 
Polypropylene fi bre cement rou9hIy cons i st of three reg i ons, wh i ch are 
shown in Figure 7-3. The first region is from the initiaI zero point to 
the first matrix cracking point where the composite behaves elastically. 
The se c-o ndregionisaregion subsequent t0thefi rst matr ix cracking 
po i nt. In the second region the strain increases, but the load does not 
increase very much. As a resu I t. the second region is rather flat, where 
cracks occur one after another in the matrix. Therefore, this region is 
generally called the multiple cracking reg i on. The third region is the 
area af ter thefI at muItipIe cracking region up to thepoint of the 
composite faiIu re. The boundary points or sI ope of thecurvein each 
region have important meanings in assessing the properties of the 
composite. 
or cu 
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Figure 7-3 Assessed data from stress strain curves 
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The following values were assessed from the measured stress strain 
curves. 
Ec the elastic modulus of the uncracked composite 
O-rnu the stress of the composite at initial matrix cracking 
FS C the strain at the end of multiple cracking 
ac the stress at the end of multiple cracking 
Ef2 the modulus of the fib re obtained from the stress strain 
curv e of the composite at 5% strain 
O'u the failure stress of the composite 
U fu the failure stress of the fibre obtained from the tensile 
test of the composite, aU/V: [ 
FS u the failure strain of the composite 
(= t he failure strain of the fibres in the composite) 
Figure 7-3 shows the d iagrammat ical definitions of these values. In 
(3) (4) 
prev i ous work with polypropylene fi bre cement the average a MU 
value which was def i ned as the stress at the stra in Fc; /2 was also 
measured. This vaIue was introduced t0 evaluate the stress in matr ix 
(4) 
cracking . 
Of these values, some were measured in order to compare them 
with previous research. but they do not always have a physically clear 
mean i ng. 
One of these values is the stress value at a strain of FS c/2. The 
multiple cracking region of the stress strain curves obtained 
experimentally did not often show a flat area as expected from the 
fri ct i ona I bond theory ( ACK theory ). If this is caused by a variation 
0fthe specimen si ze or cracking strength of the matr i x, the averaged 
values may be acceptable. However. there are some results that cannot be 
expIainedby these reasons, for examp 
I e. theSI opes of themuItipIe 
cracking regiondiffer between ahi gh st rength matr ix and an ord i nary 
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strength matrix. If the slope in the multiple cracking region is due to a 
more fundamental phenomena relating to the stress transfer inechanism, we 
have to consider the reasons more carefully. 
Although theoretical approaches to this will be discussed in the next 
chapter, these vaIues wi II be discussed in this chapter f rom the 
viewpoints of the stress transfer mechanism referr-ing to observed 
resu I ts. 
The sI ope of the curves in the post-cracking region is governed by 
the elastic modulus of the fibres. The va I ues of Ef2 obtained from the 
stress strain curves at 5% strain is calculated just to compare it wi th 
the fi bre modu Ii. However, thefi bre stress at a strain of 5% in a 
composite varies with the fibre volume fractions. Strictly speaking, the 
elastic moduli are compared at the different stress points on the tensile 
stress strain curves ofthefi bres. If the fi bres behave eI ast i ca II 
this would not be a problem. Since polypropylene fibre shows non-elastic 
behaviour, this may notbeafair comparison. When a comparison i S, 
however, carried out at the same fibre stress, the points to be compared 
would be very near the multiple cracking region or in the multiple 
cracking regioninthe case 0f low fi bre voIume fractions. opposite 
events would happen in the case of high fibre volume fractions. 
Sincethis experimental work covered a wi de range of f ibre volume 
fractions, a fair comparison of Efz was very difficult. For this reason, 
Ef2 was compared at a constant strain of the composite for convenience. 
However. when the va I ues of the stresses in the fi bres at the crack face 
were calculated based on the ACK theory. the values were very 
high, for 
example, about 470 MPa at 3% of Vf and 
390 MPa at 15% of Vf in the case 
of the ordinary strength matrix. In the case of a 
high strength matrix 
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values of 495 MPa at 4% of Vf, and 410MPa at 15%of Vf were observed. 
Judging from the stress strain curves from tensile tests of the fibres, 
the elastic modulus of the fibres does not vary very much in this stress 
ra ng e. The expected values of the f ibre modulus will be about 7.0 - 7.6 
GPa regardless of the fibre volume fraction. Therefore, the fibre modulus 
E: f2 obtained atastrain of 5% does not af fect the assessment of the 
experimental resu I ts, although the experimental results differ from this 
estimation as explained later. 
The following values were calculated for each specimen from the 
measured va I ues of fi bre voIume fraction (Vf and crack numbers af ter 
uniaxial tensile tests. 
Wor crack spacing 
( the gauge length / the measured crack number 
Tf frictional bond stress calculated based on the ACK theory 
(see section 7.4.5) 
7.5 Experimental results and discussion 
7.5.1 Measured stress strain curves and categorization of the shapes 
Figures 7-4-a - 7-4-f show representative resu I ts of the stress 
strain curves measured in these tests. 
The shape of the stress st ra in 
curves changes withfi bre vo I ume 
fraction and matr ix strength. The 
fundamental shape of the stress strain curves is the same as that 
presented in Chapter 2, but there are some var 
i at i ons in the ir shapes 
according to the exami ned factors such as 
the slope or the length of the 
muItipIe cracking reg i on. 
They can be roughIy categorised intothree 
types of stress strain curves described as 
follows. 
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First type: 
As shown inFigure 7-5 (a) thefi rst type of curve shows no 
significant increase in stress over the mu It ipIe cracking region af ter 
fi rst cracking. Th is type of stress stra in curve can of ten be seen f or 
composites withreIativeIyI owe rfi bre voIume fractions. Although the 
shape of the exper i mental curve resembles the ideaI stress strain curve 
assuming frictional bonding between fibres and matrix, the apparent 
stress increasing region after the end of multiple cracking may still be 
accompanied by occurrence of a few cracks. However, it was considered for 
curves categor i sed i nto this type that the occurrence of cracks in the 
post-multiple cracking region was very low. 
Second type: 
The second type of curve in Figure 7-5 (b) shows the stress rising 
smoothly withstrain over the muItipIe cracking reg i on. The shape is 
simi lar to that of the stress strain curves obtained by assuming ful ly 
(8) 
elastic bonding between the fibres and matrix 
Provided that elastic continuity is maintained between the fibres and 
the mat rix. theshear stress atthe interface decreases exponentially 
from the cracking face. As ar esu I t, the stress of the compos i te ri ses 
smoothly withstraininthere9ion0fmuItipIe cracking. 
InactuaI 
curves, however, thereare some variations 
inthe stress increasing 
re9ion0fmuItipIe cracking that may 
be slightly different from those 
estimated in the elastic bond theory. 
Inthis type 0f stress strain cu rve, it was quitediffi cu It to 
dentifythe end of the multiple cracking region from the experimental 
curves. Therefore, the values of Sc 
defined in the above section may not 
coincide with the actual Point of completion Of multiple cracking. 
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Third type: 
The third type 0f stress strain curve in Figure 7-5 (c) is one in 
which stress clearly increases in the multiple cracking region and this 
rise can be considered as a bi I inear curve. It is commonly seen in th is 
type of curve that the stress increases with strain even in the multiple 
cracking reg i on. buttheri se isIi ke Iy to differsIi gh tIyf rom the 
second type 0f stress strain curve, Th is type of curve has a turn i ng 
point in the multiple cracking region, i. e. there are two slopes in the 
reg i on. 
The flat region from e MU to e ci in Figure 7-5-c is referred to as 
'the first region of multiple cracking', and the stress increasing region 
f rom C01t0 F- C; 2 is referred to as ' the secondary region of multiple 
cracking'. The Iength0fthefI at re9ion (f i rst reg i on) isIi ke Iy to 
change with the fibre volume fraction or with the matrix strength. 
This type of stress strain curve is obviously different from the first 
type in that stress increases in the multi pie cracking region. AI so, the 
occurrence of cracking in the second multiple cracking region of this 
type is comparab Ie with the post-crack i ng reg ion of the fi rst type. When 
this type of curve is compared with the second type, the stress increase 
in the multiple cracking region is rather linear compared with the curve 
of the second type explained earlier. 
If the stress strain curves are categor ised only by shape, th is th ird 
type of stress strain curve is considered to be the most common one for 
polypropylene fibre cement composites. Even in examples classified into 
the fi rst type, they can be taken to be one of the variations of the 
third type because of a few cracks in the Post cracking region. 
In the previous work, the th i rd type and thefi rst type were not 
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distinguished from each other so that there was some inconsistency in the 
assessment 0f experimental resu I ts. For examp I e. the end of mu ItiPIe 
cracking was determined schematically as an intersect on the tangent of 
the multiple cracking region and post cracking region from the measured 
stress st ra in curve (see Figure 7-6). However, these definitions tended 
to I ead to inconsistencies. When the fi bre vo I ume f ract i on or the matr ix 
strength increased. the values of Cc determined from the stress strain 
curve are often different from the actual completion strains in multiple 
cracking. This ismainIyduet0the var i at i on of thesI ope of the 
multiple cracking and subsequent regions. 
For an assessment of exper i menta I resu I ts. this inaccuracy does not 
only give an unfair comparison, but also may lead to a wrong assessment. 
In this Chapter, in order to precisely assess the experimental resu I ts, 
this th i rd type of stress strain curve is distinguished f rom the other 
types, and thisisnotonIyt0 make the discussion 0f experimental 
results clear, but also to force us to think out the theoretical approach 
which will be presented in next Chapter 8. 
Discussion of the experimental results 
The resu Its of the stress st ra in curves categor i sed into the three 
types are shown in Table 7-5. Generally, a composite with a lower volume 
fraction of the fibres tends to be categorised into the first type. This 
would change to the third type and then to the second type with an 
increase in the fibre volume fraction. The matrix strength also affects 
the classification. i. e. a composite with a high strength matrix tends to 
be categor i sed i nto the th i rd type rather than the fi rst type. However, 
even if the stress strain curve is categor ised to the third type, there 
are some var i at i ons in the proport i on of the fi rst crack i ng and second 
cracking regions. 
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Table 7.5 Types of the stress strain curves 
Types Categorised curves 
First type ON5-A, ON7-A. HN5-B, HN7-A, OAu-A 
---------------- ---------- -------- ---------------------------------------- 
Second type ON7-D, ON7-E. OAu-D, OAu-E 
----------------- ---------- -------- ---------------------------------------- 
ON5-B, ON5-C, ON5-E, HN5-C, HN5-D. HN5-E 
Third type ON7-B, ON7-C, ON7-C, HN7-B, HN7-C, HN7-D, HN7-E 
OAu-B, OAu-C, HAu-A,, HAu-B, HAu-C, HAu-D. HAu-E 
*( Relationship between the name and the factor is shown in Table 7. 
When the curves of the high strength matrix are compared with those 
of the ordinary strength matrix, a difference can be seen in their stress 
strain curves. espec iaIIy in the slope of the multiple cracking region. 
As shown inFigure 7-4-g, thesIope of thecurvefor HN5-D inthe 
mult i pie cracking regionishi gher than that for ON5-D, although ON5-D 
and HN6-D have similar fibre volume fractions. 
The reason why the stress increases up in the region of multiple 
cracking may be explained by the variation of the specimen size or by 
strain distribution in the specimen. 
(4) However, this would not give a 
consistent explanation of the the test results obtained in this Chapter, 
for instance, changes in the shape of the stress strain curves over a 
wide range of fibre volume fractions and with a 
different matrix 
strength. Some other explanation may have to 
be considered. If the stre. ss 
distribution in thefi bre cross sect i on changes, this may I ead to a 
different slope in the stress strain curve. 
The reason why stress increases in the region may be related to the 
difference in the mi crostructure 0f the matr ix interface. According to 
ear Ii er observations, ahi gh strength matr 
ixhasasIi ght Iy dense 
interface area with the fibre. The dense interface zone of the matrix has 
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not only a large contact area, but can also tightly hold the hairs and 
secondary fibrils branched out from the main fibres. This means that the 
secondary fibrils or hairs can restrain movement of the main fibre. The 
matrix can facilitate a higher stress transfer capacity at the interface. 
If the shear capacity of the fibres is not high, slipping or damage may 
easily occur in the fi bres. Th is produces sIip much more eas iIyinthe 
fi bres. In this case. the stress distribution in the cross section of the 
fi bres wi II change and will af fect the shape of the stress strai n curve 
of the composite. 
7.5.2 Matrix failure strength 
The matr ixfaiI ure strength can be taken to 
stress. According to the ACK theory, the matr ix 
ai so taken as the average stress in the mu iti pl e 
the stress does not change in the range between 
end of multiple cracking in the theory. However. 
cracking region shows some slope depending 
conditions. Two reasons are suggested as follows. 
bethefi rst cracking 
faiI ure stress may be 
cracking area, because 
fi rst cracking andthe 
n practice the multiple 
on the experimental 
The cement matrix generally has distribution in the failure strength 
as is usual in brittle materials and the specimens also vary in 
cross-sectional areas. As a result. the multiple cracking region will not 
show a perfectly flat reg i on. In this case, the average values of the 
fI at region can be used as representat i ve va I ues of the matr ixfaiI ure 
strength. although thereare cases where thereisdiffi cu I ty in 
determining the values of c from the stress strain curves. 
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However. judging from all the experimental data, variations in the 
slope in the multiple cracking region are not considered to be caused 
only by variations in the size and matrix strength, i. e. the 
difference 0f the slope of the multiple cracking region relates to 
experimental factors such as fibre volume fraction or the matrix type 
rather than to variations in the si ze and of theindividuaI matr ix 
strength. 
+ke Although this discussion will be cont i nued inA next sect i on wi th 
regard to this problem, another stress transfer mechanism may have to 
bedevised to exp Iain the stress increase in the multiple cracking 
reg i on. From the above viewpoint, in this section the matrix failure 
strength was taken to be the first cracking stress. The average stress 
in the multiple cracking region will not be the ma in subject of the 
discussion. 
Although there is a distribution of results as is common with many 
brittle materials, the matrix failure strength 0' rnu tends to i ncr ease 
with the fibre volume fraction Vf. as shown in Figures 7-4-a- 7-4-f 
and 7-7-a - 7-7-b. The increase in matrix failure strength with fibre 
volume fraction are given in Table 7.6. 
Table 7.6 The rising amount of matrix failure strength 
Matr ix 
N5 
Fibre networks 
1 
i 
N7 
1 
Au l la 
Ordinary strength i 6.7 - 10.8 7.0 - 1 1.0 7.4 - 10.7 
High strength 10.5 - 14.6 10.0 - 13.8 10.2 - 15.7 
( un it: MPa ) 
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An increase in the matrix failure strength can be seen with increasing 
fi bre voIume fraction. The increase was 3-4 MPa forthe ordinary 
strength matr ix and 4-5 MPa f or the hi gh strength matr ix when the 
fibre volume fraction increased 10%. 
Bas i ca IIy, the matr ix strength does not change, but it should be 
considered that cracking resistance of the composite is enhanced 
because offi bre reinforcement. Th is has been expIainedinthe 
(10) (11) (12) 
prev i ous work by Ke IIy Korszynskyj Morley. et aI. and 
Hughes et a]. (3) . They have discussed 'enhanced matrix failure strain' 
from the viewpoint of energy balance or fracture mechanics. 
According to the mixture law of the composites, reinforcement with 
a lower modulus than the matrix such as polypropylene fibres causes a 
reduction ofthe composite modu I us. Inthis case. the composite 
modulus theoretically decreases with increasing fibre volume fraction. 
Even though the matrix failure strength is the samewith increasing 
fibre volume fraction, the matrix failure strain will increase. Since 
matr ixfaiI ure strength, however, increases with increasing fi bre 
volume fraction. the matrix failure strain increases more than 
expected as a result. 
For this reason. Korszynskyj, etaI. 
(11) 
, and Hughes 
(3) showed 
that extra energy would be required for new cracks to widen the crack 
widthby pu IIi ng the fi bres out and to propagate across thefi bres 
assuming that there is a potential defect bigger than the width of the 
fi bres inthe matr ix and considering thestrain cond iti on nearthe 
defect. 
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Although we are not going to consider their calculations because 
it is not part of this Chapter, the results in Figures 7-8-a and 7-8-b 
show the same pattern in the relationship between the matrix fai lure 
strains and the fibre volume fractions when they were compared with 
the experimental resu I ts of 
(3) Hughes Therefore, it isiud9ed that 
the enhanced matrix failure strain can be explained by their approach. 
Of course. the calculated results may change slightly when the assumed 
stress distribution atthe fibre-matrix interface var i es. This 
assumption rather depends on the stress transfer mechanism which is a 
main subject of this thesis. 
When cons i der i ng the exper i menta I resu I ts, differences among N5. 
N 7, and Aulla fibre networks are seen to be not very large. However. 
the values of 0- nu in the combination of Aulla fibres and the high 
strength matrix is slightly higher than those of other combinations at 
high fibre volume fractions ( 10- 12% ). 
7.5.3 Strain at the end of multiple cracking 
According to the ACK theory, the shape 0f the tens iIe stress 
strain curves iss imp I e. For instance, the completion ofmuItipIe 
cracking couId be def i ned as the po i nt where stress starts to ri se 
again after the flat multiple cracking region. 
Therefore, e c; has been 
determined assuming that the value is equal to the strain at the 
intersection of the tangent lines of the multiPle cracking region and 
the post cracking region. However, the stress strain curves obtained 
experimentally do not always correspond to the curves Predicted 
by the 
ACK theory as shown in section 7.5.1. 
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Therefore. thereare situations inwhichitisdiffi cu It to 
uniformly determine the values of the completion of multiple cracking 
f rom the shape of the stress strain curves. To presume thatthe 
multiple cracking region should be flat tends to lead to poor 
judgement in the completion point of multiple cracking. 
In the stress strain curves categor ised into the second type, the 
completion strain determined from the curves is likely to differ from 
the actual completion strain. Strictly speaking, the accuracy of the 
completion strain is doubted from the observations of cracking during 
the tensile tests, although section 7.7 will deal with a more detailed 
discussion based on experimentals on crack formation. 
There were aIso inconsistencies when thevaIueofS0is 
determined from the shape of the curves of the third type. This type 
of stress strain curve can be divided into two regions with different 
Siope in the multiple cracking region which called the first region 
and the second r eg i on. When we intended to determine the completion 
strain0fthe mu It i pie cracking according tothe ACK theory, we 
noticed that the obtained values were affected by the judgement of the 
slope in the multiple cracking region. 
For example, when the first cracking region 
is relatively longer 
than the second reg ion as shown in Fi gure 7-6 (a). or when the slope 
of the second cracking region is very close 
to that of the post 
cracking region. the vaiues of F, c determined as the 
intersection of 
the tangent lines tend to approach the end of the first cracking 
reg i on. because the second cracking region 
tends to be vi sua II 
neglected. 
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These va I ues were not accurate so that doubt about the fai rness 
remains in the assessment for the wide range of experimental data. The 
basic problems may be due to that the stress transfer mechan i sm by 
frictional bond (the ACK theory) does not support all of the 
experimental results. 
Before assessing the experimental resu I ts, there was not enough 
theoretical background for the third type of the stress strain curve, 
although it wi 11 be discussed and considered more in the subsequent 
Chapter. In this section, the values of F, a were therefore assessed 
wi th the resu I ts obta i ned f rom the measured curves based on the ACK 
theory. 
Considering the prob I ems di scussed above, the results were also 
compared with the case where the end of the second cracking region was 
assumed to be the completion strain of multiple cracking. 
The experimental vaIuesfor the st ra in at the end of mu It ipIe 
cracking F, c; are plotted against fibre volume fractions V: E in Figures 
7-9-a - 7-9-b. A theoretical prediction der i ved f rom the foII owi ng 
equation isaI so shown in the Fi gures. Taking 1.364x' for the average 
crack spacing, the ACK theory yields: 
eo=F, mu (1+0.659 Ern Vrn / Ef 
Vf (7-1) 
where the following values have been used. 
e nu 300 x 10-6 
Em 28 GPa for the ordinary strength matrix 
= 34 GPa for the high strength matrix 
Ef = 7.5 GPa (as the secondary film modulus) 
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Results of ordinary matrix composite: 
In Figure 7-9-a. the values of F- c which were obtained from the stress 
strain curves are plotted with fibre volume fraction for the composite 
with an ordinary strength matrix. 
In the ordinary strength matrix, there is no obvious difference in 
F- 0 between N5 and N7 fi bres. The composite with the Au IIafi bres 
tends to give lower values of F-c; than those with N5 and N7 fibres. 
The theoretical values calculated using equation 7-1 give 
reasonable agreement with fi bre voIume fraction. They correspond to 
the experimental values when Vf is 4% and over M. In the other area 
Of Vf. the theoretical predictions tends to give lower values than the 
experimental data of ON5 and ON7. 
Figure 7-10-a shows the values of F- c which is defined as the end 
point of the second cracking region when the multiple cracking region 
can be assumed to be bi I inear as described earl ier in this section. 
Compared with the results shown in Figure 7-9-a, the tendency of Vf is 
the same, butthis def initi on 9i ves Iar9ervaIues of c, -, than the 
conventional definition based on the ACK theory. 
Results of high strength matrix: 
The resu I ts of the hi gh strength matr ix are shown in Figures 7-9-b 
and 7- 1 O-b. Although the data have a scattered distribution, the 
values of F, r- become smaller in the order of 
HN5, HN7, and H-Aulla. In 
add iti on, the method in which the value of FS c is taken as the end of 
the second cracking regiongi ves aIargervaIue of ECthanthe 
conventional method based on the ACK theory as well as in the case of 
the ordinary strenqth matrix. However, the difference between them is 
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Iargerinthehi gh strength matr i x. Although itisdiffi cu Itwith 
these fi gures to make a better assessment, it was thought thatthe 
method descr i bed in this study ( the value of F, cis def i ned as the 
end pointofthe mu It ipIe cracking region expressed asbiIi near ) 
provides cI oser vaIuestothe actua I completion strain of mu ItiPIe 
cracking in the range under a 10 % fibre volume fraction. 
The occurrence of cracks can be seen as a decrease in stress in 
the stress strain curve, but this sign decreases with an increase in 
the fibre volume fraction. As a consequence, in the case of ahi gh 
fi bre vo I ume fraction, it becomes diffi cu It to recognise theactuaI 
completion of multiple cracking from the stress strain curve. 
incethe end ofthe second cracking region no rma IIy shows Iarger 
vaIues than the estimated vaIues according to the ACK theory. the 
method may bec10set0 the reaI completion 0fmuItipIe cracking. 
However. there is a rather technical problem in evaluating the data so 
that it is necessary to confirm the agreement between the value 
obtained from the stress strain curve and the true value of the 
completion strain of multiple cracking. For a further discussion, the 
theory 0f the crack formation process should be made cIear so the 
correlation between the slope of the stress strain curve and the 
actual crack formation can be judged. 
The experimental results of HN5 fibres give higher values of F- :; 
than those for HN7. Provided the same value was used to Ef in equation 
7-1, the theoretical prediction assuming fri ct i ona I bond stress 
transfer would be the same for both HN7 and HN5. Considering that the 
difference between ON5 and ON7 was not obvious in the ordinary 
strength matr i x. this may be due to differences in microscopic 
phenomena occuring at the fibre-matrix interface. 
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There are two possibilities by which the theoretical equation 
gi ves a lower prediction than the experimental results for N5 and N7 
as follows: 
(1) The values of Vf and Ef used in the calculation were not adequate 
in assessing the actual properties of the composite. 
(2) The basic assumptions of stress transfer for the calculation are 
not adequate. 
The former reason may be because the fibres sustain damage in the 
fracture process of tensile I oad i ng. As shown by the obse rvat i ons in 
Chapter 6. the hairs orpart0f the fi br iIs branched f rom the main 
fibres in fact break in the failure process before reaching the 
ultimate strength of the composite, because the fibrils sustain higher 
stress than the ma in fi bres. Ifa break of the fi br iIs occurs. the 
cross sectional area of the broken fibrils does not carry the applied 
stress at the crack f ace. For instance, if the measured values of Vf 
are used in calculations of the theoretical value of eC (equation 
7-1), thevaIue Of Vf is overestimated compared with the effective 
values of the fibre volume fraction. As a resu I t, the values of eC 
will be estimated lower than the actual value. 
In add iti on. the fi bres are normal Iy assumed to be aI igned 
paral lel to the app] i ed stress. If the 
fibres align at a different 
angIe to the applied stress, the Ef would apparently 
be taken to be 
lower than expected. However, the alignment is unlikely to be týe ohl Y 
reason, because other factors such asthefi bre type affect the 
resu I ts as we II. For examp I e, a comparison between the Composites 
containing Aulla and N5 shows different results for the values of 
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desp i te the ir experimental factors of the open width, thefi bre 
modu I us and the fi bre vo I ume fraction areaImost same. Presumably, 
both partiaI breaks of the f ibrils and a] ignment of the fi bres are 
likely to be related to this problem. 
The differences among the composites with the regard to kinds of 
thefi bre (N 5. N7 and Aul ]a networks) may be relevant to the shear 
resistance or ultimate strength of the fibres. Since the fibres having 
a high shear-resistance receive less damage during loading, the 
apparent reduction of the fibre modulus in the composite tests should 
be sma II. This hypothesis is thought to reasonably expIainthe 
difference in the results of Aulla fibres and N5 fibres. 
The second possibility that theoretical equation 7-1 gives a lower 
prediction than the experimental results for N5 and N7 may be caused 
by inadequate assumptions concerning fri ct i ona I bond stress transfer. 
As it has been presented so far, some ef f ects including the stress 
increase at the multiple cracking region cannot be satisfactorily 
explained by the conventional frictional stress transfer model. 
For the completion 0f mu It ipIe cracking, the completion strain 
would not exist if elastic continuity between the fibres and the 
(a) 
matr ixis assumed because multiple cracking occurs without 
limits 
according to the theory. However, bond 
failure must occur in practice 
between the fibres and the matrix so that bond failure will be the 
Ii mi tof mu It ipIe cracking. Inthe case 0f Polypropylene 
fi bres, 
calculations show that bond 
failure occurs normally at the matrix 
cracking stress un I ess very strong 
bond i ng ex i sts between the fi bres 
and the matr i x(e) . 
This suggests that the frictional bond theory is 
more a practical theory in assessing 
the tensile behaviour. 
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In the di scuss ion of the exper i menta I results presented here, we 
considered that new mechanical models have to be thought out to 
provide a possible explanation of actual multiple cracking completion 
and the stress increase in the reg 1 on. ItisaImosti mposs ibIe to 
deve I op a new theoret i ca I mode I which can explain all the phenomena 
occurring in practice. but mode Ii ng of the microscopic phenomena 
observed in Chapter 6 may help develop a new theoretical approach. 
7.5.4 Elastic modulus of the fibres 
The values of Ef2 are plotted against Vf in Figures 7-1 I-a-7-1 I-b 
for each fi bre network. From these fi gures, itisfi rst recognized 
that the va I ues of Ef2 obta i ned from the tens iIa test of the compos i te 
are much lower than the values obtained from tensile test of 
unfibrillated fi Im aI one. Efz vaIues obtained f rom the composite 
containing N5 or N7 indicates only about 40 % of the original E: E2 Of 
those fi1 ms, wh i Ist Ef2 of Au] la in the compos i te t es tis about 60% of 
that in the tensile test of the film alone. 
The reason might be that fibres align at an angle to the applied 
I oad. In this case. the uIti mate st rength of the fi bre (af ") wi II 
aI so be influenced. but the effect on the fibre strength is unlikely 
tobethe same as with Ef2. The resu I ts of the fibre strength are 
shown in Figure 7-14 of section 7.5,6 and the effects are discussed in 
detail in that section. 
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An alternative explanation may be that apart of the fibre fails 
before the composite strain reaches 5% so thatthe apparent fi bre 
volume fraction would decrease at the crack face. This will apparently 
I ead to a decrease in the eI ast ic modu I us of the fi bres obta i ned f rom 
the composite tensile tests. This partial failure of the fibres could 
be observed in the observations described in Chapter 6. However, even 
ifa part of the fi bres breaks, itis not thought that fi bre faiI ure 
causes such Iarge reduction, about 50%, ineI ast ic modu I us of the 
fibre compared with the original fi bre modu I us at the same stress. It 
is considered that the low fibre modulus obtained from the composite 
tests are caused bya combination 0f different effects, i. e. the 
reduction of the effective fibre volume fraction, the fibre alignment 
and so on. 
Although a scatter of data can be seen in Figure 7-11. the values 
of Ef2 increase slightly with the increase of fibre volume fraction, 
AI so, a comparison of the ordinary strength matrix and high strength 
matrix shows that the elastic modulus of the fibres obtained from the 
composite tests decreased in the high strength matrix and the I owe r 
values of Vf. As explained earlier, the results obtained were measured 
at the point of 5% strain in the composite testso that thestress in 
the fibre decreases with the increase of fibre volume fraction. Even 
at the same composite strain of 5 %, the strain in the fibres should 
be different between the high strength matrix composite and the 
ordinary strength matrix composite. 
However, the working stress at a 
strainof 5% is so hi gh thatthe predicted elastic modulus of 
the 
fibres is not very different from the values of 7.0-7.5 GPa. 
Since the applied load is carried only by the fibres at the crack 
f ace, the stress in the fibres will 
be i nverse Iy proport i ona I to the 
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fi bre voIume fraction. The elastic modulus of the fi bres ca I cu I ated 
from the composite tests should relate the working stress in the 
fibres and decrease with decreasing the fibre volume fraction. 
The measured elastic modulus of the fibres increases by about 0.51 
GPa in the range of fibre volume fraction in the case of the ordinary 
strength matr ix and 1.5 -2 GPa inthe case of thehi gh strength 
mat rix. Considerations ofthe effects on the fi bre voIume fractions 
have tobe made carefully, because the absolute vaIuesoffi br e 
modulus obtained from the composite tests were entirely different from 
the theoretical va I ues. If the experimental resu I ts aredi rect Iy 
compared withthe theoretical prediction, it can be seen that the 
increase in fibre elastic modulus with fibre volume fraction is 
slightly higher than those estimated by the theory. Th is increase is 
influenced by the matrix strength type although matrix strength does 
not theoretically affect the values. 
The reason forthis may beexpIainedby damage t0thefi bres 
occurring in the tensile process. As explained in an earlier section, 
the fine secondary fibrils or hairs held in the matr ix tend to break 
near the edge 0f the mainfi bres. This means a reduction inthe 
effective fibre volume fraction sustaining load at the crack face. If 
this is the main reason why the elastic modulus of the fibres decrease 
in the calculation from the results of the composite tests, the degree 
of reduct i on depends on the damage to the fi bres, Since the damage is 
also affected by the stress in the fibres and the characteristics of 
the matrix-fibre interface fi br e configuration, fi bre strength, 
matrix strength etc. ), the apparent values of Ef2 vary with the matrix 
strength and the volume fraction. 
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However, the values of Efz obtained from the composite containing 
Aulla fibre is apparently higher than those of the other fibres. Since 
all these fibre networks have almost the same open width, the 
difference in Ef2 between the fibers may be due to the strength of the 
fibres rather than the other effects. This implies that damage to the 
Aulla fi', bres is small compared with N5. and N7 fibres at the same fi bre 
voIume fractions, because the tensile strength and shear strength of 
Aul-la fibres are slightly higher than those of N5 and N7 fibres. 
7.5.5 Frictional bond stress 
The frictional bond stress may be calculated using the following 
equation from the ACK theory. assuming that the average crack spacing: 
muEm vM 
1.364 
x Vf 
where, frictional bond 
FS MU matrix cracking 
Em Elastic modulus 
Af 
Pf 
stress 
strain 
of the matrix 
(7-2) 
x crack spacing 
Pf perimeter of the fibres 
Af cross sectional area of the fibres 
V fibre volume fraction 
VM matrix volume fraction 
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Although some assumptions in the ACK theory are not appropriate, a 
comparison of the calculated results is useful to clarify the problems 
associated with the stress transfer model. 
To caIcuIatethefri ct i one I bond stress 'r , the strain at first 
crack i ng was used f or e mu, and the measured va I ues us i ng the image 
analysis were used for Af and Pf. Although, in Chapter 4, one 
individual value of Af/Pf was measured for the individual fibre in the 
matrix as well as the average value of Af/Pf, the average values of Af 
and Pf are normally used in equation 7-2. As discussed in Chapter 4, 
it was shown by i mage ana I ys is that the va I ues of Af and Pf have a 
large di str ibution. Therefore, whether the average values can be used 
appropriately for the frictional bond model or not is still in 
question. Thisis because the fibrillated fi bres have two 
representative values for Af and Pf, i. e. those of the main fibres and 
ofthefi ne ha i rs branched outf rom the ma infi bres. The effects 
resu Iti ng from this will be subsequently discussed. However, in th is 
sect i on. the values of the frictional bond stress in equation 7-2 were 
calculated only by using the average values of Af and P: f, because the 
main purpose 0fthis sect i on is to understand the bas ic background 
through a discussion of the calculated frictional bond stresses. 
Image analysis was not carried out for Aulla fibres so that 
accurate values of Af and Pf for Aulla fibres have not been obtained. 
In order to calculate the frictional bond stress of Aulla fibre 
composite, we substituted the values of Af and Pf of N6 fibres for the 
Au IIafi bres, because the conf i gurat i on of AU IIafi bres such as the 
open width and fibril width are the same as for N5 fibre. Although the 
calculated fr ict ional bond stress of Aulla fibres is not accurate in 
th is po i nt. the substituted values are considered to be a reasonable 
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approximation for Aulla fibre composite. 
The calculated vaIues0fTarepIottedagainstfi bre vo I ulfle 
fractions in Figures 7-12-a-7-12-b. The values of T are between 0.5 
and 3.8 MPa for the ordinary strength matrix, and between 0.25 and 3.0 
MPa for the hi gh strength mat rix. Inthe experimental resu I ts. 'c 
increases with an increase in fibre volume fraction. 
In the case of the ordinary strength matrix, the results of N7 are 
scattered compared to the results of N5 fibres in the high fibre 
volume f ract ion. In the low fibre volume fraction, N7 fibres show a 
sIi ght IyI owe rvaIuesthan those 0f N5 fi bres. As a resu I t, the 
increasing slope for N7 is larger than that for N5 fibres. However, as 
a who I e. both slopes of the increase are thought to be almost the same 
between the N5 and N7 fi bres. Aulla fi bres indicated ahi gher 
fri ct i ona I bond stress than N5 and N7 fi bres at each f ibre volume 
fraction. 
In the case ofthehi gh strength mat rix. thefri ct i ona I bond 
stress of each fi bre. N 5, N7and Au IIa, increases with increasing 
fibre volume fraction V: E. The relationship between N5 and N7 fibres is 
the same asinthe ordinary strength mat rix. The fri ct i ona I bond 
stress of N7 fibres seems to increase to a slightly higher ratio than 
that of N5 fi bres. Au IIa fibres also shows a higher frictional bond 
stress than N5 and N7 fibres. 
In previous work, the reason why the fri ct i ona I bond stress 
increases with increasing Vf has been explained as follows. 
Sincethefi bres carryhi gh stress at a sma IIv01ume fraction, a 
tensile force actsat the interface according to Poisson's ratio. 
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This tens iIeforce reduces the fri ct i ona I bond stress, because the 
fibre contraction caused by the force decreases the contact area 
between the fi bres and the matr i x. Si nce the work i ng stress in the 
fibres decreases with increasing fibre volume fraction and the Poisson 
effect is proportional to the working stress. the tensile force due to 
the Poisson's effect decreases as well. Therefore, the frictional bond 
stress increases with fibre volume fraction. 
This explanation explains the reduction in frictional bond stress 
with decreasing fibre volume fraction, although whether the stress is 
transferred mainIybyfri ct i on or notis another debatable po i nt. 
There are a few difficult points to be explained, for instance, the 
difference in the frictional bond stresses between N5 fibres and Aulla 
fibres which have almost the same fibre configuration. 
If some contraction effects such as Poisson contraction exist, the 
values of -r should be compared with the stress in the fibres rather 
than Vf, because both fi bre v01ume fraction and matr ix strength 
influence the stresses in the fibres. In other words, Poisson 
contraction is thought to be proportional to the stress in the fibres. 
In general. the Poisson contraction of polypropylene fibre cement 
composite is very high, because the elastic modulus of polypropylene 
is much I owe r than the cement matr i x. When 
first cracking occurs in 
the matrix. the working stress in the fibres at the crack 
face can be 
presented by 0- f= composite cracking stress/f 
ibre voiume fraction. 
Although the stress of the fibres is in practice distributed along the 
composite, the add iti ona I stress at 
the crack f ace can be used as an 
index to compare the effects of the Poisson contraction. 
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The values of T of N5 and N7 fibre composites are plotted against 
afC mu(VmEm +VfEf)/Vf in Figures 7-13-a and 7-13-b. In th is 
fi qu r e. thereisnoobvious difference between thehi gh strength 
matrix and the ordinary strength matrix. For example, in the case of 
N5 and N7 fi bre compos i tes, the relationship between the fibre stress 
and the frictional bond stress can. be expressed by one curve 
regardless of the matrix strength or the fibril width of the networks. 
In the region of fibre stress of 80-150 MPa, the frictional bond 
stress rapidIy decreases wi th increasing fi bre stress. Also, inthe 
regionoffi bre stress of 150 - 200 MPa thefri ct i ona I bond stress 
beg i ns to be stab I e, although a sma II decrease is observed. Inthe 
region that the fibre stress is greater than about 200 MPa, N5 fibres 
do not show any decrease in frictional bond stress and the value is 
about I MPa, although N7 fibres are likely to decrease a little in the 
same region. 
When these experimental data are considered from the viewpoint of 
the effects due to the Poisson ratio, it is obvious that the Poisson 
contraction does not show a linear relationship with the stress in the 
fibres as normally expected for this effect. 
The reasons may relate to the condition of the fibre-matrix 
interface. The contact between the fibres and the matrix may change 
non-linearly with stress in the fi bres. Furthermore, it was thought 
that damage at the fibres and various phenomena occurring in the 
interface lead to t-hese results. 
As shown inthe microscopic observations, the characteristic 
configuration of fibrillated polypropylene fibres produces complex 
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interface cond i tions. The surf ace of the fi bres is not smooth at the 
microscopic level, and they show some asperity as confirmed by 
Hughes 
In add iti on. the secondary ha i rs and thenet structure themselves 
contribute to the mechanical contact between the fibres and the 
matr i x. 
When app Ii ed stress inthefi bre ishi gh, the fi bres may be 
separated f rom the matr ix by the Po i sson ef f ect. In th is case, any 
stress transfer does not exist at the fibre-matrix interface and 
mu Iti pl e crack i ng wou Id not occur as pred i cted by Ke IIy (13) . However. 
in pract i ce even af ter separat i on, the secondary ha i rs branched f rom 
the main fibres penetrate into the matrix so that some mechanical 
stress transfer can be expected. 
As observed in Chapter 6. var i ous ef f ects not on Iy separat i on at 
the interface but also slip in the fibres could occur. If the fibres 
sl ip in themselves, stress transfer at the sl ip face which may affect 
the composite behaviour must be considered as well as at the 
fibre-matrix interface. 
When stress transfer due to frictional bonding could not be 
expected between the main fibres and the matrix, or when the stress 
transfer at the sIip f ace in the fi bres is dominant, Poisson 
contraction would not influence stress transfer much even if the 
stress in the fi bre varies. Judg i ng f rom the experimental resu I ts. 
th is cond iti on accounts f or 4- 5% of Vf, i-e. the region where stress 
in the fibres is greater than 180 MPa. 
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One of the reasons why the frictional bond stress increases with 
decreasing fibre stress (the region of less than 200 MPa of the fibre 
stress) may be considered as follows. 
As I ong as the ma in fi bres and the matrix contact each other. 
stress transfer due to frictional bonding can be expected at the 
contact area. As Hughes has pointed out if the deformation of the 
fibre caused by Poisson contraction is less than the height of 
asper i ty of the fi bre surf ace, the fibres will be able to contact the 
matr i x. Sinceinthis case the contact area at the fibre-matrix 
interface is proportional to the stress in the fibre, the lower strain 
caused by Poisson contraction, i. 0. the lower fibre stress, leads to 
higher frictional bond stress transfer. 
However, why the fri ct i ona I bond stress i ncr eases wi th decreas i ng 
fi bre stress can be expIained by reasons otherthanthe effect of 
Po i sson contraction. At the fibre-matrix interface, the secondary 
hairs have a considerable stress transfer ability as judged from the 
observations of Chapter 6. As the resu I ts. damage expands f rom the 
flaws in the fibres and causes a slip in the fibres. 
Expans i on of the damage including failure of the secondary hairs 
depends onthe stress in the fi bres. Therefore. provided thatthe 
stress sustained by the fi bres is low af ter mat rix cracking, the 
damage in the fibres would not spread very much, i. e. greater stress 
can be transferred at the slip face. Since the stress transfer in this 
case is d if fe rent from the fri ct i ona I stress transfer mechanism, the 
final crack spacing is not only determined by the shear stress at the 
interface. Theoretical considerations have to be discussed in detail, 
butmuItipIe cracking wi II cont i nue unt iI no stress iS transferred 
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from the fibres to the matrix by various phenomena such as slipping in 
the fibres or separation at the fibre-matrix interface. 
As a resu I t, less damage in the fibres could lead to finer crack 
spac i ng inthe mat rix. When the fri ct i ona I bond stresses are 
calcula'ted f rom equation 7-2. the calculated vaIues increase wi th 
decreasing fibre stress. 
In Figure 7-13-b. the values of T are plotted against the values 
offi bre stress 0' f=e mu -Ec /Vf for Aulla fibres. The va I ues of 
fri ct i ona 1 bond st r es s of Au 1 la fi bre compos i te are betwe en 0.8 an d 
3.5 MPa. and the curve is similar to other curves. In the region where 
thefi bre stress iSI ess than 200 MPa, Aulla fibres provide higher 
fri ct i ona I bond stress than N5 and N7 fi bres, but in the reg i on wi th 
greater values than 250 MPa N5, N7 fibres and Aulla fibres show little 
difference. 
Bas i ca IIy. stress transfer between the f ibri Hated polypropylene 
fi bres and the matr ixis cons i dered to cons i st of two mechan i sms. i. e. 
stress transfer due to frictional bonding and mechanical stress 
transfer such as due to anchor effects produced by the secondary 
ha i rs. 
The diff er ences betwe en Au 1 la fi br es an d N5 and N7 fi bres can be se en 
in the I ower reg i on of stress in the fibres, although the difference 
between them is not obvious when the stress increases. 
This reason may be explained as follows. 
The stress transferred by friction is relatively low in the region 
where the fibre stress ishi gh, and mechanical stress transfer caused 
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by the secondary hairs plays an important role in that region. 
According to the fibre manufacturer, N5 and Aulla have the same fibre 
configuration and the aI most same fi bre modu I us. Therefore, the 
calculated fri ct i ona I bond stress shou Id be aI most same. The onI 
difference between Aulla and N5 fibres is their tensile strength. This 
may provide the following explanation. As explained earlier about the 
increase in the frictional bond st ress wi th decreas i ng st ress in the 
fi bres, if the increase in the frictional stress depends not only on 
the effects of Poisson contraction but also the strength of the 
fi bres. the difference in the calculated frictional bond stresses for 
Aul la and N5 fi bres can be expl ai ned. For instance, the greater 
tens iIe strength 0fthefi bres means thatthefi bres can resista 
higher shear force and that the branched hairs or the secondary 
fi br i Is can carryahigherI oad. Therefore, tens iIeI oad i ng causes 
I owe r damage to Au IIafi bres than N5 fi bres at the same I oad. Th is 
means that the apparent fibre modulus of Aulla fibres will be greater 
than in N5 fi bres. As a consequence, thefri ct i onal bond stress 
calculated for Au IIafi bre composite become higherthan that of N5 
fi bre. 
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7.5.6 Ultimate strength of the fibres 
Figures 7-14-a-7-14-c show the ultimate strength of the fibres 
obtained from tensile tests of the composites. The values of 01 fu are 
plotted against fiber volume fractions. Although there appears to be 
Iarge scatter of resu I ts. no particular trend has been seen between 
the fibre strength and the fibre volume fraction. The values of afU 
with Aulla fibres are slightly higher than those of N5 and N7 fibers. 
The average values of Ufu for each of the fibres are shown in Table 
7.7. 
Table 7.7 The average values of Ufu 
Matrices 
Fibre networks Ordinary 
strength 
342 
319 
387 
High 
strength 
N5 
N7 
Au] la 
( un it: MPa ) 
When the fi bre strength obtained f rom the tens iIetests of the 
composite and the fibre strength obta i ned f rom the fibre tests were 
compared. the experimental vaIues9i ven in Table 7.7 areaIi tt Ie 
I ower than the values obtained f rom the tens iIe tests of the fibres 
themselves. 
No tab I y. Au IIafi bre strength measured inthe comPosite teStS 
shows 20% - 30% 1 ower va I ues than those gi ven by the manuf acture r. 
356 
354 
389 
Simi I ar Iy the N5 and N7 fibre strength of the composite tests shows 
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10%- 15% 1 owe r values than the results of the tensile tests of the 
i bres. 
Keer reported that the fibre strength obtained from the composite 
tests tended to be sl ightly higher than those obtained in the fi bre 
tests., He exp] ai ned that the reason may be due to the un if orm stress 
in the fi bres in the case of the compos i te tests(4) . 
Hannant reported 
from the experiments that the tensile strength of the fibres obtained 
from the composite tests show a reasonable agreement with the results 
(14) of the fibre tests Since polypropylene fibre networks have been 
improved f rom year to year, the improvements might cause the 
differences. 
However, f rom this experiments, thef ol I owi ng is suggested as 
reasons why thef ibre strength obtained f rom the compos i te testsis 
I ower than those of the fi bre tests. One of the reasons is that the a 
part of the fibres, i. e. the fine secondary hairs or fibrillated part 
branching f rom the ma infi bres, breaks at the ear Iy stage bef ore the 
uIti mate strength. because these partscarryhi9h stress. ItiS 
assumed that the fi bre strength in the compos i te tests is lower than 
the strength in the fibre tests, if part of the f ibres breaks at the 
cracking face before f inal failure of the composite. The resu I ts of 
image analysis indicated that the cross sectional area of the 
secondary fi br iIs or ha i rs is about 10%- 15% f or the N ser i es fi bres. 
Ifitis assumed that aII secondary ha i rs have faiI ed bef ore fi na I 
failure of the composite. the ratio of the cross sectional area of the 
secondary ha i rs to thetotaIarea of thefi bres corresponds to the 
rat io of the fi bre strength obta i ned f rom the compos i te tests to that 
obtained from the fibre tests. 
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This problem always has to be taken account of because the effects 
may change if the fibres are improved in the mechanical properties or 
bond properties. 
7.6 Tensile test results and discussion of the surface treatment of 
the fibres 
7.6.1 Effect of surface wettability on manufacturing the composite 
This experimental programme was carried 0ut to investigate the 
effects of the surface treatment on the tensile behaviour of the 
composite. As introduced in Chapter 4. the surface treatment comprises 
two different treatments. One is abrasion of the fibre surface, which 
enhances the mech an i ca I bonds in the fi bre-matr ixi nterf ace. The other 
is chemical treatment to the surface to improve the wettability of the 
fi bres, which may increase the contact area between the fibres and the 
mat rix. As shown in the experimental programme (see Table 7-2), N4 and 
N6 are untreated fi bres, wh iIe N5 and N7 are surf ace-treated fi bres 
and the surface conditions are the same. 
Before discussing the results of tensile tests, a few Points which 
are important in the stage of manuf act ure of the test Spec i mens have 
t0be exp Iai ned. Since polypropylene fi bres are inherently poorin 
surface wettabi I ity, improvement of wettabi Ii ty has been conducted to 
increase the contact area between the fibres and cement matrix. 
When a composite with normal fibre volume fraction of 4-8% was 
made manually (by the hand-lay up method), it was not thought that the 
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poor wettability of N4 and N6 fibres caused any problems of contact 
between the fi bres and the matr i x. However, when the composite with a 
fi bre voIume fraction greater than 10% was produced, i mpregnat i on of 
the cement matrix was felt to be relatively difficult compared with 
the case using surface-treated fibres. 
When the composite specimens were made, fIuidi ty of the cement 
matr ix was controlled us i ng super-plasticizer. For examp I e, rather 
sticky and low fluidity cement mortar was used for manufacturing the 
composite with low fibre volume fraction. Inthis case, the sticky 
matr ix had to be forced to mechanically contact the fibres by hand 
and the wettabil ity of the fibre surface did not therefore give rise 
to any problems. However, when manufacturing the composites with high 
fi bre vo I ume fraction. the highIyf luid cement matr ix was no rma IIy 
used to impregnate the matrix smoothly i nto the many fi bres. When a 
fluid matrix was used, it was feIt that the untreated fi bre surf ace 
tended not to contact easily with the fluid matrix without being 
contacted forcibly by hand 
Judg i ng f rom this resu I ts. the wettability is thought to be an- 
important factor rather for industrial production than for 
experiments. because an industrial manufacturer has adopted the method 
in wh i ch the fluid matrix is impregnated into the fibre networks and 
vacuum suction is then carried out. 
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7.6.2 Test results and discussion 
In Figure 7-15-a, the crack spacing of the composite with N4 and 
N5 fibres have been plotted with fibre volume fractions. Figure 7-15-b 
gives the same graph for composite containing N6 and N7 fibres. 
The frictional bond stresses calculated from equation 7-2 were plotted 
againstthefi bre stress inFi gure 7-16-a and 7-16-b. Figure 7-16-a 
shows the comparison between N4 and N5 fi bre compos i tes and Fi gure 
7-16-b shows the comparison between N6 and N7 fibre composites. 
There are no differences in the results of N5 and N7 fibre 
composites compared with the results presented in earlier sections. 
In Figure 7-16-a, compared with the results of untreated fibre N4 and 
treated fi bres N5, N4 fi bre compos i te shows wi der crack spac i ng and 
smaller frictional bond stress than N5 fibre composite overall. 
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 7-16-b, the difference of the 
fri ct i ona I bond stresses between N6 composite and N7 composite cannot 
be seen. although a number of specimens of N6 fibre composite were not 
tested. 
As explained earlier, the surface treatment of the fibres consists 
of two treatments, i. e. achemicaI treatment aimed t0 improve the 
wettability and abrasion treatment aimed to improve the mechanical 
bond i ng of thefi bres. For thechemicaI treatment, itis not cI ear 
that the treatment contributes to stress transfer and a quantitative 
assessment is likely to be difficult in the test results obtained 
here. However. if the mechanical effects on stress transfer due to the 
fibre configuration yield the difference of these experimental 
resu I ts. the following explanation may be considered for N4, N5 fi bre 
composites and N6, N7 fibre composites. 
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As observed in Chapter 3, the surface treatment of fi bres, i. e. 
abrasion treatment can produce fine hairs or fibrillated branches on 
thefi Im surface. On the other hand, the fibrillation procedure in 
which the film is opened after slitting also produces fine fibrils and 
ha i rs between the opened fi bres as the resu It of fibrillation. 
According t0 observations of thefiI ms, the fine hairs produced by 
opening the film in the fibrillation process exist at much higher 
dens i ty than those produced by abrasion treatment. Furthermore, the 
abrasion for the N series fibres was carried out on one side of the 
film so that superior effects could not be expected from the viewpoint 
of fibre configuration. 
However. the abrasion treatment may improve the mechan i ca I bonds 
somewhat in the case of N4 and N5 fibre networks which have a wider 
fi br iIwi dth of 0.18 mm than that of N6 and N7 fi bre networks. When 
the fibril width gets narrow in N6 and N7 fibres (0.12mm) and a number 
of slits arecut in thefilm, the hairs produced by opening the film 
are relatively large in number compared with the branching hairs 
produced by abrasion treatment. As a consequence, it is thought that 
the effect of abrasion is not too noticeable. 
It is certain that surface treatments are desirable to improve the 
composite properties, but the effects of the surface treatment of the 
fi bres used in these tests is not so dramatic one as to affect the 
stress transfer mechanism. 
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7.7 Open width of the fibrillated polypropylene film 
In section 7.5.4, the eI ast ic modu I us of the fi bres obta i ned f rom 
the composite tests was cons i der ab Iy lower than the va I ues obta i ned 
from the film tests. The fibre alignment and failure of a part of the 
fi bres was po i nted out as reasons. However, the contribution of fibre 
alignment to the effect was not discussed from a quantitative point of 
vi ew. AI though faiIu re of part of the fi bres was actua IIy obse rved in 
microscopy inthis investigation, the ef f ect was not quantitatively 
evaluated in contrast tothe effects offi bre alignment. Si nce the 
reduction in the elastic modulus of the fibres obtained from the 
composite tests is very large compared with the values predicted 
theoretically. an accurate prediction 0fthese va I ues isvery 
important in utilizing this composite. In addition, the information of 
these effects will be expected to be valuable to improve the low 
elastic modulus of the composite in the post cracking region. In th is 
sect i on. the effect of fibre alignment will be discussed in terms of 
the open width0fthefi bre networks, because the main cause of 
misalignment of the fibres is the configuration of the fibre networks. 
Figure 7-17 shows the relationship between the open width of the 
fibre networks and the elastic modulus of the fi bres. Ef 2, obtained 
from the composite tests. As shown in the experimental programme, four 
kinds of open width i. e. 2,4.6.9 times the original film width and two 
fibre volume fractions were used as parameters in the experiments. In 
order to make a fair comparison, the elastic modulus of the fibres was 
calculated at the point where the average stress of the fibres was 300 
MPa. However, there was an exception. In the case of 2x the open width 
with the I owe rfi bre vo I ume fraction, the point of average fi bre 
stress corresponding to 300 MPa was on the multiple cracking region of 
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the stress strain curve. Therefore, the elastic modulus of the fibre 
couIdnotbe determined f rom the curve. To avoid th i s. thefi bre 
modulus was determined at a point of 350 MPa average fibre stress. As 
a resu I t. it is likely that the data of B series gives a slightly low 
vaIue of thefi bre modu I us at 2x the open wi dth, although the 
diff erence of the fi bre modu I us at 300 MPa and at 350 MPa cor responds 
to 0.5 GPa in the film tests. 
The fibre networks opened to 9x the original film width was the 
same as the N7 fi bre network used in the exper imenta I work inthis 
thes i s. In the test results of section 7.5. the elastic modulus of the 
f ibres obtained at the composite strain of 5% was about 2.0-3,5 GPa. 
Compared with these values, the results of this series show values of 
1.8 - 3.0 GPa for the 9x opened fibre networks. Although the values 
seemed tobeI ower than the former ser i es, they are thought to be 
reasonable values when the calculated fi bre stress I eve Is are taken 
into account. 
In the tensile tests of the films themselves, a stress of 300 MPa 
inthefi bres corresponds to a stra in of 4%in the fiI ms and the 
elastic modulus of the fibres is 8GPa at a strain of 4%. The ratios 
of the fibre modulus at each open width to the test value of the film 
8 GPa are shown in Table 7-8. 
Tab Ie7.8 
Open width Ratio Reduction 
to 8 GPa M 
2 0.80 20 
4 0.75 25 
6 0.63 37 
9 0.38 62 
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The elastic modulus of the fibres decreases with an increase in the 
open width of the films as shown clearly in Table 7-8 and Figure 7-17 
and the exper i menta I resu I ts of a high fibre volume fraction show a 
value I GPa higher in elastic modulus of the fibres than those of the 
lower fibre volume fraction regardless of the open width of the films. 
From these results and Figure 7-17, it is obvious that the elastic 
modulus does not decrease much when the open width of the fibre 
networks isI ess than 4x. However, in the range greater than 4x the 
open width. the elastic modulus of the fibres decreases dramatically. 
For examp I e, 6x opened fi bre networks gi ve about 75 percent of the 
vaIuesat 2x opened networks, and 9x opened networks show on Iy 26 
percent of the values of 2x opened networks, 
If the reduct i on ineI ast ic modu I us obta i ned f rom the compos i te 
tests relates directly to the fibre alignment in the composi te, the 
effects can be calculated. Although the relationship between the open 
width and the fibre alignment is not clear. as an example, let us try 
to calculate the fibre angle assuming that the slit length is 15 mm 
and the slit space is 0.18 mm the same as the fibril width. 
As descr i bed in Figure 7-18, even if the fi bre network is opened to 
I Ox, thepri ma ryfi bres can aIi gn inthedi rect i on to the app Ii ed 
stress and secondary fibrils align only at an angle of about 30 
degrees to the applied stress. The reduction of the elastic modulus is 
much greater than predicted from fibre angles. For instance, an ang Ie 
of 30 degrees on fibres cannot explain why the elastic modulus of the 
fibres drops to less than half the original values at the open width. 
Another explanation has to be considered. 
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In the case of 2x opened networks, the angle of the fibrils to the 
app Ii ed stress isf rom I-2a and the effect is considered to be 
negligible. However, the tensile tests of the films give about 8 GPa 
for the elastic modulus at the applied stress of 300 MPa, whereas the 
va I ues obta i ned in the tens iIe tests of the compos i te ar ef rom 5 GPa 
to7G. P a. Even in the case where the effects of fibre alignment is 
negligible, the elastic modulus of the fibres decreases to about 1.5 
GPa. i. e. a reduction of 20 % is seen. 
The reason is considered as follows. 
The elastic modulus is normally calculated at the postcracking 
region of the stress strain curves so that a high stress greater than 
300 MPa works in the fibres. As observed in the experiments in Chapter 
6. thefi no secondary ha i rs branching f rom the edges of themain 
fibres sustain high stress as a results of slipping in the fibres or 
other effects and considerable parts of the hairs fails before 
reaching the uIti mate strength of the composite. Therefore, itis 
considered that the secondary fibrils or hairs have failed at an 
average fi bre stress I ess than 300 MPa. Inthis case, si nce the 
effective fi bre arearesistin9 the app Ii ed stress decreases, the 
elastic modulus calculated from the slope of the stress strain curve 
of the composite must decrease because of using bulk fibre volumes in 
the calculation. According to the results of image analysis in Chapter 
5. the ratio of the cross sectional area of the hairs to that of the 
totaI fibre area was about 15- 20 %. IfaII the hairs break atan 
average stress I ess than 300 MPa, the reduction in elastic modulus 
corresponds to the ratio of the cross sectional area of the hairs to 
the total fibre area. 
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Why a wi der open width of the fibre networks I eads to aIarger 
reduction in the fibre modulus may be associated with other effects 
such as stress transfer. St ress tr ansf er between the fi bres and the 
matrix is not only due to frictional stress at the interface, but aI so 
dueto the fi ne ha i rs act i ng as anchors forthemainfi bres. Th is 
mechanical stress transfer accompanies slip in the fibres or 
separation at the branch roots from the main fibres, and a part of the 
fibres may become excessively deformed. If these effects occur in the 
composite, fi bre deformation i nvo I ves not onIysi mp IeeI ast ic 
deformation but also complex plastic deformation. Therefore, the 
elastic modulus of the fibres calculated from the composite tests 
reflects the deformation effects due to slip in the fibres or damage 
at the branch roots. 
If a reduction in the elastic modulus is caused for these reasons. 
sIip in the fibres or separation at the branch roots may easily occur 
at a lower stress level when the f ibre networks are opened wider. As 
observed in Chapter 6 (see Figure 6-44-f), if stress works at an angle 
to the fibre alignment, debonding accompanying some separation in the 
fibres will occur. Since fibrillated polypropylene fibres do not align 
regularly in the composite. such phenomena will occur in some parts of 
the fibres even in the case of a small open width of the fibre 
networks. As a resu I t, the elastic modulus values obtained from the 
composite tests must decrease considerably. 
In contrast, if the above reasons reduce the fibre elastic modulus 
iththe open w1dthofthene ts, the u It i mate strength 0fthe 
compos i te shou Id be af f ected by th i s. Fi gu re 7-19 shows the uIti mate 
strength (fibre strength) pI otted aga i nst the open width of the fi bre 
networks. Although the ef fect was not obv i ous in sect i on 7-5-4 and 
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7-5-6, theu It! mate strength of the fibres tends to decrease with a 
increase in open width of the networks. However, the amount of the 
reduction is lower than in the case of the fibre elastic modulus, i. e. 
8x opened fibre networks shows about a 25 % lower strength than those 
of 2x opened fibre networks. 
AI so, as shown in Figure 7-20, there are other complex problems 
such as change in alignment of the fibres at a crack and matrix 
breakage due to pu II ey f orce at the crack. These cause higher strain 
than average strain at the crack. 
In conclusion, the following four are considered as the reasons. 
(I ) Partial failure of the secondary hairs or fibrils 
(H) the effect due to the misalignment of the fibres reduces the 
effective area resisting the app Ii ed stress. Judg i ng f rom 
the reduct ion of the fi bre strength in the compos i te tests, 
25 % in the reduction may correspond to this effect. 
(M) Shear slip in the fibres and plastic deformation involving 
damage at the branching area. 
( IV ) Change in alignment of the fi bres at a crack and matr ix 
breakage due to pulley force at the crack 
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7.8 Crack formation 
The frictional bond model ( ACK theory ) has conventionally been 
used to evaluate results. Although this model issi mp Ie and easy to 
understand. mode IIi nq of the stress transfer mechanism is not always 
accurat-e for polypropylene fibre composites. Th is has been exp Iai ned 
through observations of the tensile process in polypropylene fibre 
composites. In add iti on, there were var i ous inconsistencies between 
the exper i menta I results and the theoretical predictions in assessing 
the test resu I ts. Notab I Y, when the completion strain of muItipIe 
cracking was discussed. it was likely to lead a misunderstanding. 
Although matrix cracking in the stress rising region after the 
muItipIe cracking reg i on has aI ready been reported by Hughes 
(3) 
and 
(4) Keer a quantitative assessment of the crack formation process has 
not been so far investigated experimentally. The process 0fcrack 
formation relates closely to the stress transfer mechanism between the 
fi bres and the matr i x. Furthermore, the prec i se nature of crack 
formation is thought to provide a better understanding of the stress 
transfer mechanism. 
The process of crack formation has been investigated in this test 
programme, especially with two different fibre volume 
fractions i. e. 
Vf= 4-5% and 12-14%, because the difference in fibre volume fraction 
may affect the stress transfer mechanism as discussed in section 7.5. 
InFigure 7-21, the ratiosofcrack number t0thefi na Icrack 
number (hereafter ca II ed 'cracking rat i os' 
)arepI otted againstthe 
ratioofthe unloaded straintothe completion strain0fmuItipIe 
cracking, where the completion strain Of multiple cracking was 
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determined f rom the stress stra in curve accord i ng to thefri ct i ona I 
bond model ( ACK theory ). Therefore, the cracking ratio would be I 
when F- unload /SciS1- 
As the value of E: unload/ F- c is 1, the cracking ratios of CF5C and 
CF7A specimens ( N5 and N7 fibre composite with lower fibre volume 
fraction. respectively ) are about 0.7. 
CF5C and CF7A show almost the same shapes and it is shown that 80% of 
the fi na I cracks form at a strain 2x thevalue of & 0. Although the 
method of determining the values of e c; based on the ACK theory may be 
a bit of a problemas sofardiscussed, it is also true that a number 
of cracks occur in the stress rising area after Sc even for the lower 
fibre volume fraction (4-5 %). It was thought that the ACK theory can 
prov i de a good agreement in the case of low fibre volume fractions. 
This results may imply that a minor modification should be made in the 
theory to explain such effects. 
In the case of the hi gh f ibre volume fraction (12- 14%), the 
cracking rat i os are about 0.45 - 0.65. CF7B spec i mens Wfibre s) 
give slightly lower values for cracking ratio than CF5D specimens (115 
fi bres) .A number of cracks more 
than 60 % occur af ter the comp I et i on 
strain0f mu It ipIe cracking def i ned theoretically. With regard to 
the ir stress strain curves, the mu It ipIe cracking reg i on can be 
expressed by a bilinear or a smoothly rising curve. 
For specimens with a very hi gh f ibre volume fraction, assuming 
e last ic continuity between the fibres and matrix may better expIain 
these results. but there are still inconsistencies i. e. why can such a 
high debonding strength be achieved in the Polypropylene cement 
composite? Taking account of the results such as slip in the fibre, a 
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different stress transfer mechanism ora mod ifi ed mechan i sm must be 
considered to explain these results. 
For an alternative method to assess the multiple cracking 
completion, the stra i ns FS ci and e c2 may be assessed in the curves 
categorized i nto Type B. although the theoretical support should be 
required. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Theoretical modelling of stress 
8.1 Introduction 
In this study, the microscopic phenomena in the failure process were 
observed fora better understanding 0fthe stress transfer mechanism 
between the fi bers and matr ixinthe composite. Also var i ous 
experimental tests were car ri ed 0utforthe same purpose. Inthe 
previous chapters, the discussions have focused on the experimental 
resu I ts. 
Inthis chapter, the theoret i cal mode IIi ng of the stress transfer 
between the po I yp ropy I ene fi be rs and the mat rix wi II be di scussed based 
onthefi nd i ngs. There are var i ous methods available to express the 
macroscopic behaviour such as the tensi le stress strain curve of this 
composite. For example, the finite element method (FEM) will be 
applicable to calculate stress and strain in the composite and the whole 
stress-strain relation of the composite taking the microscopic fiber 
shape into consideration. However, as is general iy known, concrete and 
poIymer behave nonlinearly and the shape of fi br iII ated polypropyl ene 
fi be rs is very comp I ex. These f acts tend to make the FEM calculat ion 
difficult. If high accuracy is desired therefore, the calculation time 
will be incredibly long because of a number of elements to represent the 
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fibre shape and repetition of calculation to trace the non-linear 
behaviour. 
Since the main purpose of this study is to provide a better 
understanding of the stress transfer mechanism between the polypropylene 
fibers and cement matrix, FEM may not be the most appropriate method for 
the evaluation asexpIainedabove. On the contrary, the macro models 
such as the ACK theory (1) (2) are generally simple and clear and tend to 
be more practical, although the f ibrillated f ilm is so complex in shape 
that the stress transfer may not be as well expressed by the models as 
for the monofilament fibre composites. 
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a new theoretical model in 
which the phenomena specific to this composite can be taken into 
account. An i mpor tant po i nt therefore is how to eva I uate the phenomena 
in the mode I. Inthis chapter, the discussion wiIIf ocus on the 
evaluation of sIiP in the fibersand the rupture of f ibrils and hairs 
branching from the fiber ends observed in Chapter 6. 
8.2 Modelling of stress transfer 
The ACK theory(2) assumes that stress is transferred atthe 
fiber-matrix interface by frictional bonds and predicts the stress 
strain curve which is expressed by tr 
i-I inear form, although the shape 
of the curveissIi ghtl y different 
f rom theactuaI test resul ts. In 
addition to the theory based on 
thefr ict lonal bond, there are aIso 
theories assuming elastic continuity between the f ibers and matrix or 
assuming both elastic continuity and partial 
frictional bonds. The 
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stress strain curves developed by these theor ies also have basical ly 
threeregionsi. e. the elasticity reg i on, the multiple cracking region 
and the postcracki ng reg i on. The assumption made about the stress 
transfer mechanism af f ects ma inIy the reg i ons af ter crack i ng. thatiS. 
the shape and range of the multiple cracking region and post-cracking 
region of the curves are influenced. 
From the results obtained in this study concerning the stress 
transfer mechanism. thefoII owing shou Id be taken into account in 
theoretical modelling. 
(1) The fibrillated fibre networks not only have a network structure but 
aIso secondary fi br iIs and fi ne ha i rs branched therefrom . These 
secondary fibrils and fine hairs are fixed in the matrix and thereby 
restrict the movement ofthemainfi be rs. Therefore, the stress 
transfer capacity can be more than that produced by simple 
fri ct i ona I bonds because the mechanical anchoring effects of hairs 
and fibrils enhance the capacity. 
(2) These fibrillated fi bers conta invoids wh i ch are produced by 
incomplete fibrillation. For the reasons descr i bed above (I), the 
stress transfer capacity at the f ibre-matr ix interface is therefore 
considered to be relatively greater than the shear resistance at the 
weakest face in the fibres. Consequently, when a large tensile force 
acts on the fi be r s. sIip starts t0 occur f rom such defects. The 
phenomenon that the core part of the fibres slips relative to the 
sIeeve part wi II resu Itin non-un if orm stress di str i but i on in the 
cross sect i on of the fi bres. This leads to the change of the stress 
strain response of the composite. 
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(3) 1n the tens iIefaiIu re process 0fthe composite, fi ne ha i rs or 
fibrils branched from the main fibres may have already broken before 
reaching the uitimate strength 0f the compos i te. This ef fecti vely 
causes the loss of substantial fibre volume fractions in the region 
after cracking. 
(4) As it is obvious f rom the test resuItsin Chapter 7. the fi bre 
eI ast ic modu I us obta i ned from the compos i te tests is much I owe r than 
those obtained f rom thefi Im tests. This is considered to be 
important in the assessment of the reinforcing eff iciencY. One of 
the reasons isgi ven in (3) above. It is also generally known that 
the reinforcing effect of fibres decreases when the fibres are 
aI igned at an angle to the applied stress direction. However. the 
reinforcing efficiency is not onIy influenced by the fi Im opened 
width. which is related to the fibre orientation angle, but also by 
the pulley force and nonlinear-fibre shear deformation behaviour. 
These factors are all important to the stress transfer mechanism. In 
order to correct Iy eva I uate the behav i our of a compos i te under tens ion. 
aIIf actors have to be taken i nto account. However, wh iIe(I) and (2) 
arereIatedto the bas ic concepts of the fibre-matrix stress transfer 
mode I, (3) and (4) are considered to be problems which shou Id be 
considered from the viewpoint of fibre reinforcing efficiency. In th is 
chapter. therefore. (1) and (2) will be discussed first in a Proposal of 
a new stress transfer model and (3) and (4) will be disoussed later in a 
comparison of the values predicted by such a model and test results. 
This section will consider a theoretical stress transfer model for 
fibrillated polypropylene fibre cement composite by taking into account 
the contents of (I) and (2). As discussed above, the stress transfer 
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between the fi bres and the matrix is not on Iy governed by fri ct i ona 
bonds but aIsothe mechanical anchoring effects 0fthefi ne ha i rs. 
However, the accurate evaluation of the anchoring effects is difficult 
for the following reasons. 
The density of hairs and fibrils branching from the main fibres 
varies from place to place and the branching state is complicated 
because the length is not uniform. The only available quantitative data 
about ha i rs or fi br iIs branching f rom the mainfi bres 1s the cross- 
sectional area ratio obtained by image analysis. This data alone is not 
enough to mode I the anchor i ng ef f ect of ha i rs. Str ictly speaking, the 
stress distribution along the hair-matrix interface differ from that of 
the main fibres and furthermore varies with individuaI hairs because of 
different Iength and located pI ace. The evaluation of such stress 
distribution for hairs and secondary fibrils is considered impossible. 
However. a macroscopic evaluation 0f the anchor i ng effect may be 
possible. Let's consider the stress transfer at the fibre-matrix 
interface including the effect of hairs. 
When elastic continuity is lost at the interface of the main fibres 
and the matr i x, stress begins to be transferred by frictional bond and 
the ma infi bres start to move relative to the matrix. In th is stage, 
hairs restrict movement of the main fibres by the bond at the 
hair-matrix interface. IfeI ast ic continuity atthe hair-matrix 
interface is ma i nta i ned. the hairs will act as weak elastic springs. 
Even if elastic continuity isI ost, the huge spec ific su rf ace area of 
the ha i rs can prov i de aIar9efri ct i onal bond f orce. Therefore, the 
hairs apparently act as if the frictional area between the fi bres and 
the matrix increases. The weak elastic spring or frictional bond effects 
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0f the hairs may be estimated by the ACK theory (2) or the other 
conventional theories (3) in which additional bonds are assumed at the 
fibre-matrix interface. However, the test data is not enough to aII ow 
their quantitative evaluation. 
This composite has. thus, a fairly high stress transfer capacity at 
the interface between the main fibres and the cement matrix so that slip 
consequently occurs withinthefi bres. Sl ip affects the stress 
distribution inthefi bres as has been discussed. Since conventional 
theoretical model s do not assume such a stress transfer mechan i sm, they 
are considered impossible to use to evaluate these effects. 
In the actual composite. slip may not occur everywhere in the fibres 
and even where slip has occurred a certain stress can be transferred. 
This is just ifi ed, because thefiImsheartests have indicated the 
presence of a fairly long region where deformation progresses 
maintaining a constant stress I eve I af ter shearfaiI ure. This is 
probabl y because the shear faiI ure area is br i dged by many fi br iIs and 
these fibrils transfer the stress when they peel as the deformation 
increases. 
The presence of many defects in the fibrillated fibres should make 
the shear strength resu I ts different from those of the fiIM. butthe 
bas ic behav i our af ter occur rence of sIipin the fi bres wiII be simiI ar 
to that of the film in the shear test. In this case, the stress transfer 
mechanism is essentially different from that of the frictional stress 
transfer, but the stress distribution at the f ibre-matr ix interface may 
be the same as in the frictional bond case. That i S. the transf erred 
stress at the f ibre-matrix interface will be a constant. In modelling, 
stress distribution and other conditions wi 11 be assumed to be near Iy 
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the same as for the case of frictional stress transfer. 
8.3 Out line and assumptions of the new theoretical model 
According to the discussions made on modelling of the stress 
transfer, the mode I proposed be I ow appears be the best cho ice as far as 
our current understanding is concerned. 
In the stage before the matrix cracking, the composite is assumed to 
follow 'the mixture law' introduced in Chapter 2. Since the slip in the 
fi bre is assumed to occur just af ter the matr ix cracking. inthe 
pre-cracking stage the fibres behave as one and are not divided into 
sleeve parts and core parts. 
As shown in Figure 8-1. the slip face is assumed to exist throughout 
the fi bres. The stress transfer inthissIipf ace is taken into 
consideration as well as that at the f ibre-matrix interface. Also, it is 
assumed that the sleeve part and the core part of the main fibre can 
move independently each other. At the slip face. the stress transfer due 
to the bridging fine hairs is taken into consideration. 
In introducing theoretical expressions, itis assumed based on the 
results of the film shear tests described in Chapter 4 that a constant 
stress is transferred at the interface similar to the case of frictional 
bond stress transfer. 
As shown in Figure 8-1, the core fibre contacts only with the sleeve 
fi bre in the case of ci rcu I ar fi bres in cross sect i on. In the case of 
rectangular fibres such as fibrillated Polypropylene fibres, the core 
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fi bre can contact di rectly with the mat rix. Although in pract i ce the 
stress transfer between the core fibre and the matrix must be small 
because the smooth surface without hairs in the contact zone, the stress 
transfer shou Id be taken account of. However, the stress transfer 
between the core fi bre and the matrix will not be cons i der ed at the 
first stage of deriving the basic equations in order to avoid confusion 
and to simplify the problem. 
The main fibre-matrix interface, stress is assumed to be transferred 
by friction, from the viewpoints 0f practicality and convenience 0f 
formulation. The mechanical anchoring effect of the hairs will be taken 
into consideration by evaluating the higher stress transfer capacity at 
the interface. The reinforcing effect of the fibre orientation i. e. the 
film open width and the fact that part of the fibres have broken before 
ultimate failure of the composite will be taken into consideration when 
the developed equations are compared with the experimental results. 
The theoretical equations involve some parameters whose quantitative 
evaluation isd if fi cu It f rom avai lable test data. Although, some 
quantitative comparisons with the test values will be made in the final 
s tag e, whether thismodeIexpIainsthe pr i nc ipI es 0fthe macroscopic 
behaviour of the composite or not is considered to be more important. 
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Figure 8-1. Assumption of the slip face in the fibre 
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8.4 Notation 
AI though ef forts have been made to avo id the use of many symbo Is, a 
fairly large number have to be used in this chapter. Some have already 
been used in the text or figures. Major symbols are listed below. 
Em matrix modulus of elasticity 
Ef fibre modulus of elasticity 
E, modulus of elasticity of uncracked composite 
V: f fibre volume fraction 
VM matrix volume fraction 
Vf. volume fraction of sleeve-fibres 
Vfr, volume fraction of core-fibres 
k Vf /Vf. hence Vf c; /V: f =(I -k) 
Af average cross sectional area of individual fibre 
N the number of fibres in unit volume of the composite 
N=Vf /Af 
EmVm/EfVf 
: Pf Tf /P-i T i. 
a "U matrix failure stress 
efc;. strain of core-fibre at crack face 
F_ f.,:, strain of sleeve-fibre at crack face 
E: fcj- strain of the core-fibre at the distance xi from crack face 
e f"j. strain of the outer sleeve-fibre at the distance xi from 
crack face 
xj. stress transfer length at the fibre-matrix interface 
Xf stress transfer length at the slip face in the fibres 
e MU matrix failure strain 
Pi. fibre perimeter 
Pf perimeter of slip face in fibres 
i frictional shear stress between 
fibre and matrix 
f transferred shear stress 
between sleeve-fibre and core-fibre 
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8.5 Strain distribution in the composite and development of equations. 
8.5.1 Strain distributions in the fibres and the matrix immediately 
after cracking 
Figure 8-2 shows the strain distributions near the crack face. It is 
assumed thatthe stress transfer capacity between the fibres and the 
matr ixis greater than that between the sI eeve fi bre and the core fi bre 
In the equations, thereIation0fthe stress transfer lengths is 
always such that xi <xf ). Th is assumpt i on is based on the i nf e rence 
that if stress transfer between the sleeve fibre and the core fibre is 
I arge. no sIipwiII occur and the core and sleeve fibres will act as 
one. In the actual composite. the anchoring effect of the hairs in the 
fibre-matrix interface and the presence of defects in the fibres support 
this assumption i. e. xi < xf. 
Referring toFigure 8-2. theIar9erthe stress transfer capacity 
between the sleeve fibre and the core fibre becomes so xf should become 
shorter and as its length approaches xi. This means that the difference 
in strain of the core and sleeve fibres will become smaller. That i S. 
when Tf becomes I arger. the state changes f rom (a) to (b) inFi gure 
8-2. In other words, in the case of Figure 8-2(b), it will be closer to 
the ACK theory which does not assume a slip face between the core and 
sleeve fibres. 
Fi rst I y, consider the stress transfer between the fi bras and the 
matr ix at adi stance of x j- f rom the crack f ace. As discussed in the 
prev i ous sect i on, the core fi bre, the sI eeve 
fi bre and the matr ix may 
all move independently of each other. 
However. as the components of the 
composite, the stress and strain 
in them must meet the balance of force 
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Figure 8-2 Strain distributions near the crack face 
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and deformation. The conditions for this will be more compl icated than 
in the ACK theory and described as necessary in the development of 
equations. 
Once a crack occurs, the matrix loses continuity on the crack face 
where the matrix can no longer carry stress. The applied force must all 
be sustained by the fibres. In this case, as sIipis assumed to occu r 
between the corefi bre and the sleeve fi bre, these fi bres deform 
according t0 the work i ng stress whichis determined by the ir stress 
transfer capac i ty. Th is means that the core and sI eeve fi bres susta in 
different stresses at the crack face. 
The strain e f", Of the sleeve f ibre at the crack face decreases 
linearly with the distance from the crack face as the stress is 
transferred from the fi bre to the matr ix at the interface. This strain 
becomes F- f,. i at a distance xi from the crack face. In the same region, 
the matrix strain is zero at the crack face and increases linearly to 
f isi wh ich is equa 1 to the stra in of the s1 eeve fi bre at adi stance of 
xj- f rom the crack f ace. The value of 6 : Er3j. Will not exceed the value 
when the core and sIeevefi bres work as one to transfer stress. 
Therefore, the value of efisi is smaller than the matrix cracking strain 
E mu. 
In the reg i on between 0 and xi., the relationship between the sleeve 
fibre strain and the transfer length xi is given by the following 
equation where T -i 
isthe bond stress transferred across thefi bre- 
matrix interface. 
Vf 
p. j -xi- Em Vm &f is i- =0 (8-1) 
Af 
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Si nce the bond stress rf is transferred at the sleeve-core fibres 
interface (thesIipf ace) , the corafi bre strain decreases with the 
di stance f rom the crack f ace. At adi stance of x: E. it is equal to FS mu 
which is equal to the sleeve fibre and matrix strain. If the value Tf 
is0. then the core fibre does not carry any force. The system is equal 
to the 'composite containing only the sleeve-f ibres. If frictional force 
TexiSts between thecore and sleeve-fibres, the stress ofthe 
core-fibre must be also FS mu at the place far away from cracks. 
When a crack occursin the composite, the core and sleeve-fibre carry 
the applied stress at the crack face. The additional force over 
F, mu(I-k)EfVf in the core-fibre at the crack face, 
i. e. (F- fco- emu) (1-k)EfVf, 
must be equal to the force transferred by frictional bond stress 'r fin 
the region between 0 to xf on the sleeve-core fibre interface. 
Similarly to Equation 8-1: 
vf 
Pf - Ir f xf - (I -k) Ef Vf f0 
Af 
(8-2) 
On the other hand, the forcabaIance must be sat i sf i ed on ever 
section of the composite, that is. a sum of 
force sustained by the core 
and sleeve fibres and the matrix must be the same on every section. 
For instance. the sum of the forces sustained by the matr ix and the 
sleeve and core fibres at the crack face must be equal to the force 
Ec F, mu of wh i ch is susta 
i ned by the comPos i te at adi stance more than xf 
from the crack face. The force balance gives the following equation: 
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( Vfrs F- fsc, + Vf, e £ ) Ef = F, rnu Ea (8-3) 
where V: E. = (I -k) Vf because of Vf,, = k-Vf, then the above equation 
can be written as: 
k- Ef Vf F- f so +(1 -k) Ef Vf F- f co = F, mu Ec (8-3-1) 
Next. consider the force balance at a distance of xi from the crack 
face. Similarly to Equation 8-3: 
(1 -k) Vf Ef ef ci +k' Ef Vf 9f si + ErnV, F, fi = F- mu Ec (8-4) 
The core fibre strain changes linearly in the range between 0 and xf 
from the crack face. The core fibre strain F,: Eci at a distance of xj- can 
be expressedusing ef,, xi.. xf and F- mu as shown be I ow: 
f cl --: 
( F_ f co - ES mu) 
(1- xi 
/xf)+ F_ mu (8-5) 
Substituting this in Equation (8-4). we obtain. 
xi 
(1 -k) Vf Ef (1 -- )( F- f co- F, mu) + (kVf Ef +EmVm) F- f e3. i= F, mu (VmEm+kVf Ef) 
Xf 
(8-4-D 
Another important point is that in the region of the stress transfer 
length xf, the sleeve fibre and the core fibre must have the same total 
displacement because these fibres are continuous throughout the Iength 
0f the composite. Inother words, intheregionf rom 0 to Xf, the 
average strainin the sI eeve fi bre and in the core fi bre must be the 
same. 
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FE fmC, + F, f 15 _i 
x: L 
Xf 
fe3i + F- mu 
2 
(xf - xi) 
Xf 
f Co+ F, mu 
By reducing both sides, we obtain 
F- fmoE mu )+Xf(F, f ISi - F, fca)= (8-6) 
In Equations 8-1,8-2,8-3-1,8-4-1 and 8-6, therearefi ve 
unknowns, X1, Xf. E; f Is 0, e fco and E: f is i. They can be dete rm i ned by 
soIving the fi ve simultaneous equations. The soIving process of 
equations is shown in detail in Appendix 1. 
Only the results wi il be presented here. some of the equations are 
fairly complicated and several parameters are used for simpler 
expression although those have no particular physical significance. The 
quantitative evaluation of these parameters will be discussed later. 
(a) S fco + ol r) FS mu 
where EmVm/EfVf 
r= 
a 
/-ýk-O- I+ k) I- k) 
a-k+I 
Pf f Pi -C -i 
(8-7) 
(8-8) 
(b) F- fs, = (1 +a (D) F- mu 
where (D =1/k- (1-k) r 
f !;. i =(I-aA) FS mu 
(I -k) r 
where 
k+ a-a 
(8-9) 
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(d) ef,; i = (I+aA) emu (8-10) 
a +k 
where A=(F 
k+ ol -a I-k 
EmVrnAf 
Xi =. (1 + mu P. i VfZi 
Af ErnVrn 
(f) Xf =(1 -k) r F, mu (8-12) 
Pf vf Zf 
where. the condition of I-k must be satisfied from the condition 
that F is a real number. 
When =I-k in the above equations, the parameter values become as 
follows: =I, (D =IA=0, A=0 and x: L = xf. This condition is 
exact Iy the same as in the case of the original ACK theory which does 
not assume a slip face in the fibres. 
The strain distribution and force balance immediately after cracking 
of the composite have so far been discussed. Under such conditions, the 
matrix strain is F- ,, u at a distance of xf or more f rom the crack face, 
so that a new crack wi II occur wi th in that reg i on. Therefore, as in the 
case of the ACK theory, the matrix will be broken down i nto a set of 
blocks of length xf and 2xf at a constant stress value. 
Figure 8-3 shows the fibre and matrix strain distributions when the 
average crack spaces are xf, 2xf and 1.364x: E. As seen in the fi gure, 
when the average crack space is 2xf. the average strain of the composite 
is given by: 
crack face 
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crack face crack face 
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....... ..... ................. I ....... ....... ........... ..... 
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Xi 
Xf 
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(a) cracks forming at spacing x> 2x 
(ý fso 
E fco 
mu 
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< 
............. ........... ...... 
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(s fco 
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..... ....... ... ..... ..... ................ ..... 
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(c) cracks forming at spacing 2x i< x <2xf 
Fiizure 8-3 Strain distributions during multiple cracking 
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F, aI= 
fco + FS mu 
2 
=(I 
a 
2 
F, rnu 
and when the average crack spacing is xf. it is: 
3 
S aL 2=r Ct 
ý F, mu 
4 
(8-13) 
(8-14) 
Inthis stress state. the average crack spac i ng actua IIy takes a 
value between xf and 2xf. Several values for the average crack spacing 
have been theoretically or experimentally proposed. If 1.364xf is taken 
as the average value in the case of the original ACK theory, the average 
strain of the composite is: 
&ao. 659 raDe.. (8-15) 
This means that cracks will occur one after another at the same load 
as the crack-originating I oad unt iI the average crack spac i ng reaches 
1.364xf. 
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8.5.2 End of multiple cracking and increase in stress 
Even af ter the crack spac i ng re ac hing 2xf, in this model, further 
stress can be transferred from the sleeve fibre to the matrix because 
the stress transfer Iength xi is shorter than Xf. Inother wo r ds, 
further cracking is possible if the working stress increases. 
As shown inFigure 8-3 (b) and (C) , when thecrack spac i ng is 
between xf and 2xf, the matrix strain at the center between the cracks 
isI ass than E: mu. Figure 8-4 shows the strain distr ibutions inthe 
fibres and the matrix at the condition when the working stress has 
increased further and the crack spacing has become less than xf. 
When the work i ng stress increases, only the fi bres sustained the 
stress at the crack face so that the values of 6 fso and e : Ec, increase. 
However, the bond stress T i- transferred at the sleeve fibre-matrix 
interface is a constant and as the result the transfer length xj 
increases to xj. '. That is. the strain of the sleeve fibre and matrix. 
E: f 251, at the distance xj changes to F, f si, at the distance xj-'. Since 
the bond stress 'C f on the sIipf ace isa constant. the strain of the 
matrix and the sleeve fibre in the region xi or further from the crack 
f ace i ncreases wi th the di stance f rom the crack f ace at the same rate 
before increasing the working stress. As a result, the matrix strain at 
the center between the cracks increases and when it reaches e 
another crack occurs. 
In this case. si nce the matr ix st ra inis the hi ghest at the cente r 
between cracks, the new crack will occur nearly center between existing 
cracks. When a new crack occurs, the strain distribution of the f ibres 
and the matrix changes on both sides of the crack and an new equilibrium 
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is established. The matr ixstrain becomes againthehi ghest at the 
center between the cracks but it relaxes to a value smaller than FS Mu. 
Therefore. no crack will occur in the matrix without a increase of the 
working stress. 
When the work i ng stress increases further and cracks occur in the 
composite at crack spacing smaller than 2x-i, the stress can be no longer 
transferred from the fibres to the matrix and then only the fibres carry 
the working stress. The final stage of multiple cracking is such that a 
new crack occurs between cracks of an interval of 2xi, for instance, 
Figure 8-5 shows the strain distributions in the composite at the crack 
spac i ng of xi and 2x-i. Thus, crack i ng cont i nues as in the ACK theory 
until the composite is divided into a series of blocks with crack 
spac i ng of xi to 2xi.. When the value of xi increases in response to the 
increased stress and reaches this state, the model is at the end point 
of multiple cracking. 
In order to determine the final strain following multiple cracking 
of the composite or the working stress at that time, let us examine the 
stress distribution when the working stress increases and a crack 
develops at 2xi.. 
Figure 8-5 shows the strain distribution in the fibres and the 
matrix when cracks developed at intervals of 2xi' . As discussed above, 
itis assumed thaton the crack f ace on Iy the fibres bear the stress 
withthesI eeve fi bre strain be i ng 6f EB 0' and the core fi bre strain 
be i ng S : Eco. Across the interface 
between the matr ix and thesI eeve 
fi bre, the bond force of T -i 
is transferred so thatthef011 ow in 
equation can be established as in 
Equation (8-1). 
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Vf 
P. i Ti- xi' - Em Vm e mu 
Af 
(8-16) 
Between the sleeve fibre and the core fibre the bond stress of Tf 
is transferred. Therefore, as in Equation 8-2 
Vf 
Pf -Zfx: L' -(1 -k) Ef Vf ( F- f c, ' - F, f ci' )=0 
Af 
(8-17) 
From the force ba I ance, at the crack f ace and at adi stance of x: L' 
f rom the crack f ace, the sum of the f orce susta i ned by the fi bres and 
the matrix shouid be the same. 
Hence. 
EfVf tke : f' + (1 -k) F, fc; c, ' 
)= EfVf ( (1 -k) F, fc;: L' +k F- rnu) + EnVn F- mu 
(8-18) 
By dividing both sides of equation 8-18 we obtain. 
F, f ' 1 -k) F, fc'=(1 k) E: fa i' + (k +a)9 iu 
Since the fibres are continuous over the length of the composite, 
the average strain of the sleeve fibre and that of the core fibre 
between the crack and the distance xi from the crack must be the same, 
That is: 
mu f c; o' + FE fc -i' 
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By solving the four simultaneous equations 8-16,8-17,8-18-1, and 
8-19 the four unknowns of e fSO ,, e foo ,, F, f Ci , and xi can be 
determined. the detai led procedures to solve the equations are given in 
Appendix 2. The results only are presented here. 
Af EmVrn 
x: L 
P. i iVf 
C+- 
f co' 
Ci 
i-' 
Ci+t 
F, inu (8-20) 
(I -0) 
Cl ý F, rnu 
k 
+ mu (8-22) 
2k 2 (1 -k) 
ol e mu (8-23) 
2k 2 (1 -k) 
The average stress and average strain corresponding to the end of 
multiple cracking can be determined by assuming the average crack 
spacing. In this model. mult iple cracking occurs as the stress increases 
beyond a constant values Ec e mu and in this respect the model differs 
from the ACK theory. The assumption that the final average crack spacing 
is 1.364x: L' might not accurately reflect the actual state. However, this 
assumption is adopted since the same theory as conventional theories can 
be appi ied unti I the average crack spacing of the composite reaches this 
level and since the end condition of multiple cracking is the same as in 
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the ACK theory although the degree of freedom of the crack forming 
process and the crack position may differ from that in the theory. 
As shown in Figure 8-6. let the average crack spacing be 1.364x-i' . 
Then, the average strain Cb Of the composite can be determined as the 
average strain of the fibres. 
eb '2 (1 + 0.659 
a (I- ý) 
) F, mu (8-24) 
The strain of the composite can be expressed as follows by the fibre 
stress at the crack face: 
Ef Vf tk F- f !, c, '+(1-k)&f, a'1 
Substituting equations 8-20 and 8-21 in the above equation, we obtain, 
0' b= Ef Vf F, rnu 
t1+Ta) 
where 
7= 
(I- A) 
2k 
F 
2k 
(8-25) 
Based on the above, the stress-strain curve of this comPosite may 
be shown in Figure 8-7. In the figure, straine,, eb and stress 0- Z" 
abaregi von by Equations 8-15 and 8-25. Here, the gradient of the 
second region of multiple cracking (region 
from point A to point B in 
Figure 8-7) will be determined. In Figure 8-7, the stress increment from 
point A to point B is: 
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Ö 
= EfVf 6 rnu 
( (1+7 U)- (1+ a)) 
= EfVf emu a(T-i) 
Similarly, the strain increment from point A to B is: 
Ö 
= 0.659 F, " a( (1 -ß)A- 
Therefore, the gradient from point A to point B is given by: 
-'- 
ÖU/Ö Ef Vf 
= Ef Vf 
T-I 
(I -ý)A- I' 
(I -ý 
(I -ý)- 2k 17 
=( Emc2, see Table 8.1 ) 
Beyond point B on the curve stress is no longer transferred from the 
fi bres to the matr ix as in the case of the ACK theory so that stress 
increases in the fibres only. Since the core fibre and the sleeve fibre 
carry the stress according to thei r cross sectional ar ea, the gradient 
of the curve beyond point B becomes EfVf. 
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8.5.4 Parameter values and shape of stress-strain curve 
The equations have been der i ved according to a model that assume 
slip in the fibres. These equat ions have tended to be more comp Ii cated 
than those of the ACK theory so that various parameters have been 
introduced to help the reader to understand. In this section, the values 
of these parameters r, A, A, (D and T will bechecked and itwill be 
shown how the predicted shape of the stress-strain curve changes with 
these parameters. 
In the equations derived in the preced i ng sect i ons, the important 
variabIesarek, a and Once these vaIuesare determined, a] I 
parameters in the equations and the values of the equations can be 
determined. However, 01 is used in the same manner as in the ACK theory 
and the parameters specific to this model are k and 0. 
When determining the average strain in each state of the compos i te 
usingthis mode I, the mathematical cond iti on of ý ;5 (1 -k) must be 
satisfied as discussed earlier. It has already been shown that when 
= (1-k) , the model is the same as the original 
ACK theory. Here. the 
variation of 0 for a specific value of k will be discussed, Referring 
to the image analysis results shown in Chapter 4. the interface between 
the sleeve fibre and the core fibre on which the slip face is formed is 
considered to correspond to an approximate area ratio of 0.15 - 0.20 
between the main fibres and the fine hairs. That i s. assumpt ion of ak 
values of 0.15 to 0.20 for the f ibrillated Polypropylene f ibres will be 
reasonable. 
Fi gures 8-8 (a) - (e) show thevaIues of thevarious Parameters 
plotted against under the following conditions. 
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00.15, Vf=0. 06. Q=0.94, Ef=7.5 GPa, Em=30 GPa, Ec=28.65 GPa. 
9 a= 8.6 MPa. a =VmEm/VtEf= 62.7 
If the matrix cracking strain is assumed to be 300x]O-r', the end of the 
fi rst muItipIe cracking regionF, aL, the end of the second muItipIe 
cracking regionF, b and the stress at strain e b, e tc. are then as 
listed in Table 8.1. 
Table 8.1 Typical values of the particular points 
in the stress strain curves 
F, 
M 
F- b 
M 
Ub 
(mpa) 
0' 
(MPa) 
Ernc-, 2 
/EfVf 
0 1 67 0 7 46 29.7 21.1 0.69 . 0 2 . 0 82 . 6 64 26 9 18 3 0.70 . 0.3 . 0.92 . 5.81 . 24.1 . 15.5 0.70 
0.4 0.99 4.99 21.3 12.7 0.71 
0.5 1.06 4.16 18.5 9.9 0.71 
0.6 1.11 3.33 15.6 7.0 0.71 
0.7 1.17 2.51 1 12.8 4.2 1 0.70 
0.8 1.23 1.68 10.0 1.4 0.70 
0 85 27 1 1.27 8.6 0 
. . 
The value of ea increases with and approaches U-0.6 59 01 On 
the other hand. the vaIue of F- b decreases from I-0.6 59 
toward (1-0.659 Ce ) with increasing 0. Thus, when reached (1-k), 
the model converges to the ACK theory. If decreases, the second 
muItipIe cracking region becomes wider. The gradient of the second 
multiple cracking region does not depend much on about 0.7 EfVf) 
but this value depend more on k. 
0 represents the ratio of the bond force of the fibre-matrix 
interface to that of the slip face and is considered to change for the 
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following conclition. 
If high strength matrix made with a low water cement ratio is used. 
1,1 becomes Iarger than rf so that becomes smaller. If more hairs 
are produced on the fibre surface in the fibrillation process or there 
are more defects in the fibres, will also become smaller. Therefore. 
in the case where more ha i ry fibres are used or fi bres that are more 
Ii ke Iy to sIip between the sI eeve and core are used, this model will 
give a wider secondary cracking region on the stress-strain curve and 
the stress will significantly increase in that region. Such a trend has 
been generally observed in the experimental test results given in 
Chapter 7 and thus the validity of this model has been demonstrated. 
When fl is small. the sleeve fibre must carry a much larger stress. 
Inthis case, for the shape of the stress-stra in curve, the secondary 
multiple cracking region becomes wider and the stress increment in that 
reg i on becomes theoretically I arge. However, the fi bres have Iimi ted 
strength so that the sleeve f ibre will faiI at a fairly early stage. 
When the sleeve f ibre fails. the sleeve fibre can be regarded as the 
same as one of the matr i ces. Therefore. the composite behaviour can be 
assessed by ACK theory. in which the f ibre volume fraction is (1-k)Vf 
and the frictional bond stress is taken to be that at the slip face i. e. 
T, i. Th is case shou Id be ab Ie to be seen when the fi bre vo I ume f ract i on 
is low. 
Thus, the theoretical mode I can explain the general trends in the 
test results of Chapter 7. 
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8.6 Applicability of the proposed model 
(Comparison of test results and theoretical predictions) 
A comparison of the values predicted by the proposed model with the 
test resu I ts wiIIbe made inthis sect i on. Inthe theoretical 
development inthe preceding sections, it has been shown thatin the 
influence 0fvaIueonthe stress-strain curve shape. theresa 
qualitative agreement between the test results and the predictions. In 
the quantitative evaluation, several parameters must be ass i gned wi th 
Spec ific va I ues, butthereare St iII some diffi cu It parameters to 
evaluate experimentally the values, for example, such as (= Pi T -i 
/ 
Pf 'r f). 
As inthe ACK theory. thefri ct i ona I bond stress 'c 1atthe 
fibre-matrix i nterf ace can be est i mated from the crack spac i ng, but for 
the estimation of 'r fthe crack spac i ng at the strain F- a must be 
known. Although information onthe configuration 0fthe fibrillated 
po I yp ropy I ene fi bres has been presented in deta iI in Chapter 4. Pi and 
Pf values suitable for macro-modeling have not been given. 
Therefore. by taking account of the tests and observation results, 
0 and other values are approximated as described below. 
The fi bre sect i on is assumed to be rectangu I ar wi th fi ber sect i on 
of 90X150 X10-12M2 (see Fi gure 8-9) . Th issIipf ace is assumed to be at 
a position where the area ratio of the main fibres to hairs is k=0.2. 
an dis1 ocated 1 5x 1 O-r'm f rom the en ds. Wh en so Pos iti oned. the film and 
matrix contact area is divided into two parts. That is there are fibre 
ends with a high stress transfer capacity because of branched hairs and 
secondary fibrils and the fibre section long side with a relatively 
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smooth and no stress transfer capacity. 
Let the frictional bond stress of the former be Ti and the 
fri ct i ona I bond act i ng on the si de be T is and the slip bond stress in 
the fibres be -r f. By determining Pi and Pf referring to Figure 8-9. the 
value of can be determined by the following equation. 
Pf Tf 
pj- T i. 
90 x2xTf 
(90+30) x2xTi+1 20x2 x 'r i, 
The value of Tf can be estimated from the stress transfer capacity 
of about 3.7- 8 MPa seen in the def ormat ion increase region after the 
max i mum strength in the fiImshear test. However. as discussed in 
section 4.5.3. the actual f ace in the fi bres to res i st the shear f orce 
may be I ess than the case of the shear tests. Therefore, the accurate 
values of 'r i. , 'r i's' Pi, Pf can not be determi ned by the tests carr ied 
out until now. but approximate value of Tf may be less than 3.7 MPa and 
its should be nearly equal to zero. 
With relation to the tensile test of the composite using the high 
strength matrix in Chapter 7. the f rictional bond stresses calculated 
based on the ACK theory are in the range of 0.8 to 2.5 MPa. In Fi gure 
8-9, ifitis assumed that the stress is not transf erred between the 
core-f i bre and the matr i x. Af /P: f is 56.25 /IM2//l m and this value is 
about 3.3 times as the values used in above calculation of the 
fri ct i ona I bond. If the values of Af/Pf in the simPlified fi gu re is 
used, the frictional bond stresses will be between 2.6 and 8.3 MPa. 
When -c j. = 5.5 M Pa. T in= 0, f=3.7 MPa are assumed based on 
above. we obtain 0.50 as the value of 
ý. 
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Figure 8-10 compares the test values of the HN513 specimen (Vf : -- 
6.03%, N5 fi bre. high strength matrix) and the predictions using this 
mode I. Although thereisa difference in the gradient in the 
post-cracking region, the two are in relatively good agreement, When the 
fi bre or i entat i on is taken into account wi th regard to this gradient, 
the prediction is closer to the test results. From equation 8-21, when 
multiple cracking has completed, the sleeve fibre strain and stress at a 
crack are calculated to be about 5.5% and 410 MPa, respectively, so that 
the fibres are considered to be nearly at their failure strength at the 
crack face. If the gradient is calculated assuming breaking ofthe 
sleeve fi bres inthe post-cracking reg i on, the test values and 
predictions show much better agreement. 
Further compar i son is difficult without an experimental evaluation 
of 'r i- ,Tf and other values. However. the above comparison indicates, 
atI east, thatthis mode I can be used to evaluate the stress-strain 
curves of the polypropylene fibre cement. 
The model developed here takes into account the frictional bond 
stress transfer at the fi bres-matr ix interface and at the slip face in 
the fibres. This assumption has been proposed based on observations of 
the faiIu re process 0fthe polypropylene fi bre cement but th is mode I 
will also be applicable to a composite with many monofilaments 
reinforced by fibre bundles that are bonded together by relatively weak 
res i n. 
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CHAPTER 9 
Conclusions 
The main purpose of this thesis is to provide a better understanding 
of the stress transfer mechanism between thafi bres and the mat rix. 
Therefore, var i ous observations of the composite and i ts mechanical 
tests have been car ri ed out. Based on the test resu I ts, a theoretical 
model has been developed and its applicability has been discussed. This 
thesis consists of 10 chapters and the contents are described below 
excluding this and next chapters. 
In Chapter I as an i ntroduct i on. the history of cement composites as 
construction materials is reviewed and the position of fibre reinforced 
cement in the history is described, 
In Chapter 2. a literature survey of cement composites reinforced by 
continuous fi bres iS summarized. In particular, experimental and 
theoretical resu I ts concerning with stress transfer between fibres and 
cement matrix, and observations on the microscopic structures of cement 
matrix-aggregate interfaces are introduced. 
Chapter 3 describes manufacturing methods for the Polypropylene 
fibre cement composite used and the basic Properties of the matrix and 
the fibres. 
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In Chapter 4, the properties 0fthefi Ims and fibrillated fi bres 
which are the subject of this study are investigated. The observations 
ofthefi br e con fi gu rat ion using an eI ectron mi croscope gave deta iI ed 
information on the fi ne hairs branching f rom the main fi bres and the 
defects Ieftin the fi bres. The cross sect i ons of the compos i te were 
observed. using an optical microscope and the obtained images were 
analysed to measure the average cross-sectional area and peripheral 
length of the fibrillated fibres. The results indicated that two 
different peaks in their distribution exist in the main fibres and the 
fi ne hairs. The polypropylene film was also tested in tens ion and in 
shear to determine the material properties. 
In Chapter 5. the matrix interface in contact with the fibres was 
observed using an electron microscope. It was shown that the microscopic 
structures differ with the matr ix type. Al I matrices had athin 
portlandite (CH) layer formed at the f ibre-matr ix interface at an early 
age and th is was judged as i dent i ca I to the dup I ex fi Im reported by 
Barnes et al. (-) However, this CH layer is not always continuous and its 
thickness is cons i der ed to i ncr ease with the age of the mat rix. It was 
also observed that the high strength matrix containing silica fume has a 
verytight interface zone. In the low strength matr i x, the fi bre 
intersection of secondary hair branching is sometimes not fully packed 
wi th the matr i x. From the vi ewpo i nt of the stress tr ans f er capac i ty of 
the fibrillated fibres, the ti ght matr i ces are thought to be ef f ect i ve 
in improving the stress transfer capacity as they grip the fi ne ha i rs 
more securely. 
In Chapter 6, thefaiI ure process of the COMPos i te spec i mens was 
observed under a scann i ng eI ectron mi crOscope and an oPt i cai mi crOscope 
usingaminiature tens iIerig made Spec 
i a] Iyforthis Purpose. The 
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observations indicated that the fibres deform more in their center than 
nearthe interface when thefi bres come to carryIarge stress af ter 
cracking. When the load increases further and the crack becomes wider, a 
sl ip face is formed in the fibres, indicating slipping of the fibres in 
the center. Th is sIip is estimated to have originated from the defects 
in the fibres that might have been oaused at time of fibrillation. 
The observat ions aI so show that separ at ion 1n the fi bres tends to 
occur at the place where secondary fibrils branch from the main fibres 
and in the fi bres near the i nter f ace when the fi bres are aIi gned at an 
angle to the working stress. Partial breakage of the hairs or edges of 
the fibres in contact with the matrix at the crack face was also 
observed. From these r esu I ts, it is considered that the stress is not 
necessarily distributed uniformly in the fi bres and that the ef f ect i ve 
fi bre voIume fraction decreases due to the rupture of some ha i rs and 
other parts of the fibres. 
On the stress-stra in curve, the point at which the stress starts to 
increase in the multiple cracking region corresponds to the strain at 
which internal fibre deformation becomes significant in the microscopic 
observations. The end point of the multiple cracking region corresponds 
to the strain at which an obvious slip or separation occurs in the 
fi br es. 
In Chapter 7. the compos i te spec i mens were I oaded in tension with 
different fibre types, fibre volume factions and matrix strengthes. 
The following points were mainly discussed; 
-Shape of the stress-strain curve 
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*Cracking strength 
*Gradient of the post-cracking region in the stress strain curves 
-Frictional bond stress determined by the ACK theory 
-Influence ofthefi bre surface treatment on thefri ct i ona I bond 
stress 
-Influence of open width of the fibre networks in terms of the fibre 
alignment angle 
-End point of multiple cracking determined experimentally 
In the di scuss i on. 1t was recogn i zed that there were severa If acts 
which cannot be explained adequately by the conventional theories, for 
examp I e. increasing stress in the multiple cracking region and the low 
elastic modulus of the fibres in the post-crack i ng reg i on. From these 
experiments, new knowledge on reinforcing effects of the fi bres was 
obtained. 
In Chapter 8, the stress transfer across the fibre-matrix interface 
and that in the slip face in the fibres were modeled based on the 
findings obtained in Chapter 6 and equations were derived theoretically. 
This model assumes that constant stresses are transferred at the slip 
f ace and the fi bre-matr ix interface. The other assumpt i ons are aI most 
the same as the ACK theory. The developed model can predict the stress 
increase in the multiple cracking region of the stress-strain curves and 
the effect is affected by the rat 
, 
io of the stress transfer capacity in 
the slip face and the fiber-matrix interface. It was considered that the 
developed theoretical mode I can exp Iain the test resu I ts obtained in 
Chapter 7 better than the conventional mode I s. It was shown that by 
substituting appropriate values for the Parameters in the equations, the 
predicted stress-strain curve can be made to closely agree with the test 
va I ues. 
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CHAPTER 10 
Recommendations for further work 
This study has been concerned ina inIywi th tha stress transfer 
mechanism intha polypropylene fi bra cement composite. Although 
microscopic observations of the tensile failure process in this 
compos i te were sat i sf actory in th is work, a number of ef f acts such as 
time-dependent deformation etc. were notisoIatad because the in ain 
purpose was to understand the actual stress transfer mechanism. In order 
to evaluate such microscopic phenomena quantitatively. more 
sophisticated and carefully planned tests will be necessary. 
It was shown that hairs branching out from the main fibres play an 
important roIein stress transfer, but the ir act i on was not assessed 
quantitatively or theoretically. The anchoring effect 0f such fi br iIs 
and he i rs f orms a prom isi ng area of study ; particularly interesting is 
the correlation between the mechanical propert i es of the fi bres and the 
bonding action. 
The prediction of the theoretical model developed in this study were 
compared with only a limited range of experimental results because 
information about some parameters was lacking. Perfecting the model thus 
requires more accurate information regarding stress at the slip face in 
the fibres. Although shear tests were carried out on non-abraded film in 
this study, shear stress in fibrillated fibers should also be measured 
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directly. If the anchoring effects of fibrils and hairs can be 
accurately assessed, the stress at the sl ip face may be estimated from 
the results of tensile tests on the composite. Both approaches should be 
foII owed, 
Inthis thes 1 s, onIy fibrillated polypropylene fi bers have been 
stud i ed. but investigation of otherfi bres such aromatic poIyamide 
fibres or polyvinyl- alcohol fibres may yield new information. 
In commercial terms, the resu Its obtained pointtoafew 
requirements as follows: 
(1) Both sides of the film should be abraded. 
(2) High shear resistance in the fibre is recommended. 
(3) The film's open width should be smaller. perhaps 4-6 ti mes to the 
original width will be recommended as an optimum value. 
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APPENDIX I 
In Chapter 8, the equations are derived based on the proposed model 
in the cond iti on of the crack spac i ng of 2xf. Inthis sect i on. the 
detailed process to obtain the solutions will be shown. The derived five 
simultaneous equations are as follows. 
Vf 
P j- -x -i - 
Em Vm ef is i. =0 
Af 
Vf 
Pf- Zf xf - (1 -k) Ef Vf (ef co - F- mu )=0 
Af 
k Ef Vf F, f .. +(1- k) Ef Vf ef co «: F- muEc 
(8-1) 
(8-2) 
- (8-3-1) 
xi 
(1-k)VfEf (1- -)( F- f, ý. - 9 mu) + (kVfEf+EmVm) F, fe3i*= F- mu (VmEm+kVfEf) 
Xf 
(8-4-I) 
fm C) - F- mu )+Xf(9f is: L - F- f c; o)«: 0 -------- (8-6) 
From equation 8-1, x: L is given by: 
Em Vm Af 
xi FS f Is i 
Pi. Vf Ti 
-- (A-i) 
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From equation 8-2. 
(I -k) Ef Vf sf ý--o- 0 -k) Ef Vf E: mu) Af 
Xf 
Pf Vf 'r f 
In order to obtain x: L/x: f. (A- I) is divided by (A-2) 
(A-2) 
xi Af Pf Vf 'r :f 
Ern Vm Cf ta i 
Xf Pivi. 'r if (I -k) Ef Vf ef co- (I -k) Ef Vf e mu) Af 
Pf Tf EmVm 
For the equation, and a- can be used to simplify it 
PI T :L EfVf 
F- fs «i 
=aß 
Xf 
t(1 
-k) E: :f co -(1 -k) F- mu 
) 
(X ß FE f si 
------------- (A-3) 
(1 -k) f Co MU) 
Put equation (A-3) into equation (8-4-1): 
aß9f in -i (1 -k) (1-)(efcc, -e mu) f si 
(1 -k) F, fcoF, mu) 
= ot )e mu 
fco - F- rnu) - Ot 
ß FE f is j. +(k+a)F, f. i=(k+a) F- nu 
FE f isi z (k+ a) F,., -(1 -k) 
( F- f co -e , ) 
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ef st = Ct ý) 
Putting equation (A-4) into equation (A-]) gives: 
(A-4) 
Ern Vm A: f 9 rnu - (1 -k) ( F- £ -e mu) 
Xi =1 
Pi Vf Zi (k +a- ot ß 
Em Vrn Af 
piV: f 'r j- 
+a)e mu (I -k) f co 
(k + cc -aý 
(A-6) 
On the other hand, equation (8-3-1) can be rearranged as follows: 
0+01) 
FS f ISO 7- mu 
k 
f Co (A-6) 
In equation 8-6. Xj ,Xf and 6 : E,, , can be expressed using equations 
(A-4), (A-5), and (A-6). Since the equation is long and cannot be 
expressed in aIi ne. the equation will be shown wi th the divi ded two 
parts. 
The first term in the right hand side of equation 8-6: 
x j_ ( E: f eg o- FE rnu) 
EmVmAf ( (k+ mu- (I -k) ef co+ (I -k) E; mu) emu(]+ a 
P: LVf Ti (k+ a+ Cl k 
mu - (I -k) ( F, f co -e mu) 
I -k) 
FS fco- 6 mu) 
k 
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EmVmAf 
( (I -k) 2 co2 -. (I -k) (2-2 a -k) e mu f cc) 
PiVf ri (k+ a+ak 
(I+a) (I+a-k) emu 2 --------- (A-7' 
The second term in the right hand side of equation 8-6: 
Xf ( F, f isi - F- f co) 
Af (k+ a) F- mu 
(1 -k) Ef Vf F- foo - (1 -k) Ef Vf F, rnu) 
Pf Zf Vf (k + ot - ot ß 
1 -k) ( F, f cc, - E: rnu) 
-9 fco) 
(k+ ot -aß) 
AfEfVf(i-k) 
Pf -r f Vf (k + 
( FE fcc, - F, mu) 
( (k + ot ) F- mu -(1- k) F, fc. 
+ (1 -k) F, mu - (k+ a-aß) FE f co 
1 
AfEfVf(I-k) 
Pf 'r f Vf (k+ a-a 
:f co- E: mu) f co 01 + F- mu (I +a 
AfEfVf(1-k) 
( F- f ca' ( Ot ß-a-1)+ (2 a +2- aß)F, f co F, rnu 
Pf 7f Vf (k+ a-aß) 
- (1 Ot ) F- rnu2 
) 
-------- (A-7' ') 
Therefore, equation 8-5 is rearranged as follows using equation A-7' 
and A-7' ' 
EmVm Af 
fLN 
pi -r j. Vf (k+ ot +aý) 
I F% I (I mco %1 1% J% r- r- Lk Ki C, mu C, fco 
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Ef Vf Af (1 -k) 
+ Ot + 0£ -k) F, mu 
2) + 
Pf *r f Vf (k+ et ot ß)t( 
ot ß- ot -if Co 
, ", u + (2 a+2- ot ß) F- f c; . F- u-(1+ 04 jE 
2) 
=0 
Multiplying pf rf /EfVf to both side: 
(1-k)2 f,; c, 
2- (1-k) (2+2 a -k) F, mu s foo + (1+ ot (]+a -k) F, mu2) 
+k (I -k) If cc, + (2 a +2- a M F _2 )_ mu MU )= 
(I -k) (aý -k a -k) F- f co 
2+ 2(1-k) (1+01) (k-a 0) emu F,: fco 
+ (1+ ot) tot 0 (1+01 -k)-k(I-k)) SMU2 ------ (A-8) 
Since this equation is a quadratic equation of E: f r, C), E: fc; o is given as 
follows according to the formula: 
(I+ ot ot 0 -k) a vý' ýk( -I -+a T)-(01 --a JOý -+k 
efC0.,: (+) 
aý -k 01 +1 a -k (a+ I) I --k ) 
a --kk ( -1+ a -)( a --a M+kI-k 
S :Eco:: 
(I+ LX 
) E: mu 
a5 -k ( ot +1) 
where it is convenient to put the second term as: 
01 lr-k I+ 01 Cl - Ol 0+ k) I- k) 
r, = (A-9) 
aý -k ( ot +I 
Hence. 
6 £Co «2 (1r ot 
)6 
mu (A-10), (8-7) 
Although in equation A-10, ef C" 
(r) takes two values, the following 
condition must be satisfied because we assumed that the value of C foo 
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is lower than the value of at crack face. 
From equation A-6: 
f Co 
5f 
is c) = 
(11-k) 
rnu 9 fco 
F- foo fý (1+a)F, mu 1) 
Hence e f" =(I+ra) emu, equation (A-10) means r ;5 
r= -- 
a /3-k(a-i-1) 
(A-9' ) 
If the numerator and denominator are compared. we can easily see: 
a0 
-v/-k -(I + -a) +kI-k0 
ka +1 0 
Ifin equation (A- I I) the second term0f the numerator takes the 
positivesi gn. the numerator is obviously greater than the denominator, 
i. e. r' is greater than 1. Therefore, in equation A-11, the second term 
of the numerator have to take at I east the negative si gn. As the 
consequent, equation A-9 takes only one value. 
ol -a +k) / (I -k) 
s co :: 
(1 
Nf- (I -k) 
-- . 
(A-9") 
(A-10). (8-7) 
Since6f,, has been given, 6 fisc, can be obtained from equation A-6: 
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(1+ a) (1-k) 
FE f e% 0=E mu 
FE fco 
kk 
(1+ a Uk - (1-k) (1-r' a Uk mu 
(1+E I/k - (I -k) r Al a)c,,, 
s :f+a 
I-k 
where (D =-r, 
kk 
On the other hand, equation A-4 can be rearranged: 
C fsi ': 
He nc e, 
(1 ot ) F- mu -(1- k) 
k+ ot -aß 
+k 
k+ a-a 
(1 -k) 
k+ a- ot 
(8-8) 
1-k 
=(i-1F, mu 
k+ ot -aß 
F, f is I -,: (I ot A) 16 mu 
I-k 
where 
k+ ol - 01 
In order to obtain. equation 8-5 
k+ a- ol 
i=(£fc c3 -9 mu) (1- Xi // Xf)+C mu 
(A-13). (8-9) 
If equation A-3 is substituted for xi/xf in equation 8-5, the equation 
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is rearranged: 
a0e : f1si 
Sfc1fC; o mu) 
(1-k) (Ffc; o - emu) 
+ FS mu 
aß 
F- f ci = F- fco-Z fs-i (A- 14) 
(1 -k) 
In this equation, FS f,, and S f,, i can be replaced using equations A-10 
and A-12: 
EfC; j. =E(I+ra)- emu (I -k) 
-(a+k) 
(I -k) (k+ 
e ci = (I 
+k 
where 
k+ ol -a 
tr - 
From equation 8-1: 
EmVmAf 
xi =( 1+ a A) emu 
P±vf T, i 
Similarly, from equation 8-2: 
Af 
Xf = (I -k) Ef Vf ( F- f, --,, -e) 
Pf Vf 'r f 
Af 
(1-k)EfVf ((I+ar) emu - emu 
Pf Vf Tf 
(k+ 
emu 
(k+ ot -a 
13 
) 
1-k 
(A-15), 
16), (8-1 1) 
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A: E EmVm 
Xf = (I -k) rnu 
Pf vf 'r f 
(8-12) 
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APPENDIX 2 
From the proposed model in Chapter 8, the equations at the condition 
of crack spacing xi' are shown as follows. 
Vf 
P. i- Zf x-i '- EmVrn F- mu =0 (8-15) 
Af 
Vf 
Pf -Tf Xi (I -k) Ef Vf fef, ýj (8-16) 
Af 
F, c, '+(1 -k) ef cc, '=(1 -k) F, fc -i 
'+ (k+ ot ) F, rnu 
9 so' F- mu :: 6f Co +9f ci 
In this sect ion, the detailed process to obtain the solutions will be 
shown. From equation 8-1: 
A-r 
Xi' EmVm S mu (8-20) 
P. i TiVf 
Substituting A-18 for x± in equation 8-16. 
S mu -'ý ( FS f c; c, 
'- FS f r- i')(I- 19) 
Equat ion 8-17-1 can be rearranged and make the equat ion and A-19 equa I: 
(&f co -E : Eci- ) (I -k) = (k +a) FS mu - 
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a mu = (k +a) F- mu -k F- f so 
6 sop :: fI+ (1- 0)a 
/k )S 
rnu (A-20), (8-21) 
Cf ISO 0 in equation 8-18 can be replaced by equation A-20: 
f c; o + F, f ci = F- f 150 + F, rnu 
( (I -0) ct /k)s mu (A-21 ) 
Ef ca , can be obtained multiplying (1-k) to equation A-21, then adding 
it and equation A-19: 
O-k) F,: E,, ' +Efci-' )= (1-k) (2 +(I-M) a/k ) emu 
(I -k) f cc, E: : E, i 
)=aýF, 
mu 
2 (1 -k) Fs f, p -- (I -k) 
t2+ (I -ý)a/k)F, mu+ aýE: mu 
(1- ß) 
f Co' «ý 
Ei 
2k 2 (1 -k) 
(A-22) 
(A-] 9) 
(A-23), (8-22) 0 
fc; j. ' can be obtained from equation 8-18 using equations A-20 and A-23: 
F, f ci. + F, f co ': Cf Is o+6 mu 
f mu 
2k20 -k) 
cc a 
1+ F, mu 
2k 2 (1 -k) 
(A-24), (8-23) 
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